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School

\

Conference. ;

Union

Iiool union conference will be held
municipal court room in this city
\

library
School contingent.
Free text books and supplies.
Scho d repairs and insurance.

16th at 10.15

a.

m.

under the di-

Machinery

and

is says of these unions:
V Idle the law does not require that
unions go into operation until July
.;
jt is permissible and desirable in
instances for unions to be organ- ;
.iriorto that date and logo into operat once. Committees may find it
advantage of their towns if such i

07
06

102 94
92 78
42 40
295 68
978 04
23 66
7 00
117 L0
33 26

equipment repairs.

Bridges.Sidewalks
Sewers.
Cemeteries.
Fire Department.
Maintenance of City Building.

75(0

Maintenance of City teaifl.
Police Department.
School transporta ion.
General school purposes.

235 67
187 50
92 42
27 48
142 50

Paupers.
State of Maine acct.

Total. *2 816 68

Harry L. Kilgore addressed both
on the purchase of
Pulmotor to be kept in the city building
Dr.

branches of the Board
a

f*r general use of the physicians in the
city, but no action was taken on the
same.

The resignation of Carleton Doak as a
member of the Board of Assessors was
read and accepted. Council concurred.
The nomination of Carleton Doak as a
member of the Registration Board by H.
C. Buzzell,

of the Republican
read and his appoint-

chairman

city cpmmittee was
of Augustus O. Thomas, State
ment made and confirmed.
Mr.
intendent of public schools.

a

86
60

Free

Correspondence.
,Ai.E5.

J

OBITUARY.

Council

con-

curred.

read and passed in concurrence, that the city solicitor be and
hereby is instructed to request Rufus
Mayo, constable, to render his account
An order

was

for collection of dog taxes forthwith, so
that the city treasurer may adjust his account with the State.
uiu.izations are completed promptly,
the purpose of discussing methods
An order was read and passed in conedure under the new law and to as- j
that the city treasurer be and
currence,
n the organization of the unions as I
inn'll a series of conferences is ar- hereby is instructed to pay to J. ts. t ielI At tfiese conferences the reasons i leul & Son, the sum of ($750) seven hunu,
be combinations as announced will
dred and fifty dollars, said amount being
forth and suggestions will be enterdue for steam fire engine.
relative to possible improvements balance
An order was read and passed in conunions. Other topics of interest to

$8,000; insurance $10,000;

cause

overheat-

ed stove.
Dutch

Brothers store,

December 1st,

tenants;
groceries and provisions; value of building, $2500; damage to building, $822.50;
Dutch

Brothers’,

owners

and

insurance, $2,000; value of contents, ;
$1800; damage to contents, $621.08; insurance, $1500; overheated stove.
Emma K. Downes, residence, Union j
brown tail moths in the city by the hour,
of
car.
j
said payment being at the rate of twenty street; August 20th; value of building
in resenting this list of unions to the !
cents per hour individually for himself wood, $2500; damage $50; insurance $1550;
1
wish
to
acknowlthe
State
of
uple
in the central por- cause lightning.
the efficient services rendered by and entire crew while
A True Copy—Attest.
\:r Harold A. Allan, State Agent for tion of the city, the additional sum of
ORRIN J. Dickey, City Clerk.
Education, who has been cnarged fifteen cents per hour to be allowed for
Hi 1 tii.s preliminary study and who has
in the suburban secwhile
working
team
Mr.
..hh assisted in arranging this list.
for the thorough
THE RED CROSS.
ini ims made a careful study of condi- tions, the total expense
.'
in every part of the State and has
removal of all brown tail moths, as relit of no detail or condition which
quired by law, not to exceed $300.
The following articles were shipped
...ouid be taken into consideration in
An order was read and passed in confrom Waldo County Chapter during De•ruing the most effective list of unions.
and
be
treasurer
the
city
our desire to
co-operate with currence, that
Sweaters 465 pairs; helmets,
cember:
ii
dlicers of the State to the fullest hereby is authorized and instructed to
187 pairs; mufflers, 108;
wristlets,
48;
Correspondence is invited and negotiate a loan in the amount of ten
afghans, 5; hospital socks, 4 pairs; pajassary a representative of this de- j
the
most
on
dollars ($10,0001
ni
will meet with committees in thousand
mas, 102 pairs; hospital shirts, 57; conva,i
explain details connected with advantageous terms.
lescent robes, 6; flannel socks, 28 pairs;
order. This is one of our most
An order was read and passed in consheets, 11; pillow slips, 12; table cloths, 2;
cant school movements and its ultibe
committee
finance
the
currence, that
tray cloths, 13; comfort pillows', 259;
»
ess must depend upon the perand hereby is authorized to procure suiti-standing and the sympathetic
gauze compresses, 588 packages of 20
records
the
for
city
cabinets
able filing
,n of all our educational forces.
each; gauze rolls, 10 packages of 5 each;
for
the
perPlowing is the official classifica- and to employ a bookkeeper
strips, 5 packages of 20 each; absorbent
work at tue
on
i
rhe schools in Waldo County formance of the necessary
226 packages of 2 each; irrigation
clerk and city pads,
the number of the union and city building in both city
pads, 81 packages of 2 each; bandages,
No. 65—Albion, treasurer’s office.
lioois represented:
all kinds, 19 packages of 5 each.
An order was read and passed in cona uliam,
Troy, Unity, Unity PlantaSpecial mention should be made of the
and
be
treasurer
the
city
in
with 32 schools; No. 66—Freedom, currence, that
from the Winterport Branch
shipment
1 non,
Montville, Thorndike with 23 hereby is instructed to pay A. L. Moody for which much credit is due the efficient
f (tools; No. 67—Appleton,
Liberty, Pa- the sum of two hundred dollars ($2001,
Mrs.
secretary, Mrs. Margaret Niles.
said sum being the amount in full for
ulo, Washington, wiih 30 schools; No.
Niles in addition to her duties as secre•h
Belmont, Lincolnville, Morrill, North- work on highway and street sprinkling.
tary, is an authorized instructor in the
conAn order was read and passed in
art, Searsmont, with 26 schools; No.
making of surgical dressings and has
and
be
Belfast, Islesboro, Searsport with 42 currence, that the city treasurer
four classes engaged in this branch of
hools; No 78—Frankfort, Prospect, hereby is instructed to pay to the several work in four different sections of the
Stockton Springs, Winterport with 31 contractors in the street department the
town. Among their shipments this month
lie
No. 79—Brooks, Jackson, Mon- amounts severally indicated in the report
are the following: sweaters, 45; mufflers,
acand
27
schools.
with
Waldo
on
highways
Swanville,
of the committee
3; afghans, 2; hospital socks, 4 pairs;
I': s lias added Islesboro to the Belfastboth
of
cepted by concurrent action
army socks, 45 pairs; wristers, 14 pairs;
nrsport Union with its six schools. For
making the proper deducyeai Mr. Elbridge S. Pitcher was em- boards after
helmets, 1; bandages, all kinds, 19 packoyed to give music lessons in the lsles- tions as specified in said report.
of 5 each; gauze dressings, 100 each;
ages
i"To schools, but was compelled to give
The report of Chief Engineer S. S. L.
absorbent
pads, 27 packages of 2 each;
the
at
up as the boat arrangement
lile,
was received and placed on
81 packages of 2 each;
present would make it necessary to re- Shute
irrigation
pads,
numn
in on the island two nights in order to
passing in concurrence. It gave the
flannel hospital socks 28 pairs ; sheets, 11;
kave one day in the schools.
ber of fires for the month as six; box
pillow slips, 12; comfort pillows, 40; table
alarms three and telephone cal’s three.
A SAD CASE.
cloths, 2; tray cloths, 13.
Fires were in the Coliseum building Dec.
Membersnip or wajao county ^napiei.
Dec. 11th; Gus LarraChristmas
HoULTON, Jan. 4. Two little girls aged 1st; second call
Total
Drive
nree and seven years were left on the
bee’s on Water street Dec. 13th; County
1102
3k.6
Belfast.
rmz/.ii of Mr. and Mrs. Olin Smart’s home
building on Congress street Dec. 16th;
36
Belmont.
'.ii Leonard
street, Thursday night, beDec.
street
235
Union
on
4
house
Brooks...
Hutchins’
dlicers will also be discussed. It |
•liiportant that every committee be
presi nted at these conferences in order
.i
facts in regard to the organization;
ml maintenance of the unions may be j

currence, that the committee on city
property be and hereby is instructed to
employ Charles B. Walker to gather the

...

■

t...

William Shute and the last of

family of nine.

Immediate

living at home.

vviien

fi.30 and 7 o’clock.

The thermom-

registered 10 below with a heavy
wind and snow blowing. The inmates of
the Smart home were attracted by the
r>ing of the children who were taken in
tml are now being cared for at the county
jail. The following note was pinned to
eter

ibe coat of one of the children:
Get these children boarded at the
I am penniless totown’s expense.
no
night with
place to take them,
keep them until you get a place for
them. Their father deserted them and
n-.c
Do not try to find out who they be1 love my babies but cannot
"ug to.
seep them.”

CURTAILING RAILROAD SERVICE.
Maine will suffer from the curtailment
*f railroad service, especially in the summer
The taking off of the
months.
through Portland-New York train will be
severely felt, but when other passenger
trains are eliminated, as they surely will
tie, the State will feel the curtailment a
great deal more. It may be, before we
get through with it, that “mixed” trains,
half freight and half passenger, may be
running over our roads in place of the
luxurious and palatial trains which have
carried members of the millionaire colony
ta Bar Harbor.
Whatever comes we
must be prepared to make the best of it.
Not

Confirmed.

The Governor’s Council at a session
last week unanimously voted to lay on
the table the nomination of Hon. Willis E.
Parsons of Foxcroft as commissioner of
inland fisheries and game. The action of
the council does not necessarily mean
that the nomination of Mr. Parsons will
not be confirmed, although there have
been rumors in the air during the last few
days to this effect. Two members of the
council, Hon. George W. Norton of Portland and Hon. Ashley St. Clair of Calais,
were not present at the session and|Gov.
Milliken was in Boston. J

29th.
A bill from CaptT J. H. Perkins was
presented for rental of land to the city
for the use of the rock crusher in the
which
past year to the amount of $40,
to the committee
was read and referred
on

city property.

Council concurred.

A bill for $150 from the schooner Storm
Petrel for damage to rigging and mast
through the drawer bridge,
while

passing

was

read and referred to the committee

claims. Council concurred.
The resignation of Elon B. GiJchrest
School Board,
as a member of the Belfast
reason of his absence from the city

on

by

was

read and accepted.

Council

con-

Burnham..a..
Frankfort.

'*5
40

Freedom.
Isleflboro.

Jackson.
Knox.

Liberty.
Lincolnville.
Monroe

Montville.
Morrill.
Northport.
Palermo.

Prospect.
Searsmont..
Sears port.
Stockton.

Sandypoint.
Swanville.

Thorndike.
Troy
Unity.
Waldo.

46
29
41
48
40
9
4
36
51
49

84
62
43
6
60
78

Winterport. 1C9

curred.

145
111
136
222
65
204
193
199
399
128
111
66
83
72
157
240
265
81

125
100
214

278
60
341

5158
1229
complaint of David
It was voted
---Walker, that there was a feeling between
CLIPPINGS FROM PORTLAND PRESS
the different branches of the Fire Departof
the
efficiency
ment that may impair
Congressman Rogers of Lowell, who
that
said Department, unless adjusted,
has been in Europe, comes back imthe committee on Fire Department be in- pressed of the idea that we must have
minisstructed to give the parties a hearing and a larger war cabinet, including
ters of munitions, of aeronautics and of
use their best efforts for the promotion
on

to
of unity and the dispelling of any ill feeling that may exist. Council concurred.

presented by Cunningham Brothers and others for the location
of a light near their store in that section
of the city. This was referred to the
Committee on Lights, council concurring.
A petition was presented by James H.
Howes and others asking for the. abatement of taxes on the shoe factory building occupied by Leonard & Barrows and
A

petition

incorporated

was

as

the Belfast Building Com-

pany and this was

granted, the council

concurring.
A

petition

was

presented by

C.

W

Spear Presiding.

Decree affirmed.

Lane, Appl. from decree of
E. Lane.

Probate Court in estate of C.

held

from

the

Continued.

A. B. Payson vs. L. I. Bickford. Norwood; Brown, Jr. Defaulted.
L. E. Cookson vs. D. B. Eastman. Nor-

Continued.
Divorces Decreed.
Only three petitions were heard and

wood; Buzzell.

granted,

two

Julia

E.

as

follows:

Devine of

Swanville from

John Devine for cruel and abusive treatment and non-support.
from

residence

company is entitled, a substantial amount
for the cost of fire protection (now almost entirely borne by the customers of
this company), and, inferentially, thereby gain such decreased domestic rates as
shall reasonably result therefrom.
In the circular to our customers under
date of December 28, 1916 (per copy here-

with), which gave notice of the necessary
increase in rates, and which, put into effect, led up to said decision by the Commission,

Harriet Cox, wife of Austin Danforth,
died Sunday morning at her home, No. 18
Spring street, after a long and severe illAs long as her
ness, aged 76 years.

THE RED CROSS CHRIST-

strength and health permitted she worked for her home and its best interests.
She is survived by her husband and one
daughter, Mrs. Amy Hodgkinson. The

The Belfast Red Cross has received a
letter from James Jackson, Division Man-

took place at her late home
Wednesday at 2 p. m., Rev. J. Wilbor
Richardson of the Baptist church officiating. The remains were placed in the receiving tomb at Grove cemetery, where
they will be interred in the spring.

we

Council:

j

members for the American Red Cross
has resulted in the addition of fully sixThis
teen million names to its rolls.
number added to the more than six million members before the Christmas Campaign makes the total present enrollment
fully twenty-two million. This is a mag-

In the big motion picture production,
“Fighting Odds,” written by Roi Cooper
pre-

nificent fact, an expression not alone of
the patriotism, but of the fine sympathy

the attraction at the Colonial
Theatre Tuesday, matinee and evening,
Goldwyn Pictures has brought back to
American audiences the international
sented

as

and idealism of the whole American peoThe Red Cross War Council con-

ple.

gratulates and welcomes every new member of the American Red Cross; likewise it congratulates the officers and old

favorite and famed beauty, Maxine Elliott,
who is making her first appearance as a
star.
Maxine Elliott has not been

screen

seen

“The latest reports available indicate
that the Christmas Drive for ten million
new

IN FIRST CINEMA PLAY

members of the organization who have
given unstintedly of their time and effort

on

the stage in several years. In resuming
dramatic work as a star in motion pic-

to make this

membership campaign

a

But the wonderful achievement
of enrolling one-fifth of the entire population of the United States as members of
success.

tures she has been appropriately equipped
with a role which makes demands upon
In emotional possibilities it surpasses anything she has

her emotional talents.

the American Red Cross is less
than a call to greater service.

hitherto attempted.
“Fighting Odd” tells

a

triumph
The Red

Cross i; not merely a humanitarian ora
story of big
separate and distinct from othbusiness ventures in the automobile in- i ganization
and
ers, but it is the mobilized heart
wife
the
seen
as
is
Elliott
Miss
dustry.
of the whole American people. The
spirit
a
of a-millionaire manufacturer,
beauti-,
American Red Cross is carrying a mesful and loyal woman who, by her wit and j
sage of love and sympathy to American
her loveliness, brings his powerful enesoldiers and sailors and to the troops and
mies to account.
civilian population of our Allies in all
Fighting
Allan D»van, director of
parts of the world. It is seeking to
the
ideas
of
out
the
Odds,” has carried
alleviate the suffering incident to the
authors with great care, so that the proIt is seeking to shorten the war
war.
duction is an example of excellent phoand it is seeking to lay a foundation for a
:
and
scenic
displays
tography and artistic
more enduring peace when the war is
lays special emphasis on the dramatic
As we stand on the threshold of a
over.
element throughout.
New Year in this hour of world tragedy,
MISS HODGDON IN CHARGE OF there can be but one thought in the minds

j

GAME DEPARTMENT.

AUGUSTA, Me., Jan. 5. Myrtle H.
Hodgdon of Farmingdale is now in charge
of the State Fish and Game Department.
She had been a clerk in the department
for almost a quarter of a century, and
her knowledge of the-machinery of the
department is equaled by few in the
State. She has been placed in charge by

i

and sacrifice

|

j
j

as

never

bofore.”

Look at the Cistern.
“Do not look at the map, look at the
says the Chicago News in
of the present situation of the

cistern,”
| speaking

By the cistern it means the reservoir of German man-power which is being surely and steadily drained. Ger-

; war.

order of Gov. Milliken.
A new commissi oner has been named
to succeed Harry B. Austin of Phillips,
but has not yet been confirmed by the
Council, and in the meantime it was;
necessary to have some head to the de-

partment.
Miss Hodgdon has notified all the chief
game wardens that the authority under
Without doubt he is right; which they were acting no longer exists
man power.
if the right kind of men are chosen. and to consider themselves no longer in
Three or four more like Daniels wouldn’t the employ of the commission or the
State. The superintendents of the State
help a great deal.
fish hatcheries have been instructed to
In attempting to make peace with continue their work, as any cessation of
would
Russia, the German government’s trou- this branch of the State business
bles at home begun.. The minute there result disastrously.
was a suggestion of no annexations in
Chairman of Fish Commission.
the dealing with Russia, a howl went up
from the Junkers that the German army
AUGUSTA, ME., Jan. 7. The members
Then the governwas being betrayed.
created commission on sea
ment tried to make some concessions to of the newly
fisheries has organized with
the Junkers and Russia refused to go any and shore
the choice of Horatio D. Crie of Castine
further.
as chairman. Former Commissioner Oscar
Miss Mabel Townsend went to Boston H. Dunbar of Jonesport was appointed
last Saturday, where Bhe will spend the director and will announce the appointment of fish wardens this week.
winter.

of the twenty-two million members of
the American Red Cross, and that is to
serve

has drawn for war service, 9,500,according to the figures of the
Scientific American, and 450,000 men arrive at military age in Germany each
year. Average losses of 1,500,000 for
each year of the war show the drain upon
the German cistern that will eventually
leave it empty, a situation that explains
theory for peace that is constantly repeated from Berlin.—Bangor Commercial.
many

000

men

THE NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Waldo

sewer

service, in

County Pomona Grange will

hold the February meeting with Honesty
Grange, Morrill. The program is as follows: Address of welcome, Dora Jackson; response, Ada Sanborn; topic, Should
oiir Order favor National Prohibition, J.
G. Harding; tableau, Indian scene; What
we Bhould like our county agent to do the
coming year, Edward Evans; What I plan
to do, N. S. Donahue, county agent.

or-

der that it may thus bear, in its municipal capacity, its approximate portion of
the burden which otherwise devolves upon only those who are customers of this
Company.”
This is still our hope; and to this end
we shall be glad to co-operate with the
city towards the result suggested by the
Commission; and if unable readily to
thus agree upon such distribution, would
suggest that the matter be referred to
the Commission for its decision theron.
May we not ask that the matter be
brought to the attention of the people of
Belfast, with a view to as early action
thereon as may be practicable.
Very respectfully,

Owen spent the past week
He was accom-

Charles E.

in Boston on business.
panied by Mrs. Owen.

Ralph O’Connell of Bangor arrived
Saturday to visit his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles O’Connell.
Mrs. George E. Brackett is able to be
about her home after a recent serious ill
turn to which she is subject.

Partridge returned

Mrs. Harriet H.

Haverhill, Mass.,

last Saturday after

to
a

two weeks’ visit with relatives.

f

Mrs. C. A. Rackliffe was called to StillMonday by the illness of her

water

mother, Mrs. George W. Lewis.
Miss Edith C. Wilson returned’to Westboro, Mass., last Saturday after spending
two weeks with Belfast relatives.
Prof. M. H. Andrews of Bangor spent
several days in Belfast the past week,

registering at the Windsor Hotel.
and Mrs. William L. Cook have

Mr.
a

arrived from Billings, Mont., to spend
few weeks at their home

on

a

Cedar street.

Augusta, has been

Linwood Long of

few days in the city called
spending
here in regard to selective draft service.
a

A. Seward has returned from a
relatives in Everett, Mass.
Mrs. Seward will return some time next
Fred

visit with
week.

Eva Jenney has returned from
where she went to visit
her daughter, who is in a hospital from
an injury to her foot.
Mrs.

Westfield, Mass.,

Freeman H. Hanson, who is

employed

large farm in Presque Isle, has been
spending a few days with his family in
Waldo the past week.
Frederick N., the little son of Superintendent and Mrs. William B. Woodbury,
on a

is about the house after

an

illness with

Belfast Water Company.

THE

THIRD MAINE
MENT.

ager, which contained a copy of the following telegram from Henry P. Davison,
chairman of the American Red Cross War

Walter C. Shaw who has been seriouson Court street is grad-

ly ill at his home
ually improving.

said:

hoped that

MAS DRIVE.

MAXINE ELLIOTT STARS

Megrue and Irvin S. Cobb, which is

..

I.ewiston.

total of income to which

sum

from the court.

funeral

128,

city for hydrant and

Dunton & Morse; Brown, Jr., for H. C.

Hadley.

to the

FC

further portion of
the reasonable return our due may be
realized through arrangement with the

Arthur Ritchie, Assignee vs. Philip R.
Porter. Ritchie; Larrabee. Defaulted.
F. L. DollifT vs. H. C. Hadley, et als.

The funeral

mission,

“It is

Decree reversed.

Norwood.

Annie G. Sanborn of Lewiston
Sunday
A. Sanborn of Belfast, statutory
Melvin
Hulat
2
Rev.
Harry
afternoon,
o’clock,
Custody of minor children
ley of the Congregational church officiat- grounds.
the father to pay $4
Ames & Merrithew of Stockton given to the mother,
ing.
a week for support, until further orders
Springs had charge of the arrangements.
was

The following letter from the Belfast
Miss Maude E. Barker left Saturday to
Water Co. has been received by The Jour- visit relatives in Bangor.
nal with a request that it be published:
Morris L. Slugg returned Saturday
\
January 8, 1918.
from a business trip to Porland.
The Mayor and City Councils,
Joseph W. Blaisdell returned Friday
Belfast, Maine.
from a business trip to New York city.
Gentlemen: Presuming that you are
Selwyn Thompson returned last Friday
familiar with the recent case of Wilmer
J. Dorman et als. of Belfast, versus this from a business trip to Boston and New
Company before the Public Utilities Com- York.
Miss Bernice Holt returned Monday to

Kate A.

surviving

PERSONAL.

her studies at Bliss Business College in

wood.

a

Company.

relative to the rates be-

indictment.

Emma G. Lane by nearest friend, Mittie L. Gowen, App. from decree of ProAndrews & Nelson; Norbate Court.

■

«■

Belfast Water

Friday.
The assigned cases were disposed of as
follows:
O. C.
Roberts, Collector vs. C. E.
Small, Brown, Jr.; Libby. Continued.
Harold Moulton vs. Harry Knowles,
Bangs; Maxwell. Continued.

beside the husband, are a daughter, Mrs. Adelaide Murray and a granddaughter, Miss Stella Murray, both of
are

M.

Court.

ing charged for water supplied for domesThe only civil case was that of Charles
tic and other purposes, we beg to inquire
Frankfort
F. Drake vs. Horace Lane,
if it may not be deemed practicable and
parties, and was brought to recover $122 in the interest of the people of Belfast to
Walter A.
on account of a lumber deal.
gain such an adjustment of all rates and
Cowan appeared for the plaintiff and H.
charges
by this company as shall more
C. Buzzell for the defendant The case
equitably distribute the burden thereof
the
and
of
jury
all
Wednesday
occupied
according to the several interests inreported Thursday morning after a convolved.
sideration of about an hour, finding a
The decision of the Commission in the
verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of
above case quite clearly outlines its view
$40 04.
of the procedure appropriate to gain such
Judge Spear was busy for the rest of
adjustment as between the municipality
the term with divorce cases, etc.
as a whole, and its inhabitants for their
Hon. Lindley M. Staples of Washingrespective domestic supplies. Briefly, in
were
of
Brooks
W.
Brown
ton and Fred
effect, it proposes that the city contribute
the only out-of-town attorneys to appear
this

or on

relatives,

whom

Supreme Judicial

The January term of the Waldo County
Supreme Judicial Court closed after a
short session Friday afternoon, when the
divorce case of Beryl Thomas Ludwick
vs., Charles E. Ludwick was taken up
before the judge and continued.
It was the shortest- term ever held in
Waldo County. There were no new entries on the criminal docket of appealed

the Narrows, died Jan. 3rd at the age of
75 years, 8 months and 14 days. She was
born in Belfast, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.

The

Judge Albert

Forrest A. Dyer, eldest son of the late
Wm. R. Dyer of Kittery, Me., died Dec
28th at his home, 163 Oxford street, Portland, after many months of severe suffering. He had an operation four months
ago which it was hoped would benefit
him, but which proved to be only a temporary relief. Mr. Dyer who was born in
Milbridge, Me., Jan. 10, 1896, was for
many years a resident of'Belfast but has
been living in Portland for the last thirty
years. He was a ship caulker by trade
A letter was read from J. E. Stevens
and has been employed by the firm of
of Rockland, accountant, and remarks
Wm. D. Carter for many years. Funeral
were made by Maurice W. Lord and City
services were held at his home Sunday
Treasurer Parker, regarding a new acafternoon, Dec. 30th. There were many
counting system, which was accepted beautiful floral tributes from friends and
and voted to install and passed in concurrelatives which evidenced the love and
rence.
esteem in which he was held. Enterment
The report of the committee on high- was
Mr. Dyer
at Forest City Cemetery.
with
settlement
read
as
to
the
ways was
was 61 years, 11 months and 18 days old
the contractors who have been doing
j and is survived by a wife, a daughter,
work on different sections of the road j
four brothers and three sisters.
orand this was passed in concurrence,
dering full payment of amounts as per j
The remains of Edward C. Fletcher,
the report.
aged 82 years, arrived from Camden last
A communication was received from
Sunday and were placed in the receiving
the War Department asking for the de-j
tomb at Grove cemetery to tye interred in
lines
and
an
out! the
signation of the harbor
family lot in the spring. Mr. Fletch1
line of the harbor front, that the one huner died Jan. 2nd, having been in failing
dred yard limit might be established for
health the past few years. The end came
the prohibition of alien enemy. The city !
The devery peacefully, while asleep.
clerk was instructed to furnish the neces- |
ceased has been an influential man in his
sary information.
He had represented the
home town.
The following information was filed of
town at Augusta, and at the time of his
the various fires in the city for the State
death was president of,the Knox Woolen
Waldo county,
Insurance Department:
Co., also president of the Masonic Assojail, Dec. 16th, owned by County of Wal- ciation; a prominent Mason and Odd Feldo; occupied by Frank A. Cushman; dwel- low. He also served the government as
ling house of wood construction; value postmaster for several years.
Funeral
$3,000; damage, $213; insurance $1800; services were held Friday afternoon at 2
value of contents, $600; damage to cono’clock, conducted by Camden Commandtents, $100; no insurance; cause unknown. ery. The deceased leaves two sisters,
Belfast Coliseum Building, December Adelaide and Annie
Fletcher, and a niece,
1st,Ralph L. Pitcher and C. W. Lancaster Miss Louise Pitcher formerly of Belfast,
owners, furniture store, skating rink, etc. j with whom he made his home.
wood, brick and iron construction; value
of building, $12,000, damage to building,
Tryphosa E., wife of Robert Erskine of

School Union Conference.
The regular meeting of the city govCity Government.The Red ernment was held last Monday evening
rial Hall, inasmuch as the Grand Army
Cross....News of the Granges.
and Aiderhave turned that building over to the use
Obituary... Maxine Elliott Stars with Mayor Hanson presiding
in First Cinema Play.The man Higgins absent.
of the Red Cross Society without charge.
Supreme Judicial Court.The
IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
Read and passed and prayer granted.
Drive.
Christmas
Red Cross
The roil of accounts were read and Council concurred.
Belfast Water Company....The
Third Maine Regiment.Per- passed in the following order:
The report of City Marshal M. R.
sonal.
Contingent .$ 218 48 Knowlton for the month of December,
®6 10
no arrests and food and lodging
Editorials.Farmers’ Schools. Highways .66(10 giving
...The Draft... Fertilizers and High school..
60 00 gives to four was read and passed and
of schools.
Superintendent
Crops for 1918.Obituary.
407 65 council concurred.
Street lighting.
Cost of a Cord of Wood.
The

Ai,

Wescott and others asking that the city
should assume the expense of $50 per
to
year, which is the customary charge
the Grand Army for heating the Memo-

bronchial pneumonia.
Harrison B. Toothaker arrived SaturREGI- day night from West Benton, where he is
employed by the New England Telephone
Co., to spend Sunday with his family.

That the Belfast Company of the Third
Maine Regiment will be in working order
before the month of February is passed,
Recruiting Officer Dickey, stated yester-

day there would be

no

doubt.

It is the

intention of the State of Maine to have a
company in Belfast and if the young
men of the city do not volunteer their

Earl Curtis and George Ford of this city
who were called to Fort Williams, Portland harbor, in the draft have returned

home,

as

they failed

and in the store.

fast and will be assigned to service. The
list of volunteers is steadily increasing

ed

however and every day sees a few more
added, and there need be no fear

but that

a

Company will

here in the near

future,

be

organized

since Governor

Milliken has the power to draft a sufficient number to co mplete the organization.

Every effort will be made, however, to
recruit the full strength of the company
in this city without taking men other
than as volunteers and in the event that
this is accomplished before the call for
the draft is sounded, the organization will
be mustered into the service.

Among those who have signified their
intention of becoming members of this
Company in the past week, are the following: Milton W. Blake, Walter J. Roberts, William W. Dickey, Robie A. Creasey, George C. Finch and Edmund E.
Stevens.
BUSINESS IN NEW ENGLAND.

the physical

Loren Hall has returned from Middletown, Conn., where he has been employed
for some time and is assisting his father,
Wayland A. Hall, in his plumbing work

services for such a company they will be
taken from the list of draft men in Bel-

names

to pass

examination.

Rev. and Mrs. Harry H. Upton returnto their home at Northeast Harbor
last Friday after a two weeks’ visit with
Mrs. Upton’s mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes,
and other relatives.

Charles E. Stevens of this city, who
had been at work for a long time in Banand is spending
gor, has returned here
He expects to
some weeks in this city.
leave soon for Nashua, N. H.
Miss Mabel Wadlin arrived home Sat-

urday to visit her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Bartlett Wadlin of East Northport. She
recently underwent an operation at the
is
Newton, Mass., Hospital where sh
training.
MISS Alice

r.

ruui,

wuu

is

timing

1C

special salesmanship course at Simmons'
College, is detained at the home of her
parents, Hon. and Mrs. Clarence O.
Poor, with an attack of neuritis following

a

severe

cold.

Miss Mabel Swett, elder daughter of
Extremely cold weather and the year- Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett, returned to
end lull have been responsible for light
her studies at Bliss College in Lewiston
trading in every department, while the
coal situation still presents difficulties. last Monday. She is taking this course
Much hardship is reported from all New preparatory to entering the office of the
England localities, and work in mills and Pejepscot Pulp and Paper Co.
factories has been interrupted.
In dry goods, the outlook is considered
Paul K. Smith, a student at the Hargood with cotton and woolen mills, as vard Dental College, lias returned to his
machinery is well occupied and manuafter a short vacation spent with
facturers have a large amount of busi- studies
ness booked,
assuring full employment his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar F. Smith.
In addition, He has recently enlisted, but is allowed
for some time to come.
prices are firm, without prospect of de- to remain to finish his college course.
cline. With jobbers, however, the outMiss Marjorie Pratt of Chicago who
look is not satisfactory, as domestic demand bids fair to be conservative and the spent the holidays with her aunt, Mrs.
Mills are
volume of business moderate.
Martha L. White, left Friday for the Uninot buying wool to any extent, as they
she was the guest
have on hand considerable supplies. The versity of Maine where
shoe trade is quiet, and an unsatisfactory of her cousin Harry L. White, at a house
feature is the possibility of development party and dance.
From Orono she will
of delays in deliveries and resultant
to Portland, where she will be the
go
civilian
for
of
desirable goods
scarcity
wear.
Leather is featureless, with trade ; guest of Mrs. Harriet Pierce Godfrey on
continue on a high level.
but
her way to resume her studies at Lasclle
prices
small,
Improvement in the coal situation is \ Seminary, at Newton Center, Mass.

indicated,

but it is believed that it will be

Miss Marjorie Shaw left last Saturday
only temporary.
Fresh fish is quoted on a high level, and ;
to resume her teaching in the
morning
Salt pork
fresh beef prices are firm.
Classical High school, but
costs more than lamb, and all pork pro- Lynn, Mass.,
Butter is ; was notified at Brunswick that the openducts are abnormally high.
firm, but has not advanced, though re- ing of the school was postponed until
ceipts are light. The market has worked Jan. 74th and returned home that night.
easier on native eggs, owing to the lightNellie and Jennie Edson,
ness of demand.
Oranges are very high. The Misses
Larger stocks of apples than usual cause teachers in the Haverhill, Mass., schools,
an easy market.
are also remaining at the Shaw home this
on account of the postponement of
Harbor Road to be Finished. week

Augusta-Bar

their schools.
For road work
Mrs. Wilbur O. Colby returned Monday
in 1918, 3246,000 has been apportioned to I
from Brockton, Mass., where she
night
Kennebec County, this work coming under the supervision of the State Highway w as the guest of Miss Alma Colby. She
Commission. Half of this sum is to be spent Christmas at Camp Devens with
contributed by the Federal Government. her husband and says the menu and
Construction will be started early in the
Christmas tree was equal to that of any
spring. This money will be spent on a
strip of 13 1-2 miles between this city and private home. Mr. Colby was one of
the Winslow line, the road to be con- three men to be chosen from his company
structed of bituminous macadam. When to enter the officers' school of instruction
this work is completed there will be a
Devens last Sattrunk line from this city to Bangor and which opened at Camp
nrday.
on to Bar Harbor.

Augusta, ME., Jan 5.

A

the public printer, who has
notified congress that he will need 100,000,000 flbunds of paper for government
work during the coming year, will agree
that a considerable proportion of this
Creel’s
paper is represented by George
entirely superfluous Official Bulletin.
Manchester Union.
Here is a chance for real conservation.

Perhaps
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William
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Cut down the above figures 75 per cent.
Let 75 per cent of the printers do their
bitin making rifles or on the farm raisfood. Shut of 75 per cent of the

I

ing

used and

power

railroads from

months

ment

save**

coal.

a

Relieve the

:

carrying useless govern-

publications.

We note the follow-

ing in one of the Weekly News Letters, an eight page three column sheet,
issued by the United States Department
of

Agriculture.

Experiments on the overwintering of
house flies, says a report of the Bureau of
Entomology, United States Department
of Agriculture, lead to the conclusion that
in the latitude of Washington as well as
farther South the house fly over-winters
in the larva and pupa stages’ The fly
was found also to breed continuously during the winter in heated buildings where
there was food for the adult flies and materials in which the eggs could be laid
and in which the larvae could develop.
In the same column in which the above
appears attention is called to the Farmer’s
Bulletin No. 869 which bears title as follows: The Muskrat as a Fur Bearer, with

>h clear-eyed Patience, thou so calm
and strong!
Lend strength to weakness, teach us how
The sleepless eyes of God look through
This night of wrong!”
N

Notes

on

Its Use

as

..

Flies and
Here is another, No. 897.
Cut that stuff out. It
will not help win the war. Send the

*

Fertilizers and

Crops

BLUFF.

I entomologists
The Kaiser has issued a proclamation
to his troops thanking them for the gloriaur victories which they have achieved
during the year 1917. It must be that

to the bug house.
SUGAR.

OBITUARY.

j

for 1918.

SANDYPOINT
I

i

_

of the Director, of the New

On the afternoon of Wednesday, December 19th, the community was saddened to learn of the death of one of its

Eng-

land Stations.

Their Control.
PURE

m&mmmmmmmmmmmMmwummmmmr

This photograph, taken by a German officer who deserted and fled to Holland, shows a German bombing party
being driven hack by French mitrailleuse fire and trying to gain the shelter of the shell crater In the foreground.
coven hyv<» boon shot down.
Ffv» of

Opinion

Food.

..

■*

_

Miss Pauline Crockett of Winterport
spent several days here with friends re

cently.

A few days ago the director of the j old and respected residents, Edwin C.
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station \ Berry, who had been in failing health for
several months, terminating in a stroke
was in conference with the directors of
the sgricuitural experiment stations of of paralysis on December 1st. Mr. Berry

Miss Nellie Blanchard,
ng school in Monroe,
the holiday.

who is

was

teami-

at home for

Mrs. Robert Erskine at the Narrows ;s
ill. She is attended by Dr. Stevens

Among other was born in Stockton, Maine, in 1848,
the Northeastern States.
NobojJy is to blame for the shortage of
the ind had always been a resident of that
including
the
situation,
things
crop
sugar. Mr. Hoover and his aids have
at town. In his early life he followed the
that
has
been
dediscussed
theirs
were
know
of
his soldiers
fertilizers,
managed the situation remarkably well. supply
but
and the following is their best ad- j sea and later became a stone cutter,
eat and not victory.
Possibly the people The
length
in
maintaining
public has succeeded
finally
gave
up both of these occupations
I
vice:
of the empire may many of them be
its sweetness of temper even if the sugar
to
The country’s need for large crops of for farming, in 1873 he was married
heartened by the Kaiser's buncombe. The
bowl has been sometimes empty. It will
^ Aldana Kneeland also of Stockton and
as wheat, beans,
all
such
essential
main facts are that, one million casualties be a
foods,
be
either
long time before sugar will
.«ave been suffered by the German armies
oats, corn, rye, barley, potatoes and sim- J forty-four years of loving companionas plentiful or as cheap as it was before
French
ilar staples, will be even greater in 1918 j ship have been passed in the one house
auong the front occupied by the
extreme
of
the
days
the war, although
where neither death nor any great sorrow
troops during 1917, according to statistics scarcity seem to be about over. During than it was in 1917. Seed, fertilizers and ,
home
French
last
than
territory
in
cost
year has before entered to break the
arefully compiled.
the first 10 months of 1916 our per capita labor will be higher
j
amounting to many hundreds of square consumption of sugar was 68 pounds. and the labor will be more difficult to j circle. The union was blessed by five
also likely to children: Lizzie S. Staples of South Pemiles has been freed from German domiDuring the first 10 months of 1917 this obtain. Prices of crops are
nation by the year’s fighting and the was increased to 76 pounds per capita. rule higher in 1918 than the last year. nobscot, Me., Irvin E. of Boston, Sidney
.erman Crown Prince Frederick has been
Because of the higher cost and lessened A., who has remained at homejand faithwas due to the large amount

very

from the village.

mas

you

vacation.

Mr.

and Mrs.

Charles

Snow

J

"isn't this the best bread

Mrs. Clara Erskine came from Orono
where she is employed, for the Christ-

ever

tasted? Mother made

it with William Tell Flouil

from

Stockton village spent Christmas with
A. F. Ellis and family.

Dh\SY BA/^*,

Sunday morning, Dec. 30th, it was 30
degrees below zero, the coldest ever
known in this village.

■

The increase

compelled

to suffer the mortification of

preserving done last year. These labor the aim should be for maximum
-a mg between 60,001) and 70,000 prisonligures are from the records of Willett & acre yields. Intensive rather than exrs from among his best troops in French
Gray who are the highest authority on tensive culture should be the rule. Maands His cannon to the number of 1400 sugar in this country. We may as well chinery, horse power and gasoline power
make up our minds to adapt ourselves to
avo been raptured, and in addition, thouutilized to the fullest amount

sands of machine-guns and hundreds of
In the battles between
-ench mortars
at-

of

substantial reduction in our use of
sugar in the kitchen, on the table and in
candies.

a

very

German and British the victories have
In Italy
decided whether the

FARMERS’ SCHOOLS.

i.l been in favor of the latter.
remains to be
Huns

are

a

victory

or

to meet dis-

In Russia the Germans have won

aster.
of

to win

in battle but

by intrigue.

Every-

»here they have been outfought in the
Germany was never since the war
*ir.

opened

been

so

weak,

so

near

whipped

as

The Kaiser knows this, all the
world knows it except his deluded people.
The fortunes of war are fickle but this is
she is

now

■:r,e

real

*e

iiave

situation today. Nevertheless
work cut out for us and we

our

do it thoroughly and without falterng. Germany still has great holding
We must
•powei which must be broken.
must

financial burden.
near the most of the
We must continue to save our food supWe must push forward all our
plies.
preparations with all the speed possible.
There is evidence that

our

efforts for

taking systematic shape
and that results of a gratifying nature
oil] soon be visible. Some day the Kaiser
preparedness

*ill feel

are

tile mailed fist of Uncle

T'oen,

if not sooner, he will
lifting and sue for peace.

'•

THE

RED

Sam

cease

his

CROSS.

About three months ago we received a
ommunication from the National Red
ross

headquarters which purported

to

be

'or the information of the public. We
did not publish this because we felt that
*he statements made showed pretty clear>
c
■

Jhat

the organization of the executive

partment was too elaborate and the
clary list would not he approved by our

readers.

Since

then

we

have

scanned

everything coming from the National
Headquarters of the Red Cross and also
>

The following farmers’ schools will be
held in Waldo County: At Brooks, Jan.
17th, 18th and 19th, The main subject
will be Soils. The speakers under the

erything relating to the work of the i
STAMP BUYERS TO HELP WIN THE
organization in its activities in the field

statement, of three months ago, the salary
fist has been reduced nearly 40 per cent,
tfee administration of the work has been

vastly improved by its experience had,
no reasonable criticism can now be

amd

made ot the Red Cross administration.
The. Red Cross is doing a great work and
doing it well. This is true from the man
»! the top, down through the whole service to the humblest woman in America
who sits by her fireside busy with her
knitting needles. We say this not only
because it is true but beeause it emphasizes the falsehood of the reports which
are being frequently put in circulation by

WAR.

Every man, woman, boy and girl will
wish to buy Thrift Stamps <25c) and the
larger War Savings Stamps. These are
U. S. Government Securities—the best in
the world. Sold in sums from 25c upward so that everyone can Wuy.
The cold storage warehouse of Old
Prob must be pretty near empty of old
stock by this time. The old sinner knows
how to play the game. He holds up good
weather and unloads the bad upon a suf-

fering people.
----

THE DRAFT.

All men for the war armies still to b
raised by the United States will com®
from Class one under the new selective
That means the nation’s
service plan.
fighting is to be done by young men withtheir labor
the United States. The government can- out families dependent upon
for support and unskilled in necessary in
not seek out and intern all those of that
Provost
dustrial or agricultural work.
■ umber who are working against it but
Marshal General Crowder announces the
I
the press and the people can make their new policy in an exhaustive report upon
of the selective draft law
attacks against the Red Cross of no avail, j the operation
submitted to Secretary Baker and sent to
Congress. He says Class one should proGOOD WORK.
vide men for all military needs of the
country, and to accomplish that object he
Mr. McAdoo, as director general of rail- urges amendment of the draft law so as
to provide that all men who have reached
roads, has made an excellent beginning. their
21st birthday since June 5, 1917,
His first order was that full train loads of shall be
required to register for classificacoal should start from the mines and pro- tion. Also, in the interest of fair distribuceed by direct routes to the places where tion of the military burden.
What Mr. Crowder suggests does not
coal was most needed. Better still he
•rdered them to start at once and they settle this matter. We doubt if Congress
the agents of the secret German propaganda. No attention should be paid to
their false reports. There are probably
half a million unnaturalized Germans in

This is the way to do business,
and the country will approve this method
whoever practices it. The official who

started.

and/“takes

measures”does
•'takes steps”
sot arrive at success in his undertakings

j fully assisted

Miss Flora

Seed should be of the best
and should be tested for vitality long before planting time. If the seed at hand

j

practicable.

j
is low in vitality or otherwise of poor j
quality those facts should be early learn- |
ed and better seed found if it is possible j

done that

was

a

Are You

to

The resorts of Georgia and Florida each
year become the winter home of an innumber of thoughtful New Englanders who choose to spend the winter in
a spring-like climate, with pleasant associates, amid scenes of great natural beauty.

HUMPHREYS’

loving and faithful

Humphreys* Homoopnihic Remedies are
designed to meet, the needs of families or
invalids -something that mother, father,
nurse or invalid can take or give to meet

a

Circle Tours can be arranged. Going
by water. Returning by rail or vice vjersa.
Choice of routes returning and liberal
stop-over privileges.

acts upon his suggestion.

State

Fuel Administrator

Both because the manure is de-

ficient in phosphoric acid and because
phosphoric acid favors the growth of
micro organisms of prime importance in
rendering plant food in manure available
to crops this practice will be found financially and agriculturally profitable. Home
mixing will be difficult because of the
fact

that

the

liave most of

possession and
them except

in

fertilizer

manufacturers

the ingredients in their
not desirous of selling

are

mixed goods.

Rail and water transportation are increasingly difficult. Hence orders should
be placed at the earliest moment in order
that the goods may be delivered in time
for planting. Cash will obtain a liberal
liscount from list, prices. If one has not
the cash, by making the proper statement

James

C.

cord.
stumpage, »o a aay team ana i
Iriver cost, and $2.50 to $3.50 eost for
chopping and splitting, green wood that
lold for $5 will now costs in the village or
>n the cars from $7.50 to $8.50 a cord.
not

can

company giving him goods on credit and
it a lower price (rate of interest) than the
fertilizer company can afford. In other
words, buy fertilizers from a company
whose business is selling fertilizer and

buy the use of money from
business is loaning monev.

a

Where shipments by rail are
nvolved the cost will be increased by $3
$4

>r

cord.

a

maximum acre yields, thoroughly prepare the seed bed, use good seed, make
all farm manure possible, supplement this by liberal use of commercial

and

save

fertilizer, mixed or unmixed, which should

be ordered at once for prompt delivery and
the best terms possible to obtain.—

Delay Somewhere.
“What did you say your age was?” he
remarked between dances.
“Well, I didn’t say,” smartly returned
the girl, “but I’ve just reached 21.”
“Ia that ao?” he returned consolingly.
“What detained you?”—Punch Bowl.

The

less

desirable soft

naple and gray birch should be had for $1
>r $2 a cord leas.
Their stumpage has
ess value and they are prepared for marCut

a

’>

Superior equipment and service.
Service from NEW ENGLAND to

I

Only Direct
the SOUTH.

SAVANNAH LINE
Boston Office: PIER 42, HOOSAC TUNNEL DOCKS

C. W.

JONES,

England Passenger Agent

New

PRESTONS
Livery, Boarding

and Transient Stable.

STREET. JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON
buckbmr is, etc. U .reft.l drivers if desire:
I have single and double hitches,
235-2; house. Cl 13.
Telephone-stable,
solicited.
is
Your patronage
W. G. PRES t ON, Proprietor,

DR, W. 0. LIBBY.
DENTI3T.
Masonic Temple,

WANTED

Belfast. Me

WANTED

million feet of 2 in., ljf in. and 1J in. pine
delivered at our mill at Skowhegan, Maine.
M. K. D’ARCY & SONS COMPANY,
61 No. Washington Street, Boston, Mass
A

6 m 33

\
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ton of coal. Its use leaves

Our Bodies Warm.

Pure, rich, red blood is a necessity in
;he production of animal heat. It keeps
We all know very well
;hat when the arteries that carry it to a
bodies'warm.

limb are bound or

tied,

the temperature

of the limb is immediately lowered.
There is a suggestion in this that, at
this time of year especially, we should
take Hood’s

COLUMBUS, BIRMINGHAM, CHAT-

TANOOGA, JACKSONVILLE, TAMPA,
ST. PETERSBURG, DAYTONA,
MIAMI, an.d all Southern points.

HAND GOODS of every descripFurniture, bedding, carpets, stoves. I
If you j
itc. Antique furniture a specialty.
lave anything to sell drop me a postcard and
a
call.
rou will receive
prompt
WAITEKD (COMBS
64 Main Street, Belfast.
j
249-3

SECOND
5

tion.

A cord of wood is the fuel
a

war essentials the labor of mining
ind transporting the coal, and keeps
within the State the money the coal
would cost.
Chas. D. Woods.

>ur

low fares which include meals
and stateroom aocommodations on ship
to above points, also to SAVANNAH,

|
S

less labor.

cord.

Keep

ATLANTA, SPARTANBURG, COLUM
BIA, ANNISTON and MONTGOMERY.

Special

.iMiPniiiiininiil

Sarsaparilla,

if our blood is

Hood’s
mpure, impoverished or pale.
Sarsaparilla makes the blood good in
luality and quantity. It has an unequal-

permanently
removing blood diseases, scrofula, rheumed record for radically and

itism and catarrh, and giving strength
end tone to the whole system. It is a

scientific combination of roots, barks,
herbs and other medicinal substances
that have long been used by successful
physicians. Get it today.

WTm\

i

'or

bank whose

In a sentence, the advice of the directors to New England farmers is: Plan for

I

COPY of MCCALL’S; or $10.00 PIN.ONEY Offer to Women: or List of GIFTS given
ithout co.it: or BICYCLE Offer to Boys and
tiris; or latest PATTERN CATALOGUE; or Big
rwh Offer t» AGE-VIS; or $160.00 Prise Offer to
your CHURCH.
Address
TEE McGill CO., :33-2:0 Mat 37th Street, New Ye*. E Y.

It\iIPL3

Especially convenient for reaching the
U. S. Army camps at AUGUSTA, MACON,

hope

ibove $8.

equivalent of

fertilizer

i

nm SEND A POSTAL CARD AMD ASK F0»

to get high grade fuel
wood in villages fbr much less than $8 a
;ord.
Nor should the price be much
One

whose credit would warrant

a

The Route Favored hy New Englanders

>

witn *z

cet_with

Chas. D. Woods, Director.

Hamlen has notified the United Paperboard Co., a manufacturing concern in
antil the public is disgusted. The man who
Fairfield, that it must sell 250 tons of
kas executive talent and can readily see coal and 200 cords of wood in its possesor he will comwhat should be done and does it with sion at a reasonable price
it under authority of the federal
mandeer
and
be
approved,
dispatch cannot fail to
government. The same notice was also
.aach mistakes as he may make will be sqrved on the owners of 200 cords of
wood in Farmington.
pardoned.

nearly doubled the cartage cost. And all
f this has re-acted on stumpage so that
standing heavy hard wood within “two
turns a day of town” is held at about $2 a

jf one’s financial condition and resources
to a bank, money can be hired by any one

on

Caught with the Goods.

I

|

vised.

Going South?

creasing

wife and family could do for his comfort
and happiness during the last months of
decline and the tenderest memories of

has returned

with relatives here.

he has always been very fond and one
brother, George W. Berry, the youngest
and only survivor of a family of nine.
All

Erskine

Castine, where she is attending the Normal school, after spending a few days

leaves also nine grandchildren of whom

j

i

f)apt. S. M. Grant and wife.

in carrying on the home
A. Colson of Stockton, and
| place, Clara
i Gertrude R. Harrison of Stockton. He
:

should be

I

the need of the moment. Have been in
so to do.
The land should be put in the good husband, loving father and grand! use for over Sixty Years.
best possible shape for planting by early father, kind and respected neighbor and
Prk*
FoR
Nt.
direction of the University of Maine, plowing to a fair depth and by frequent friend remain to comfort those who are
1. Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.. .25
left. He had ever lived an active and !
2. Worms, Worm Fever.2S
will be Messrs. Donohue, Day and Gard- harrowing.
3. Colic, Crying. Wakefulness of Infants.2S
ner.
At Monroe, Jan. 21st, 22nd and
Altnougn terunzers win De nan as mgu j useful life and only within the last few !
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults.25
1
23rd. The main subject will be Orchard- again as before the war and a fourth months did he give up the care of his !
Coufii-s, Colds, Bronchitis.25
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.23
ing. Speakers, Messrs. Donohue, Gard- higher in cost than last year, this is not; prosperous little farm. The community I
9. Headache, Sick Hear", ache, Vertigo_23
At Freedom, Feb. 4th, the time tp scrimp in their use. Mineral: has been much benefitted by s.-ch a life ; lO. Dyspepsia, Indigc i l,Weak Stomach.23
ner and Yeaton.
13. Cr jup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.23
5th and 6th. The main subject will be nitrogen is markedly higher in cost than and the memories of it cannot die. He
14. E jzoraa. Eruptions.23
was
a
member
become
a
hardMessrs.
of
ammonia
is
having
and
last
Donohue,
Mason,
15. Rheumatism, Lumbago.23
Dairying.
Speakers,
year
sulphate
Fever and Ague. Malaria.28
16.
j
Gowell and Morton. At Lincolnville, ly obtainable for use in fertilizers. Organic of Pownal Lodge, No. 119, in May 1900.
17. Plles,Blind,BIeeding,Internal.External 25
|
Feb. 7th, 8th and 9th. Subject, Dairy- nitrogen of the better grades is too valu- The funeral services were held on Satur- : 19. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.23
i
ng. Speakers, Messrs. Donohue and able for food of animals to enter much day, December 22nd,at his late home, Mr. 1 20, Whoopind Coutfh....23
21. Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing. 23
Morton,
into fertilizers. Acid phosphate is high | Hulley, pastor of the Congregational
27. Disorders of the Kidneys.23
30. Urinary Incontinence.23
The floral offering
because of the high church, officiating.
and
abundant
nit
HOPEFUL.
j
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy.23
price and great demand in munition mak- j was large and beautiful and bore silent 1 77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe.23
How long will this war last? That is a ing of sulphuric acid used in making testimony of the high esteem in which
Sold by druggists, or sent ou receipt of price,
question heard with increasing frequency. acid
Medical Book mailed free.
j
out of raw rock. Potash j he was held.
phos
phate
to
answer
the
No person is qualilied
“hy
HUMPHREYS* HOMF.O. MEDICINE CO.,
book,” and hope is probably father of is very scarce, much of it is from inferior j
Corner William and Ann Streets, New York.
the belief that next spring will mark the sources and it is all high priced. But with The Cost of a Cord of Wood.
beginning of the end. Personally, how- such crops as potatoes practical experij
ever, we believe that the allies opposed
in
Only a very few years ago well located
to Germany are now in a position where ence and careful experimenting agree
use
it'
to
stumpage of excellent hard wood was
they could lay their cards on the table that it is financially profitable
face up, and play the game from now on at the rate of 30 or 40 pounds per acre de- ; worth about a dollar a cord. It cost a
with the certainty of winning. We do
spite its high cost. Potash does not seem dollar a cord to chop, split and pile. Such
not believe that Germany set into this
to be so essential with the cereal as with wood sold in Maine villages for about $5 a
with
idea
of
the
the
thing
bluffing
game
through, but she is bluffing now and that the root crops. With beets, mangolds cord. Soft maple, grey birch and similar
she will collapse when a show-down is and ruta bagas, the addition of two or fuel woods sold for a dollar less a cord.
| For Nearly 50 whoYearsl
turn to
forced.—Biddeford Journal.
three hundred pounds of common salt Pulp manufacturers were using only P join the 1,230.000 women
U T.IcCALL’S every mcnth for correct fashOne of the signs of peace is seen in
will always give increased yields. Potash spruce and poplar, and were paying mod- H ion3, for patterns, for economical buying,
good stories—for
the fact that the great financial people of should be used for these
H fjr fancy necdlcvvork, for
crops unless farm erate prices.
style.
[I pleasure, .'or help, fir
the United States think that the end of manure can be
I.IcCALL, Patterns fit.
J;
liberally supplied.
With the increased demand of paper
the war will come in a few months.
The conservation and production of and its marked advance in price the pulp
These men have trusty agents all over maximum amounts of
yard manures by manufacturers are accepting limited mixthe Allied and neutral world and are
preservation of all excrement, both solid tures of other varieties and have more
conditherefore enabled to know what
and liquid, and by composting is strcngly than doubled the price paid for pulp
tions really are. It is part of their busiadvocated.
The addition of a hundred stock. The increase in wage has more
ness to know what is likely to happen
pounds per cord, as the manure is being than trebled the chopping cost. The inand usually they do know.
worked over, or acid phosphate is ad- crease in cost for labor and teams has

e-.

both at home and abroad. We are very
glad to say that since we laid aside the i

Mrs. Morris Ames recently came from
a visit with her parents,

Connecticut for

Subscribers to The Journal
-.

*

Annual Meeting Stockton Springs1
Water Company.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Water Company will be
held at the office of the secretary at Stockton
Springs. Maine, on Tuesday, the 15th day of
January, A. D. 1918. at 12.30 p. m to hear the
reports of the officers and act upon the same,
to elect a board of directors for the ensuing
year and to transact any other business that
maj properly coo|e before said meeting.
Per order
ALBERT M. AMES, Secretary,
Stockton, Springs, Me,, January 3,1918.

Annual

advance:
$2.00
rhe Journal and Farm and Home,
2.25
rhe Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
rhe Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.25
The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to dif-

BETTER
THAN
EVER

n

ferent addresses.

,

maa^a

36oTlUSTRATIONS

360 ARTICLLj

The following clubbing offers are only loi
ubscriptions to 1 he Journal paid one year

15c

f

a

copy

At Your Newsdealer

Yearly Subscription $1.SO
Send for oar new free cat-

I

j

Send in your subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C<».,
Belfast, Maine.

j

alog of mechanical books
Popular Mechanics Magazine
• North

liny

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Meeting.

The annual meeting of the stockholder, of
the STOCKTON SPRINGS TRUST COMPANY will be held in their banking rooms at
Stockton Springe, Maine, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, Tueaday, January 16, A. D. 1918, to
elect a board of director, and to transact any
other bnaineaa that may legally come before
aaid meeting.
ALBERT M. AMES. Clark.
Stockton Springa, Me-. January 8.1918.

MACDAZJNE

^a^am

Michigan Avenue, Chicago

limit

Stamps

AND

l
attorney at im Help Save^Your Country.
Send for circulars on WOOD
SAWING OUTFITS.

BELFAST. MAINE.
1

’ractice in all

Courts.

Probate*, practic

__

specialty.

2ft

j

THC.RNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY,
P rt

and," Maine.

I

Neglected
Colds bring

1

SALVATION ARMY WORKERS READY TO LEAVE FOR FRANCE

British Army Duplicates Victory of
Head of Israelite Hosts, Marching Over the Same Grounds

Pneumonia

vASCARA

And now the British Mesopotamian
army has captured Hebron. 20 miles
from the birthplace of Christ, observes I
the Wichita ((Kan.) Beacon.

QUININE

More than 33 centuries ago Joshua,
the head of the Israelite hosts,
marched over the same ground capturing Hebron and putting its king to
In one of the battles he found
death.
the time was too short and so he commanded the sun and moon to stand
still while his men fought.
at

in tablet
-Id family remedy
safe, sure, easy to take. No
no unpleasant after effects.
in 3
s colds in 24 hours—Grip
Money back if it fails- Get the
genuine box with
Red Top and Mr.
Hill’s picture on it
24 Tablets for 25c.
—

i
\

.tes-

I

l
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At Any

Forty years before. Moses was leading the children of Israel out of Egypt I
He
to this promised land of Canaan.
sent out spies, who were overawed by
the giant sons of Anak whom they saw

Drug Store

Children' Cry

All but Joshua and Caleb
at Hebron.
the
gave unfavorable reports, and
Lord was displeased at the perverseness and the credulity of the Israelites, and decreed that they must wander 40 years in the wilderness.

FOR FLETCHER’S

C ASTOR I A
MAINE ITEMS.
Maine Man Arrested in Russia.

“How are the mighty fallen.” mournfully sang David as a requiem for his
friend Jonathan, nearly 3.000 years

The National
Dec. 28.
nk of this city, whose Petrograd
r, K. E. Stevens, was arrested in
,k’s branch there, will look to the
aient f the United States to prointerests and has no doubt all ;
will be j
ry steps in this regard
was stated by an official of the
Mr. Stevens, it was said, had
are.
charge of the Petrograd branch :
He has I
was opened in January.
ix or eight men in his office force, j
He is a
Maine man.
•••.•vens is a
X:
1
of Kennebunk and a graduate of
n, class of 190b.
;„

York

iil
A group of Salvation Army workers photographed at the New York headquarters ready to leave for service with
the American army iii France. They will aid the soldiers in many ways, front holding religious services to writing love
letters to the girl back home. The women members of the party will repair the clothes of the boys when not otherwise

engaged.

•

%
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ALL SORTS

We Think So.

Dr. Wellington# Koe, Chinese ambassador to this country says: “Now that
s,!iox county politician, who generhas entered the war against
his ear to the ground, is authori- ! my country
the Central Powers, she intends doing
ie statement that Hon. Daniel J.
her utmost to help in the struggle against
imuddy will again be the DemoAt present there are about \
mdidate for Congress in the Sec- autocracy.
with the Allies in Meso- !
It is merely a matter of a 125,000 Chinese
irict.
These are skilled j
and France.
•ging on the part of the proper potamia
masons and carpenters, but
the Knox county politician said, bricklayers,
when the Chinese Mission, now in the>
■klund Courier Gazette.
United States returns, we have no doubt
that their advice will result in increased
izure by government officers of
military activity.”
the sardines packed this year at
r Eastport by dealers who refused
Buenos Aires, Argentina, Dec. 31.
the National Canners' ^ssocia- ; Announcement is made by the governinspection agreement, is making ment that arrangements have been nearrms and individuals wonder what
ly complet?d for selling 100,000,000 bushels of wheat to the Entente Abies.
ppen to tliem and their goods.

v

CHILD

OF OLD

GLORY.

Dear little flag in the window there,
Hung with a tear and a woman’s prayer;
Child of Old Glory, born with a star—
Oh, what a wonderful flag you are!
Blue is your star in its field of white,
Dipped in the red that was born of fight;
Born of the blood that our forebears shed
To raise your mother, The Flag, o’erhead.
And now you’’, e come, in this frenzied day,
To speak from a window—td speak and say:
”1 am the voice of a soldier son
Gone to be gone till the victory’s won.
“I am the flag of The Service, sir;
The flag of his mother—I speak for her
Who stands by my window and waits and fears,
But hides from the others her unwept tears.
“I am the flag of the wives who wait
For the safe return of a martial mate.
A mate gone forth where the war god thrives,
To save from sacrifice other men’s wives.

>i yoo government Thrift cards with
Too Scant.
attached were distributed by the
Red
might
possibly serve as a
tape
at
Livermore
uional Paper Co.,
in the sumThe company em- i bathing suit at Coney Island
uits employes.
“1 am the flag of the sweethearts true;
mer, but it makes poor winter clothing j
,it Chisholm and at Riley were alThe often unthought of—the sisters too.
Union.
Standard
The for a soldier.—Brooklyn
..enibered in that manner.
I am the flag of a mother’s son
at ion was made Friday, Dec. 28th,
And won’t come down till the victory’s won!”
A Safer New Y’ear's Ride.
time of the pay envelope distrib'uDear little flag in the window there,
,nd by noon many of them went to
With the high cost of liquor the danHung with a tear and a woman’s prayer;
office to buy stamps to complete ger of falling off the water cart soon afChild of Old Glory, born of a star—
h ug of the cards.
ter the annual New Year’s resolution will
Oh, what a wonderful flag you are!
be considerably lessened this year.
-William Herschell, in Indianapolis News.
utting Out C. P. Night Trains.
—■
Potatoes in England.
the
Grand
on
: I
passenger trains
i. Railway between Portland and
The potato crops of England and Wales,
have been dropped. This is in on which the various food controllers
M
rest of conservation, especially have placed so much reliance in the
,i. md following the general plan of matter of conserving bread and flour, are
rnment to give freight at.least turning out much better than expected
1
li chance with passenger traffic.
and are estimated at 3,339,995 tons, a 33
per cent increase over 1916, and the larg- j
est crops recorded since 1885.
Checkers.
The yield per acre is 6.57 tons which is j
Nlulvaney of Bangor, president of three-quarters of a ton greater than last !
Maine State Checker Association,
year, and two-fifths of a ton better than
-s that the annual State lournathe average of the past ten years.
ii!l he held at the Bangor Y. M. C.
FARM LOANS.
is
The
open
.1 -1 2'ird to 26th.
play
a! members and any who may bembers at that time by paying the
t
An act to establish the Farm Lands
n
-hip fee of $1.50. This tourna- Loan Commissioners of Maine and to auxpected to bring t igether some thorize the investment of certain moneys
o
at checker players in Maine and now on deposit in
the State treasury
! be some hard-fought matches. known as the reserved land fund, which
was passed at the last session of the legPastor's Wife Suffers Shock.
; islature, became operative. Jan. 2nd. The
j act allows the Farm Lands Loan Commisalen, wife of Rev. Frank L. sioners to loan from the funds at their
storof the Watervilie Unitarian
disposal on first mortgages of farm propwas stricken by a shock while at
erty to holders of unmortgaged farm real
30t
h
Dec.
in
lie of her son
Augusta
estate a sum not greater than 50 per cent
“»
Phalen had gone to Augusta rather
Mi—
of the market value of the estate, proof
illness
the
called
slight
by
ily
vided the security is worth not less than
o
*f her grandchildren.
Sunday morn|
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
510 an acre, that the borrower is an acshe was dressing one of the children,
tual resident of the State and a bona fide
She retained
'lien the stroke came.
of the land offered as security.
The following transfers of real estate
v.isriousness and did not fall, hut was occupant
The loan will be granted only to assist in
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
sled to another room and a physician
and
houses
necessary dwelling
s called.
It was found that, the entire erecting
farm buildings, including silos, clearing of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 5,
: side was paralyzed.
Her condition
for cultivation or for the purchase 1918:
lands
Sour.d
regarded as serious. Mr. Phalen w’as of live stock. The loans to be made are
oung Horsts.
William Franklin Collemer, Lincoln<1 to Augusta and no services were
three
nor
than
less
of
not
a
term
for
Horses.
Good
and
Working
,
ville, to Susie K. Collemer, do.; land
at the Unitarian church Sunday.
j more than 20 years but the entire indebt- buildings in Lincolnville.
Horses.
True Pulling
on any interest date afedness
is
payable
J.
Chester
to
J.
Arthur
Smith, Waldo,
: ubiicans Name Bangor as Place of State
ter three years from the date of the mortGood Driving
Horsts.
Webber, Monroe; land in Monroe.
Convention.
gage. The rate of interest to be charged
Allen M. Small, Freedom, to Freedom
Good
Colored
Horses.
the
act
Under
the
State
govthe
is five per cent.
Republican
meeting of
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, Freedom;
'inittee
held January 2nd at the ernor, the State auditor, the land agent, land and
Horses priced
Horses.
in Freedom.
buildings
j.
sta
House, it was decided that the commissioner of agriculture and the
Trustees of Freedom Lodge, K. of P.,
right. Horses which you
t^publican State convention shall be State superintendent of public schools to Freedom Lodge, K. of P. Asso., Freein the Bangor City hall on March
shall constitute a board to be known as
find just EXACTLY
will
dom; land and buildings in Freedom.
i?;•!'
Cong. Wallace H. White, Jr., of the Farm Lands Loan Commissioners of
Edgar F. Day, Camden, to Fred W.
AS
REPRESENTED.
is ton,
was
selected as temporary Maine.
Day, et al., do.; land and buildings in j
The mem
i.acman of the convention.
Lincolnville.
»f the committee present were:
THE DU!) 1 SFKAY.
Fred W. Day, Camden, to Emma A.
iMiian Frank J. Ham of Augusta,
Day, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnrrt
F. Hodgson of Lewiston, RansDust spray or dusting fruit trees, has ville.
Sprina Street.
W. Shaw of Houlton, Guy H.Sturgis
Geo. H. Marden, Freedom, to Hugh D.
been tried out in this State for the lirst
■'
of
F.
Field
Daniel
Phillips,
Portland,
time during the past season, and bids Marden, do.; land in Freedom.
L.uothy F. Mahoney of Ellsworth, Alfred fair to become universally used. This
Hugh D. Marden, Freedom, to Charles
Black of Rockland, George A. Cowan ;
method is not new, however, as it has H. Marden, do.; land and buildings in
*
Damariscotta, Frank W. Ball of been used in the southwest for several Freedom.
Will F. Sweet of Bangor, Rubert
Leon E. Blake, Searsport, to, George
years.
It has been much used in hilly
The parties who swiped the boat from
Baxter of Cherry field. Judge Fred districts where a
load would be C. Ward, Frankfort; land and ouildings
heavy
Mason of Ellsworth was also present.
the Twin Oak Cottage on the first of (Noburdensome. It is also used in sections in Frankfort.
1
basis of representation is to be one where water is scarce. Several eastern
Joseph W. Brock, Searsport, to Leroy vember, 1917, have been located if the
gate for every city, town and planta- States have been experimenting with D. Littlefield, do.; land in Searsport.
boat is returned in as good condition as
on in the State and an additional deleHester M. Wentworth, Knox, to Liberthis process for a few years past, and
when
taken and all damage settled, all well.
gate for
and fraction
and
every 75 votes
some of them have very interesting data
ty & Belfast Tel. & Tel. Co.; land
< reof cast
for the Republican candiOtherwise we shall take the law.
For a time-saver, there buildings in Searsport.
on the subject.
date for governor in 1916.
2wl
A. STINSON.
William J. Gillespie, Somerville, Mass.,
be no comparison, as with a wellcan
outfit there is no stopping of to Milton B. Hills, Lincolnville; land in
equipped
Very Good Indeed.
MEASLES NOT NECESSARY.
the machine or horses from the time the Northport.
Although approximately $40,000,000 hopper is filled until it is emptied, or the
was subscribed in Maine to the two Li bOne of the old ideas handed down for
orchard sprayed.
my loan issues, the actual decrease in
In one orchard in New York State, 30
generations was the thought that it was
nr resources of savings banks was only
trees were dusted (sprayed) in 13 minutes,
necessary for a child to have measles,
whooping cough, and other diseases, and
$6116,627, according to the annual report at a total cost of $2.12, or at a cost of
»
L.
Frank
Commissioner
State Bank
therefore the sooner those diseases come
,071c per tree. The materials used were
mier. The combined resources of State
the better. Nothing could be more fallacsulphur 40 per cent, lead arsenate 10 per
rid
of
it
dandruff
have
If
get
banks
quickreand
national
institutions
ious.
all
you
It is not necessary for children to
50
tanking
per cent,
cent, hydrated lime
amounted to $307,651,222, a net gain of duced to a very fine powder. Some oth- ly— it’s positively dangerous and will have these “common ai ments.” Further$20,615,802 for the year. An increase of ; er mixtures used are sulphur 80 per cent surely ruin your hair if you don’t. Dan- more, in the light of death records coverbrittle, gray, ing measles and whooping cough, it seems
I it, 064,802 in the combined resources of ! and
|lead arsenate 20 per cent, also sul- druffy heads mean faded, dies
and falls
• -iitutions other than national banks, 1
necessary to take all precautions to prepliur 40 per cent, lead arsenate 10 per scraggly hair that finally
not
will
—new
hair
grow—then you vent the spread of such disorders. The
was, with one exception, the greatest cent and gypsum 50 per cent, the latter out
The
can
and
are
bald
you.
nothing
help
Sum in banking resources in the history
chances of a child’s becoming a strong
mixture being used principally as a filler [
*
the state. Their total assets was and costs about $1 less per 100 pounds. only sure way to abolish dandruff for and healthy citizen are far better if he
that
causes
the
is
to
germ
a
destroy
as
avoids
used
good
418,326,222.
measles, whooping cough and the
Finely-ground tobacco is also
it. To do this quickly, surely and safely other
of
childhood.—Maine
diseases
dust spray for destroying aphis.
as Parisian
Health Dept.
Dust spraying is to be gone into in de- there is nothing so effective
A Good Man Retired.
A.
A.
which you can get from
Thomas M. McLaughlin of Waterville tail at the Western Maine Fruit Grow- Sage,
Howes & Co. and good druggists everyhas been appointed superintendent of the ers’ Convention at Auburn, Feb. 19-20. i
Convicted.
the where. It j is guaranteed to cure oaneastern division of the Maine Central to This contention is to be held under
of druff, stop itching sculp and falling hair,
the
Maine
direction
of
Department
held
Muxeed Matthew F. Dunn, who has
“My dear, I am surprised that you
and promote a new growth, or the cost,
'he position for a long time, succeeding Agriculture, Augusta.
should accuso me of being intoxicated
small as it is, will be refunded.
H F. Dowst upon his retirement. Mr.
an hour after
Parisian Sage is a scientific prepara- last night. Did I not sit up
Dangerous Silence.
and reading?” askMcLaughlin took charge of the division
tion that supplies all hair needs—an an- I got home, smoking
•'an. 1st, and will remove his family from
he.
!
liquid, neither sticky or greasy, ed
Congressional inquiries are showing tiseptic
Waterville to Bangor, making his home
“Yes; and do you know what you
to apply, and delicately perfumed.
easy
can
methods
was one of my curl
'here. Mr. Dunn will retire from the that silence about slipshod
If you want beautiful, soft, thick, were smoking? It
*Weekly.
railroad service after a long and most do more harm, kill more soldiers and de- lustrous
hair, and lots of it, you must papers. ”—Pearson’s
and
than
war
enemy
guns
more
feat
plans
faithful service.
Don’t delay—begin
use Parisian Sage.
all
billions
we
When
are
spending
gases.
little attention now insures
The Girls Want a Farm.
the more reasons exist why millions tonight—a hair for
Name You Ailment.
abundant
years to come.
A
farm committee” appointed by
“war
should not be squandered recklessly in
Note: Parisian Sage positively will
Journal.
students at Wellesley College and comThe descriptions are so clear, plain and the big deals.—Kennebec
not color or streak the hair.
posed of members of the faculty has asksimple, that anyone can name their ailed the trustees for sanction to lease and
[Circumstances do Alter.
ment by reading Dr. Humphreys’ Manoperate a farm of from 18 to 30 acres
•al, a compact little Medical Volume,
next year. The girls aim to produce as
“Do you intend to marry him ?”
that fits the side ipocket, mailed free or
food as possible,
“It all depends on circumstances.”
I large an amount of
FOR
request, address: Humphreys’ Homeo“What circumstances T”
| without thought of profit, and to provide
pathic Medicine Co., 156 William Street,
* all the labor themselves.
.__
“His.”
New York.
..

|
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City National Bank
OF BELFAST

United -States War Savings
Certificates and Thrift Stamps

f

and then he asked the Lord for
God commanded him to go
to Hebron, and there he was anointed
king of .Tudah and reigned seven years
before going to Jerusalem.
And almost 40 centuries ago Abraham built an altar at Hebron and
There
there bought his first land.
was buried his faithful wife Sarah,
and also Isaac and Rehekah and Jaago.

j

\

FOLLOW CAMPAIGN OF JOSHUA

For Sale at this Bank.

HORSES

<

|

guidance.

cob and Leah and Joseph.
The bones of the shepherd patriarchs, of David, the sweet singer of
Israel; of Joshua, the mighty warrior;
have crumbled and mingled with the
sands of the centuries, but the world
fights on over its ancient battlegrounds. and mankind, like Sisyphus,
rolling the great burden to the top of
the hill, sees it roll back and create

BSDTIME
Wind the clock—turn the Perfection Oil Heater out—and don’t
forget the cat!
No

But mankind has learned.
Upon
reaching Hebron it refuses to he
awed by the giants who bar the way to
;

Then in the

I
!

dining

or

You

light.

Guineas Get Ride.
Any of the young blood of Indianapolis will testify that “chickens” (in
one
of the later acceptances of the
word) are very fond of street car and
automobile riding, observes the Indianapolis News, but It is not often that
four guineas of the common or garden digging variety have an opportunity to disport themselves in or on

city street

again

can

carry it where you

|

choose.

|

A Perfection Heater is economical—
much cheaper to use than coal even
Gives clean,
when coal is cheap.
heat.
odorless, portable

!

than 3,000,000 homes.
Re-wicking is now easy with the new
No. 500 Perfection Heater Wick.
Comes trimmed and burned off, all
ready for use.
Kerosene gives best results.

Used in

car.

Amid a chorus of squawks from
about 100 coops of turkeys and other
fowls In front of William Locks’ fish
and poultry place at 1027 Virginia avenue, the other day, four guineas escaped from a coop, and a series of
hops, flops and flights landed them on
the trolley pole of a street car headed
for Washington street, where they evidently regarded It policy to sit tight.
At any rate they were not tempted
from their perch by downtown window
displays or moving picture theaters.
On the back trip the street car stopped
In front of Locks’, and the motorman

it

morning, light

chill from bedroom, bath
The Perfection is
room.

to drive out

today.

a

!

evening

or how cold the weather, the
Perfection keeps you warm and
comfortable right up to bedtime.

another task.

the promised land of world peace and
freedom.
wonderful
It is a
strange and
drama that is taking place on earth

the

long

matter how

more

|

So-CO-ny

j|

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
Principal Office*

/

“Here are your guineas."
shouted:
Eager hands helped them to alight,
and they were taken back home.
Danish Statistics.

Very few European countries only
were in a
position to proceed, since
August 1. 1914, with their normal quinquennial census. Denmark is one of
the exceptions, says an exchange. On
February 1. 1916. the little kingdom
Notice is hereby given that Savings Rank
counted 2.920.000 inhabitants, 1. e., an
Book No. 16,722, issued by this bank, has
increase of 163,000 souls over the cenbeen lost and application has been made for
sus of 1911.
a duplicate book according to laws regulatis
75
inhabratio
The distribution
The ing issuing new books.
itants to the square kilontetre.
W1LMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Copenhagen Frederiksberg county conBelfast. Dec. 26, 1917-3w52
tains 605,000 inhabitants, i. e., more
than one-fifth of the total population.
The 74 other cities number 604.000
Rustic population, 1.711.000.
people.
The three principal cities, besides
66,000;
Aarhus.
Copenhagen, are:
Fye-Sight Specialist
Odense, 45.000, and Aalborg, 38,000.
The present war increased the importOK THK
ance of the seaport town of Esbjerg
(19.000 inhabitants), which hardly exBOYiNUTON OPTICAL CO.,
■

isted 50 years ago.

j

4 H. P.

Engine

15 GOOD CONDITION
and steam pump
INQUIRE AT.
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BELFAST, MAINE.

South Main Street, winteruort. Maine
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Belfast Savings

w

W. L. WEST,
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NOTICE

Dandruffy Scalps

Lead to Baldness

1

Children Cry
FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

OFFICE

Concerning Gasoline.
The war department has estimated
that the dally gasoline needs of America for war purposes will be 959,000
gallons for the next few yea^s. Government figures show that the total
daily gasoline production in the United
States is 6.849,000 gallons.
The Bureau of Mines has authorized
the publication of a bulletin which
states that a saving of 1,500.000 gallons of gasoline may be effected every
day by Americans by the careful observation of certain simple suggesThe bureau of mines would
tions.
conserve a half million gallons more
of gasoline daily than will be demanded by the government to operate
its necessary war equipment or to
carry on its other necessary industries
during times of war.
What Americans need to learn at

waiting list.

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears

I have
in

cows.

Sale

TUESDAYS

some

excellent bargains

Better look them

TRUCKING
l

over

am

prepared

to do

all kinds ot trucking.

Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadill c conLeave orders at tbe stable, corner of
cern.
main and Cross streets, and they will
prompt attention.

:e

ceive

HERBERT F. HANSON,

Telephone connection

Belfast, Maine.

WOOLENS

r2b

W aloe

W. W. BLAZO,
Avenue, Beltast.

FEMALE EELP WANTED.
as
W ANTED applications for positions
clerks in our subscription department from
If
to
cd
education.
with
a
fair
your
g»
girls
application is accepted, you will be started at
$7 a week ar d will be raised just as ra: inly
and just as high as your work justifi s Tnere
You will, if you
is no salary limit with us.
choose, he given a chance to learn typing,
stencil cutting, letter writing and other j bs
at. which extra good p*y can be earned ami you
will have a direct line of advance ment open
to you to some of the highest positions in the
establishment. Our publishing business holds
a
bright future for amiutioUb girls who are
willing to work—and if you are such a girl we
hope you will write us. We shall be pleased
to send you free our iliustratt d booklet “Working for Comfort.” This will give you an idea
of the place, the work ard the future it offers.
Then, if you like the prospects here, you can
put in your application. Why not write today for this booklet to W. H. Gannntt, Pub,
3w50.
Inc., Dept, R. J., Augusta, Maine.
—

Dress Materials and Coatings direct from
W rite for samples and
the factory.
state garment

F. A.

planned.

PACKARD, BOX

B.
4m:46

CAMDEN, MAINK.

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.1
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, |
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical. I
Hu

extraordinary dean ting and germicidal

SnfleFr—. 50c. all drugguU,

or

CHICHESTER
V

1

I
by F

power.

postpaid

^maj^ThcPaxtonToilct Company. Barton, Man,^

Freedom

the

For

AND

before purchasing.

S PILLS

a
TISE DIAMOND BRAND.
Ladles! Ask your flru^njl-t i.V'V <A
C'lii-ehoH-ter's lliumoud llrumt.
1*111# in Red and
nu-ullij oL“ ?
boxes, sealed with Blue Uii>t,on. \/
Take no other. Bar of vour
Druffrlftt. Ask for F JJI-FIIES-TER*S
DIAMOND BRAND FILES, :„r J*
years known as Best, Safest, Always Uelia -.

SOlO BV DRUGGISTS t .{MW #t

Academy,

FREEDOM. MAINE.

BARGAINS

College, Scientific and Agricultura

light farming tools, rugs,
chairs, mattresses,|hureaus, commodes, and
everything in the second hand line. Excellent bargains for small money. Look

Signature of

Wagon, sleigh, harness and robes. Good
as new.. Will be sold reasonably
Enquire of
MKS, H. G. PEASLEE.
4wlp

MONDAYS

Cows for Sale

this time is to conserve gasoline judiciously and sensibly.—Peoria Journal.
Turn Out Limbs In 48 Hours.
Two Clyde shipbuilding firms have
been turning their attention to the
manufacture of artificial limbs, says a
Glasgow correspondent, and have produced in 48 hours a limb at a moderate
cost which is said to be far superior
to any other produced in the country.
One thousand maimed soldiers have already been fitted, and 9,000 are on the

DAYS,

Courses.
for

lull information, address

LUCRET1A A. DAVIS, Acting Principal

In stoves, dishes,

over our

Awl

line.

DICKEY & KNOWLTON,
Pythian Block, Belfast, Me.
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EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Journal Pub.
A. I.

People’s meeting in the
invited
veetry. All young people cordially
evening
to a splendid service. Sunday
preaching service at 7.30, minister’s topic,

At 6. SO, Young

DISEASE IS
EVER THE SAME

The Republican Journal

Co.

BROWN, Editor.

ADVERTISING Terms.
For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
ami 25.cents for each subsequent insertion.
SUBSCRlPrnN Terms In advance. $2 00 a |
year; $1.00frrsix months; 50 cents for three 1
months,

I
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And !n view ol this fact a medicine
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has
been successful for more than 40
years, is a safe one to rely upon.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is known
to the people of America as the
standard blood purifier. Its record
is one of general satisfaction and remarkable results. There i.» nothing
better as a general tonic
appetitcmakcr for weak and ruu-i! an men,
women and children and old people,
invalids and convalescents.
It is pleasant to take, aids digestion, and supplies the vital organs
with rich red blood essential to

‘♦The old maid not a failure: her heroisms
A special
and modern opportunities.”
evensermon by numerous requests. This
ing (Thursday) at 7.30 the weekly prayer
services are open to the

perfect health.

The annual installation of the newly
elected officers of Penobscot Encampnext
ment, L O O. F., will take place

meeting. These
extendpublic and a cordial invitation is
Rehearsal of the young people for
ed.
this
the coming play will be held after
Preaching at the Northport
service.
Baptist Church at 2.30 Sunday afternoon.
obThe ordinance of communion will be
served.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today and
begin to take it at once.
and Montenegro. As to what shall be
done in Russia, the premier states in subwhat
stance, that this depends upon
fucourse Russia takes in the immediate
ture. Prussianism will fume and bluster

Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. in Odd Fellows
As this will be the first reguHall.
lar meeting in the new year and plans are
being made for much work in this lodge,
a large attendance is desired.

but she knows now what she can depend
believe
upon, and there are many who
that she will seriously consider what

The installation of the officers of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., announced for
last Friday evening was indefinitely postponed on account of the absence of Miss

Lloyd George lias said.
WAR
A ONE-SIDED

GAME.

i

SUMMARY.

unable to reach Belfast on
account of the ice conditions in the bay.
At the regular meeting of Canton
Coombs

The Austro-Hungarian drive in Italy
halted. The snow storms
seems to be

The first diplomatic game between Russia and Germany has been played. Russia

and the distance of the invaders from a
reliable source of supplies adds to the

carrying on an offensive.
difficulty
Even before the game was Although they have occupied a large area
the play.
called Germany had pocketed the stakes the whole drive begins to look like a disby military occupation of Couriand, couraging failure. The Italians are daily
Livonia and Esthonia. These are three adding to their forces and are holding
Russian provinces bordering on the east- their lines unbroken
Air lighting, raids j
ern shores of the Baltic sea.
They are and counter raids are constantly going on.
almost directly north of Prussia and are On the western fronts the Allies are preseparated from that country only by an- pared and waiting for an expected ofother small Russian province known as fensive by the Germans.
A waiting
Kovna. All these provinces border on policy seems wisest for the present, at
the direct water route from Germany to least. The communications behind the
Pctrograd. Couriand, Livonia and Esth- Allied lines are ample and;in good cononia have in all a little more area than dition, making it possible to send reinthe State of Maine and a population of forcements to any point which the Huns
Air lighting
about 3,000,000. Poland was indirectly a may choose for an attack.
part of the stake for which Russia is actively in progress all along the westthought she was playing to win. We say ern front. In the eastern war area there
indirectly, because although Poland’s is nothing of importance taking place.
population is mostly Slavic, she has for
The quarterly bulletin of the Maine
years felt more desire to be independent
State Board of Agriculture has just been
than to be Russian. Poland has about
issued.
It makes a
handy reference j
the area of Maine and a
was

cheated in the deal and cheated in

of

Nellie Coombs of Islesboro, deputy grand
Miss
matron, the installing officer.
was

Keeping Our Soldiers Strong
Early in the world war experience proved the
extraordinary value of cod liver oil for strengthening
soldiers against colds, pneumonia and lung troubles.
Thousands of Our Soldiers

are

Taking

Because It Guarantees the Purest Norwegian Cod liver Oil
high in food value and rich in blood-making properties.
SooWs will strengthen you against winter sickness.
Beware of Alcoholic Subetitutee,
The Imported Norwegian cod liver oil used in Scrtf. *"■«■«refined
from Impurities.
our own American laboratories which guarantees it free
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.

satin at Shayne’s lately that would
be an acquisition to any outfit with surprisingly reasonable markings and capes,
as

stoles and sets that would adorn any cosA black fox
tume proportionately low.

set, soft and glossy and becoming as only
fox can be, showed all the grace that has
come to be associated with these animal

10c. and 15c.
ARE FOR

SALE

IN

models.

BELFAST BY

Patent Leather

Fixings.

Patent leather oxfords are the fa vorite

ESSIE P. CARLE

footwear of the moment, patent leather

has all the

Cold

Husband and Brother-In-Law Feast
and Smash Piece of China, Which
Is Mysteriously Replaced.

Wave Makes Humanity
Warm Up to Every One.

Since tlie coming of the X-ray and
the perfecting of the Bertillon system
dark secrets have lost vogue. Xet occasionally one of them does escape the
keenest vigilance and flourishes with
all the old-time mystery, 'according to
the Kansas City Star.

_

scorrs EMIHSUM
ible

THEY HAVE A DARK SECRET

GOOD OLD WINTER

purses and bags, especially the big “week
end” types are things desired, and patent

Who by special arrangement
Pallas, P. M., I. O. O. F., held on Wedleather hats are very smartly worn for
patterns all the time.
nesday evening at Odd Fellows Hall there
both fair and foul weather, with sport
and
the
meeting
was a large attendance
2®=NO WAITING TO SEND._ clothes or with ordinary tailored things.
was well arranged for the beginning of
Verona Clarke.
the new year. Capt. E. F. Littlefield in- Morning Musicale in Manhattan.
for
officers
stalled the following elected
mokkill.
the coming year: Captain, William M. Distinguished Day Wear. Fur Trimmings
John Vickery had a telephone installed
Enrich All Garments. Satin and
Estes; lieutenant, William K. McNeil;
recently in his store.
Fur. Southern Modes.
ensign, Harold B. Robinson; clerk, Orrin
Dr. Trafton Hatch has been very ill at
J. Dickey; accountant, Ralph H. Howes.
his mother's the past week.
Miss Inez
[Correspondence of The Journal,]
Capt. Estes appointed the following mem-

Zero Temperature Brings Out Diversified Discussion Around the Stoves
in Favorite

Meeting

Places.

Mrs. Miller has a set of chinaware,
the real creamy ware that the light
shines through. It is very old. Mrs.
Miller inherited it. She also inherited
tlie proud right to boast that not one
piece had ever been broken.
Mrs. Miller went away. Mr. Miller
entertained his brother-in-law while
she was gone. There were other relatives that lie might have entertained,
but in an unguarded moment be chose

After nil flier’s somethin’ fine an’humanizin’ about a good stingin’ cold
It seems t’ bring us closer
snap.
t’gether an’ cause a friendlier feelin’
all around. Most any o’ us are willin’
t’ let bygones be bygones before we git
a square from home on a zero mornin’,
fer ther’s somethin’ about a cold wave
that makes us want t’ warm up t’ th'
We jest seem
first feller we meet.
t’ feel that we must release ever’thing
on
our
miuds that’s pleasant an’
frothy, says Abe Martin, in the Indianapolis News.

One night they made a feast. They
baked a great number of things all in
one pan.
^ when it came out of the
to demand that it
oven it seemed

vintage.
We gather highly illuminative information
regardin' th’ respective
claims o’ th’ various heatin’ systems;

—....

W mummam mirr

mam

j

■

|
a

J
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He went boldly into the china closet
and brought out tlie very largest plat
ter.
When the meal was ended, Mr. Miller’s
brother-in-law
suggested dish
washing. Mr. Miller did not favor the
plan, but finally yielded to it against
bis better .judgment. What happened
was quite natural.

^

food.

Surely hot food, inutile amount you
want and of the kind you want, must
be an improvement over the old mess,
but juggling a truy loaded to the gunwales with beans and corned beef and
bread and coffee, on the rolling waves
must be something of a tine art.
Our Pensioners In England.
In his way. John Davis, who died at
his Bermondsey home in Blue Anchor
Lane—an appropriate address for an
old sailor—did much useful work on
behalf of Englishmen who, like himself. had fought in the American Civil
war, relates a writer in the Westminr

j

J

“We will do the thing up right,” he
shouted.

Servselfs Also Afloat.
There isn’t a chance of dodging
them any more, either on land or on
sea.
The sailor boys on the U. S. S.
New York form in line between docks
i and, tray in hand, select their food at
tiie counter of the ship’s servself. A
blackboard over the counter lists the
bill and in all other respects except the
presence of the grasping cashier the
service is just like the midday lunch
back home.
The new method, which Is to be Installed on ull of the big battleships, replaces the old system of messmen and
Then all
mess units, says Milestones.
of the food for the meal was piled on
the plates at the tables by the messmen and the job of serving the entire
unit was completed before the men
were “piped down” to their cooling

---

For Sale
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j
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CASTOR IA
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should all be served on one plate. Mr.
Miller looked over the supply of dishes
that had been left out for bis use and
there was really nothing that would
A wild spirit of revelry
contain it.
seized Mr. Miller.

learn valuable facts about th' heat
units o’ this coal or that; we.find out
who gits up first in th’ homes of others; we hear pitiful stories o’ destituThe platter slipped and fell and
tion 'n how th’ pumps an’ water pipes
broke.
have stood tli’ sudden drop in temperAfter all the years, after all the famature; we learn th’ thickness of our j ily pride and care!
underwear.
an’ almost I
neighbors’
From that night on those two men
alius there’s somebuddy in th' crowd
took up and carried about with them
who has jest received a letter from a
a dark secret, for this is what they did
friend in Floridy an’ we gain much
—each carrying a piece of that platInterestin’ information about th’ cliter, they went from one china store to
matic conditions in tli’ Southland.
another until they found its duplicate.
“We burned twenty-one tons o’ coal
They carried it home and brought in
so fer an’ we have t’ live in tli’ dinin' I a woman to wash it and replace it on
room,” says th’ blustery little man, j the shelf of tlie china closet.
his
an
icicle danglin’ from
witii
Now when Mrs. Miller entertains her
friends and one of them says: “How
goatee.
\\ e neat our nouse nne an we re
I envy you tiiese beautiful dishes, and
on our seventh ton o’ coal,” says th’
it is so remarkable that not one has
ever been broken,’ Mr Miller and his
tali, faithful clerk with a purple nose.
brother-in-law sit with a far away look
“I let my wife run th’ furnace,”
In their eyes and a dark secret in their
says the frail bookkeeper with wasouls.
tery eyes.
we

For Sale

■

his brother-in-law.

Around th’ grocery stove, in th’
close, tll-smellin’ depot, in th’ stuffy
crowded car, or wherever folks are
wont t’ huddle, like marooned sailors, in zero weather, we find th' best
We hear o’ ole winters
o’ fellowship.
in th’ seventies; we hear a lively exchange o' views on th’ probable extent
o’ th’ cold weather; we learn th’ inner workin’s o’ th’ homes o’ others;
we’re brought face t* face with resurrected overcoats an’ muffs o’ doubtful

bers of his staff: Guard, Lucius A. WalMorning Barker has been caring for him, and he is
NEW YORK, Jan 7, 1918.
ton; standard bearer, Harrison A. Shaw; musicales at the hotels bring out the much better at this writing.
sentinel, M. A. Cook; picket, Walter J. smartest of day time apparel. The fur
Mrs. Fred Barlow who is keeping house
Roberts; finance committee, Albert H. trimmed wraps and gowns make such for Mr. Vickery and who was dangerousand
Gerth
S.
lavish use of the various pelts that the
Morse, E. F. Littlefield
ly sick last week, having a consultation
Robinson; investigating committee, Al- woolen or satin material is so subordinate of three doctors Jail.
6th, is greatly imbert H. Morse, William K. McNeil and that it might rather be described as the
proved, and wishes to express her gratiLucius Walton. It was voted to remit trimming. A coat dress of brown duve- tude to friends and
neighbors for their
the dues of all members who were serving tyn in beaver had a cape of the fur that kind ministrations.
Peter
F.
in
true
the
Welch
Victorian
in the ranks of
army.
hugged the shoulders
Miss Clara Berry, High school teacher
was made an
honorary member of the fashion at a Ritz musical.
here, passed her vacation with her people
Mr. Dickey presented the anCanton.
Vivid Color Contrasts.
in Paris, Maine, leaving them in good
nine times
popubook ot more than 100 pages and con- j nual report which showed the excellent
It was noticeable that dark suits or health, Dec. 26th. The following Wedneslation of about 3,000,00f. Poland is borCanton.
the
of
the
During
standing
tains a complete compendium of all the |
coat dresses were usually relieved by day, she received a dispatch stating her
oered on tne north and west by Prussia
i
a few well
“Th’ only trouble we have is shootlaws of Maine relating to Agriculture as evening, Capt. Littlefield in
brother had dropped dead from heart
some bright dash of clear color, introand on the east by Russia. Germany
in’ hot air in a southwest bedroom,"
in behalf of the
amended to date. It.is a publication ! chosen words presented
failure. She has the sympathy of her
duced in an original way.
has forcibly taken possession of three of
says a tall man o' commandin' appearS. Robinworthy of a place in every grange library t Canton, retiring Capt. Gerth
Sometimes it was only a vivid lining many friends in Morrill.
ance an’ buckled overshoes.
the above countries and growls across
watch
charm
Odd
Fellows
son with a gold
and every farmer’s home.
that showed at the edge of a coat or the
“I stayed at Aunt Ella’s house last
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Woodbury, an aged
the table at Lenine and Trotzky “these
as a token of esteem from the members
small scarf ends finishing the belt were couple, are both very feeble. Mr. WoodShe lias’ th’ steamed heat an’
night.
are mine” and adds in a whisper “so are
followed
the
A
Canton.
of
the
banquet
The coal shortage in Maine is still acute
her house is jest like toast," says th’
The addition of
86 years old and has always been a
is
Knvno and Poland.”
bury
but it is pleasing to know that Mr. Ham- meeting.
narrow-gaged stenographer, with bare
these five provinces will straighten Gervery smart hard working man and relin of Portland, who is our fuel adminisThe annual meeting of Aurora Lodge, I.
powdered throat, transparent shins an’
well preserved for his years.
many’s eastern boundary,add to her terrimarkably
trator, is vigorously doi g all that can 0. O. F., was held last Tuesday evening.
ponderous goat muff.
Lena Woodbury is caring for them very
tory an area 10 times that of Maine, peo- be
done.
If we shiver it will not be Supper was served under the direction of
“If you’re goiu’ t’ heat a house,
her
lighting his fault. Mr.
pled by 7,500,000 to increase
faithfully. We have three other aged
fuel administra- a committee consisting of Albra J. Clary,
you’ve got t’ burn coal. I don’t care
Storrow,
strength in the future wars of which her tor in
couples in town: Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
whether it’s steam or hot water or
Massachusetts, is also doing good Samuel Adams, Edwin S. Bowker, EuRussia is helpless.
She
rulers dream,
hot air, you’ve got t’ loosen up an’
Cushman, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Jackson
work. New England men are noted for gene L. Cook, John T. Davis, Melvin O.
and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Wentworth.
can neither drive the Germans from her
pile on th’ coal. I never knowed that
efficiency in every State in the Union.
Dickey, William K. Keene, Elbridge S.
till this winter. We used t’ spend our
provinces nor prevent further encroachLong
may they be spared to their many
Townsend. Later in the
winter evenin’s in th’ nickel the aters.”
It is said that the average wages of the j Pitcher, Harry
Lenine and Trotzky have ruined
ments
friends.
Mrs. Alice M. Palmer, D. D. P.,
says a round, positive feller, wearln’
These men were coal miners is 170 a week. This makes evening
her national future.
Arthur Hatch had a happy find last
and Mrs. Susie White, D. M., of Loyal
an ole reversible ulster.
Their the pay of most of us look rather small.
daring and ambitious to rule.
week. In the fall he had placed several
Lodge of Monroe, assisted by Mrs. Annie
“Our friend is right. You've got t’
weakness iay in the fact that in world
barrels of store supplies in his barn, covThere is only one way to acquire wis- R. Dennett, D. D. War.; Mrs. Bertha C.
have a fire. You can’t put any o’ that
affairs they were novices. They could
ering them well over. The other day he
economical stuff over on a furnace. No
dom, but there are many roads which Keene, D. D. Sec.; Mrs. Ina K. Fogg, D.
not forecast, a future which all the diplowas at work in his barn
overhauling
economical wife ever made a good cup
lead to a fool’s paradise.
D. Treas.; Miss Isabel Ginn, D. D. Chap.;
saw
matic world
clearly.
They knew
some things and found a barrel of sugar
o’ coffee. There’s two things you’ve got
Mrs. Carrie S. Murch, D. D. I. G.; Mrs.
that Germany was a national highway- j
We notice that the “oldest inhabitant”
t’ use liberally if you want results, an’
entirely hidden that he had forgotten all
Lizzie J. Clary, D. D. O. G., installed the
her stolen [ has little to say about the cold winters
man and that, she defended
them’s coal an' coffee,” says a fierce
about.
Mr.
was very nice about
Hatch
following officers: Mildred C. Neal, N. G.;
lookin’ man with thin red whiskers an’
booty with the sword. Instead of play- i which he remembers.
his
own
famiinstead
of
it
for
it,
keeping
Elizabeth H. Clements, V. G.; Annie K.
a prehistoric fur cap.
mg their childish peace game, if they
ly, as many would nave done, he notified
R. S.; Eflie M. Harrison, F. S.;
But zero weather clumps an' crowds
The Germans and Austrians have found Adams,
had sounded a war cry and led the Bolshethe
to
and
is
two
public
pounds
supplying
Abbie E. Cook, T.; Esther M. Hartshorn,
are alius friendly, fer ther’ seems t’ be
viki to battle they would have some- the Piave “a wide, wide river to cross.”
a family. The community most thoroughsomethin’ in th’ cold, bitin’ winds that
W.; Ida L. Bray, Con.; Sarah F. Knight,
t me been blazoned as patriots.
Today
ly appreciate his kindness.
warns us t’ keep off o' politics an’ conCora J. Bowker, R. S. N. G ;CarChap.;
as
the
Benedict
Arnolds
they stand forth
THE CHURCHES.
fine our observations t’ th’ more homeolyn G. Dickey, L. S. N. G.; Frances E.
of Russia.
CENTER
MONTVILLE.
ly topics.
Jellison, R. S. V. G.; Gertrude J. Cook,
The annual meeting of the Congrega- L. S. V. G.; Florence L. Keene, I. G ; E.
WEIGHED AND FOUND WANTING.
Mrs. Elijah Gay is dangerously ill.
Speed Was Justified.
tional Church, postponed from last Thurs- L. Cook,'O. G.; W. K. Keene, Coraj.
Police magistrates have heard that
79~o
The Neighborhood Club was entertainOur Secretary of War has really un- day, will be held this week Thursday, Bowker and Annie R.
Dennett, Trustees.
stereotyped excuse of speeders—that
ed Thursday by Mrs. Lettice Allen.
dertaken to do something to make up for Jan. 10th, in the vestry at 7.30 o’clock.
The standing committees are as follows:
something must be wrong with their
the absolute failure of his ordnance and
McCall Design
D. K. McFarland was called to FreeOn account of conserving fuel, them Finance, Samuel Adams, Grace E. Walspeedometer—so often when they are
supply departments, But Mr. Baker is will be no services in the Unitarian ton, Carolyn G. Dickey; Investigating,
dom Saturday by the illness of his father,
haled to court for stepping too hard
faced with color, but always the contrast
too late to save his reputation as an 1
on the gas that they welcome any new
Nathaniel McFarland.
Church next Sunday. This society will Ina K. Fogg, Esther M. Hartshorn, Sara
is used discretely and not overdone.
executive officer. The committee which
stuff, relates a New York corresponmeet with the Congregationalists in the S. Guthrie; Visiting, Bertha C. Keene,
E. F. Banton, general manager of the
A black s atin suit with trimmings of
“You are charged with speedhas been laying bare the non-performdent.
Montville
latter’s church, both ministers taking Annie M. Frost, Leila H. Sherman, Carand
was
Knox
Telephone Co.,
black fox was worn with a black satin
28 miles an hour," said the magising
ances in these two departments has becalled to Augusta Friday on business
part in the service and both choirs unit- rie E. Clements, Emily A. Peavey, Gertrate of the traffic court to a roadturban and trim embroidered face veil,
come convinced that a new’ member of
connected with the line.
ing. Meetings will be held alternately in trude P. Bowker, Irene S. Hatch, Elizaburner.
“That, sir. is a very dangerand
the
contrast
furnished
a
of
the Cabinet should be provided for the
by
bag
beth R. Roberts, Etta P. Savery, Louise
the two churches.
Death and disaster lurk
is
the
The
weather
roads
can
ous
speed.
frigid,
American beauty satin all done in tiny
period of the war, to be known as the
1. Bowker; agent of hall, John Parker.
travels with such
motorist
a
where
be
travelled
a
man
who
Unitarian and Congregational.
by
occasionally
ruffles.
Secretary of Munitions. Mr. ChamberThe following numbers were interspersed
disregard of the law.” "Now. Judge,”
does
not fear death in any form. The
For the purpose of loyally supporting
Sometimes it was a scarlet hat, in turlain of Oregon, the chairman of the comwith the work: Song, Mrs. Ida A. Websajd the man at the bar. looking into
rural delivery man gets around when it
the government in fuel conservation the
ban shape that set off a sombre cdstume.
mittee, and also a Democrat, has preparthe eyes of the magistrate like a
Mrs. Carolyn G. Dickey and
ber;
duet,
at
intervals
but
such
is
long
Unitarian and Congregational Churches
possible,
next
Satin hats are decidedly faddish, in both
ed a bili to authorize this. The tenor of
spanked baby waiting for the
Mrs. Hazel S. Bowker; reading, Miss
that we feel constrained to ask him each
plan to unite their services for the rest of
black and colors, and satin suits that are
“I had heard where 1 could buy
blow.
the bill embodies into law pretty nearly
readMrs.
B.
Sabra
Bowker;
Dyer; song,
time we see him how much his baby has
the winter months. On Sunday the unitsome sugar, and I was in a hurry to
fur trimmed are much in eviwhat Gen. Wood advised two years ago.
Miss Alice E. Simmons; song, Miss lavishly
ed service will be held in the Congrega- ing,
grown since we last met.
dence.
get there.” There wasn’t much the
Katherine E. Brier; trio, Mrs. E. S. PitchMr. baker was urged to leave the detertional Church at 10.45 a. |m., when the
magistrate could do In the face^of
er, Mrs. Dickey and Mrs. Bowker. The
Spring Modes.
mination of types of ordnance and equipRev. Walter T. Hawthorne will preachjand most enjoyable evening closed with a
Hard on the Guide.
that, so he lined the defendant $25.
In
the
modes shown for Southern wear
ment to officers representing t.he fighting
P. D.
One of the guides In Glacier National
the service be conducted by the Rev. dance with music by Mr. and Mrs.
advance Spring types may be studied.
H. Carter.
forces of the Army, and that the purStock Food Substitutes.
Park, says Outing, Is, or was, named
Arthur E. Wilson. The music will be
Tailored dresses are made of combina- Mike Shannon. He was born with the
chase of supplies and munitions should
In the search for substitutes for live
TWO SHARP RAPS.
led by the united choirs of the two
ablest
civilian
tions of serge with satin, foulard and usual Irish sense of humor, but there
be placed in charge of the
stock food a German scientist made
churches.
We cordially invite you to
are some tourist vagaries that are becrepe chiffon. Hats have a Way of matchbus iness men of the country. It would be
analytical tests of materials suggested
The Why and Where of Inefficiency.
two
will
schools
The
us.
with
worship
for the purpose. He found dried rhuing knitting bags, and no material is too yond the range of even his generous
reasonable to suppose that a man fit to be
The
War
is
inefficient
beDepartment,
meet at noon, also in a united service.
barb leaves better than hay as a fodder
elegant or elaborate for the making of comprehension.
cause instead of choosing experts of all
Secretary of War would not need to be
Once upon a time he guided a natureThe People’s Methodist Church, Rev. lines of war work and domestic produc- this now
for hogs; kelp may be fed to cattle
indispensable appurtenance.
advised upon those two important deof more than generous
and pigs, but it has little nutritive
Chas.W.Martin,pastor. Parsonage 7 Court tion, the Administration has a keener eye
Sweaters exploit the brightest colors, | loving lady
rails. These w’ere matters of prime and
Mounting her
proportions.
at 10.45 on “the succession” than on fitting demvalue;
ground straw, which is selling
physical
213-11.
street.
Tel.
Sunday
vivid green, and are made in
immediate importance and a practical
ocracy to the exigency. Roosevelt and especially
and dismounting was a task that
horse
28 to 50 marks the quintal, is
from
at
on
Cultivated
“Wild
Grapes
preaching:
man who knew he w’as himself uninformWood, two of our most efficient and in- slip-on styles with plain V necks like a taxed all her powers and Incidentally
for any animal, nor are
not
good
Vines in the Garden of the Lord.” Sun- spiring leaders in thiscountry, are not al- soldier’s
sweater. Tweed sport suits in most of Mike’s as well.
ed concerning them, would naturally beground pea pods. He advises against
at 12. Sunday evening at 7.30, lowed to die for their country.
school
day
blues, yellows, pinks and reds are made
stir himself in an effort to discover and
At a particularly bad place in the
cornstalks and cobs. The seeds of
preaching: “The Liberations of Life and Volunteers under Roosevelt and organiza- up in sporty styles with Norfolk jackets trail a majestic pine towered from the
beets are nutritive, those of parsley
employ someone who did know. The
tion under General Wood are prohibited.
What They Reveal.”
Prayer meeting All that we need is
too exciting, those of raisins, if ground
leadership as hospit- that differ onlyih having added fullness in steep slope. As they rounded the turn
Chamberlain bill will .probably becomes
Thursday, evening, subject: “What able to mankind as was that of Lincoln the peplum. Not that
the lady tourist called to Mike:
before the oil is extracted, are as good
We hope that the President will this,
law.
anyone dons Spring
is Your Life?” Until further notice all under which two Bull Runs and other
“Mr. Guide, help me down!’’
as
a
hay. Oil cakes made from beech
or
Daniels
as
Sechere
where
a
Baker
temperatures demand
not appoint
j our services, except the prayer meeting, disasters were circumvented. We must things
With some difficulty the feat was acor other nuts are excellent for cattle.
bit of fur one can compass, but
every
retary of Munitions.
to
achieve.—
and
begin
stop proclaiming
complished. She panted up to the foot
will be held in the vestry. This action
women are always interested in the trend
Lewiston Journal.
of the tree. There she stood gazing
Strategic Economy.
been taken in consonance with the
ha%
of
style, and usually plan ahead, espe- upward for a moment, and then in a
ENGLAND SPEAKS.
"So you are tending your own furOf his hundred million emergency war
spirit of patriotic purpose to conserve
if they are good managers.
cially
out:
voice
called
loud, clear
nace?”
President Wilson allotted $1,350,fuel, which is manifest everywhere. Peo- fund,
“And
"Oh tree, I salute thee!”
000 to the committee on public informaOpportunities.
Premier Lloyd George of England, in au
“Yes,” replied Mr. Meekton.
church offers a most comfortable, tion.
ple’s
we’d
like
awfully
When Henrietta
Then she went back to the horse.
Opportunities for remodelling a frock
Say, Woodrow,
I rather like it.
address to the delegates of the trades
warm and cosy meeting place to all who
well the details of this item. Consider- or
“Mr. Guide, help me up!”
starts an argument It Is something of
suit, or for using up an odd length of
unions in session in London has made a
able information in $1,350,000 these days!
come and at a saving of one-half the fuel
a convenience to go down cellar and
They accomplished the mounting
material are many and no combination is
de finite and clear statement of the war
Chronicle.
with a hundred per cent Increase In
consumed. We want to do our —Marquette, Mich.,
rattle things around a bit.”
too unusual to be smart if taste rules the
This address is in usually
aims of Great Britian.
forward.
bit.
Everybody welcome, and strangers
HON. SETH M. CARTER DEAD.
making. Often a between time hat does effort, and moved
m arked contrast to the equivocal and de'‘What did you say, Mike?” another
in town especially so. Good quartette
Yeoman’s
service
at odd intervals for
ceptive utterances of the Kaiser. The
AUBURN, Me., Jan. 4. Hon. Setb M. more than
guide Inquired when Mike told the
singing.
the current season, and is a
main points necessary for the making of
Carter, member of the law firm of White
story Inter.
A small gas heater suitable tor heating a
First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor & Carter, and Maine counsel for the good investment. Short lengths of broBelgium
“Me?” said Mike. “Nothing; but I
peace are stated as follows:
ath room or any small room. Is good as
at
his
died
home
cade
Maine
Central
make
Railroad,
distinctive trimmings for hats Just thought I’d hate to be the feller
must be completely given up and repara- Richardson, minister; residence No. 1
Will sell at half price. Apply at
>ew.
here this afternoon or
on Laurel avenue
dresses, or go a long way toward the to guide her through the California
This
Northport ave., telephone 212-3.
tion as far as possible must be made.
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
after a long illness.
redwoods.”—Youth’s
of
Companion.
building
handsome
Marked
to
bags.
He was born in Winthrop, July 25, 1854,
Alsace-Lorraine must be given back to church extends a cordial welcome
down
Carter.
garments of really fine materials
France. Poland must be independent. those without a church home to worship son of Asa Warren and Ada May
He had practiced law at Lewiston since are useful for
many occasions, especially
Arabia, Palestine, Mesopotamia and Ar- with them. The sittings are free both 1877. He was married Dec. 25, 1877, to
the type of dressy afternoon gown that
menia must be freed from Turkish domi- morning and evening. Sunday morning Miss Mary A. Crosby. Besides his widow
Finely appointed restaurant In shipbulldnation and recognized as separate nation- preaching services at 10.45. Minister’s he leaves two sons, Horace Patten of Mil- goes anywhere. Beautiful coats are to
i ng city of 6000 population, In best locaFor Infants and Children
of be had now at the price of ordinary ones,
alities. The people of the German colo- topic: “What is meant by salvation of waukee, Wis., and Charles Blanchard
Auburn.
In Use For Over 30 Years ' ion, witn large patronage, at the right
and furs at remarkable reductions for
nies must decide what their future alleg- soul through simple faith, not by works
Some fine
igures. Owner going away.
He had been a member of both House
At 12.00 m., the Bible and Senate of the Maine
iance and government shall be. The Ital- or character.
Legislature and thoroughly reliable skins made in import•rgaint in real estate. Apply to Dickeyed styles.
ian people must be reunited, Germany school begins in the vestry. Classes for was at one time chairman of the Republi'I Inowlton Real Estate Co., Belfast, MaineSignature of
I saw lovely coats of fur soft and flexcan State committee.
2w2
must give up and restore Rumania, Serbia all ages. A cordial welcome for visitors.

■

ister Gazette.
There are something like 150 of
these men still living in this country t
and John Davis was instrumental In
rescuing many of (hem from the workthem pensions,
house and getting
which the United States government
was always willing to pay If It had
known where to find the men.
On the last occasion I chatted with
the old man In his little parlor, furnished like a ship’s cabin, he told me
of a rumor that the pensions were to
he stopped unless the men returned to
America, but he wrote later to say
that this rumor was quite without
foundation.
World’s Rubber Production.
In the war England establishembargo on crude rubber, and
through her control of the far Eastern
rubber plantations was able to make It

Early

ed

an

effective.

Rubber manufacturers later

permitted to obtain crude rubber
on their written agreement to withhold
shipments of rubber or rubber prodwere

ucts from the central powers and certain neutrals. The shipments of crude
rubber to this country Is still contingent upon the observance of ibis agreement.
The world’s rubber production for

this year is placed at 250,(100 tons—
about double the production at the beginning of the war. About 60 per cent
is used in the United States.
Vain Thought.
“You are looking thin, tladspur.”
“That’s true."

“Appetite poor?"
“Very. I was just thinking that if
my appetite for food were one-tenth
as voracious as my furnace’s appetite
for coal. I would soon be tipping the
scales at 200

pounds.”

CARD OF

THANKS~

} The Bangor Jewish Relief Committee
wishes to extend their thanks to the
public and to all the committees in Waldo
"ounty for their co-operation and assistince in the campaign in Waldo County
iust completed, and it is their sincere
wish that all may have a happy and prosperous year.
Bangor Jewish Relief Committee.
Simon Cohen, Chairman.
Louis Kirstein, Treasurer.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

J
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1

1

s
1

1

Mrs. Edward Ellis and her little granddaughter, Miss Ola McWilliams of Redstone, N. H., are guests at the home of
Guy L. Peavey.
Mr. and Mrs. George Priest have moved from the Condon bungalow at the foot
of Condon street to the M. R. Knowlton
house, corner of High and Spring street.

I he News of Belfast.
last Thursday
.,,11 alarm was given
Mathews Brothers’ mill for afire
the saw-dust in the sand boxes.

^
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L. Shute and

s.

a

few firemen

effective work with the

rv

use

of

The annual meeting of the Woman’s
Hospital Aid will be held with Mrs. John
W. Ferguson, Church street, to-morrow,
Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. A full
attendance is requested.

h-,moals.
to
,'harles Bradbury has passed
local
Ginn, treasurer of the

t
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Chapter, *144, the net pro-

Year’s
he cabaret given on New
Cobe
M.
Ira
from
*25
„s included
and *25from Ralph A. Peai

the two
isket ball game between
school
from the Castine Normal

voters for the March election.

$4.50 and

Belfast High school announced
Friday evening in the Opera
unable to make the
the ice in the bay.
of
account

teams
re on

Rnowlton.
elected: President, Mrs. E.

wore

Mrs. C. O.
.r.son; vice presidents,
secreml Mrs Fred Waldo Brown;
Miss Caroline M. Cutter; treasurer,

v

..

Mabel R. Matthewshas led
Morse High school of Bath
a
Maine schools in announcing
for next June,

rized graduation
also plan to wear inexpensive
as possible.
as simple in design
with
sion of this class coincide
officials,
.lies of the State school
that gradua,ve especially asked

:

coming spring be

S

as

inexpen-

cssible.

began last Monday
They
city schools Tuesday.
on account
week
v
the
past
ported
cold weather and bursted

rural schools

very

Mrs.
of the buildings.
to fill
elected
been
has
Knight
in Grade VII caused by the
many

i

ancy

of
lion of Miss Erma M. Barker
R.
Wilbur
to
marriage
whose
takes place early in February.
Mowing verse without credit has
printed and is
te

^frequently

lie

new

It is

stanza of America.

[amended that it be sung at the

■.

every

where national

gathering

used:

is

I save our splendid men;
cl them safe home again—
God save our men,
Make them victorious,
Faithful and chivalrous,
I'lu-y are so dear to us—
God save our men.
.,.

Mrs. Elun B. Gilcbrest arnveu
night from Portland to visit
rest’s parents, Hon. and Mrs.
Itunton. They left Tuesday
i Kapids, Mich., where they will
Mr Gilchresthas been appointed
nanager of the Traveller’s Insur-

v

mipany for the State of Michigan,
iirest will visit her sister, Mrs.
» Cool of Madison, Wis., while

isehold goods are in transit fron^
where they were located. They
all their vacations in Belfast.
H. Small in a personal
Belfast friend told of a visit
s at their apartments on Mt.

Nathan

-eet, Cambridge, Mass., last
4.20 and 5.10 p. m while

.veon

Practically
were out.
ug movable was ransacked and
$250 worth of sterling, three suits
iies, a rain coat, travelling bags,
hat and valuable mutf
Mr Small

Small’s^best
arious

were

other things were taken. The
notified,-.but it is probable

eir most valuable belongings will
Mr Small was recently

be found.

Washington, L>. C.,
clerkship
referred to remain at Harvard,

1

at

a

graduates in June from
irse in Banking.
ie

officers of Emma White
1
1

spe-

Barker

laughters of Veterans, were inWednesday evening, Jan. 2nd, by

Nella
v

a

ril

Merrick of

President,

Waterville,

as

follows:

De-

Presi-

Mrs Mary Allen Carter; senior vice
••••lent. Mrs. Myra S. Dutch; junior

resident, Mrs. Annie H. JelBson;
on, Miss Alice E. Simmons; treasMrs. Emma R. Brown; patriotic in-

'or, Mrs. LizzieN. Clarey; secretary,
Ktta Piper Savery; guide, Mrs. Net-

Dutch; guard, Miss Florence M.
"bail; assistant guide, Miss Annella
i.'itiii. color bearers, Mrs. Nettie M.

|

Mrs. Rose D.

Sprague, Mrs. Ethel
Whiting, Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; counMrs. Nettie C. Dutch, Mrs. Della
Jut, Mrs. Whiting.
The following
um was
given: Vocal solo, Mrs.
bee, readings, Mrs. Bridges and Mrs.
*

song and

Merrick

reading,

Miss Simmons.

the guest of Mrs. Car'"ring her visit in Belfast. She was
guest of honor at an afternoon ses1,1

was

'"id supper of the Tent’s Afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Rose Sprague

Wednesday.

in Belfast were talked

FOR S*LE IN BELFAST BY

their hall for Friday evening, Jan. 11th,
for a special meeting, All members are
urged to be present as the matter of a

l D. JOES.
I

Mclteen

s

urcnesira

iurnisucu

iuusk

for a social dance given by a number of
the young men of the High school in

meeting place is to be discussed.

1

A $15.00 Aluminum Kitchen

U

Set for $9.98

on

IN

“The Wrath of Love”
|

-A THRILLING FAST MOVING STORY OF THE TIMES

Friday—Another Famous Sub-Deb Story

home last week from

of the school board

visited her father at Christmas time.

first payment.
Yours truly,

FRED D. JONES.

be

held

this,

Miss Edith

at 8 o’clock to con-

Ralph Jackson has moved his family to
the city.Howard Wilson spent Christmas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wilson.Leo Wade of Hartford,

applications received. Charles S. BickM ford
was appointed to represent the board
and express to the State department the
fact that they do not approve of Islesboro
being added to this district. They con-

is spending a few weeks with his
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.

UJ
[1
t

will

sider the resignation of Supt. Wm. B.
Woodbury and the election of a man to
the position. There have been several

Thursday, evening

per week.

Hartford, Conn.
Wilson of Westboro, Mass.,

Mr. Savery 21, both requiring the use of
a span of horses.
The district meeting

j

sider it too much

intendent.

territory

for one super-

Conn.,

Hartshorn.The Ladies Sewing Circle
meets at Mrs. J. F. Sheldon’s to work on
Red Cross wcrk this week.....Stella Daggett is at work in the city.Mrs. Silas
Beckwith is stopping at Arthur Higgins’.

CASUALTY CO.,
N,

Keene,

H.,

Pays Sick and Accident Benefits
M. A.
District

COOK,

Manager,

Sears port, Me.

Burslar”
Bab’s
°aw
S a
v

Brilliant as the sparkle of gems and sweet as an old love song.
MISS CLARK WILL DELIGHT YOU!

Saturday—A Big Week End Show

in “The Ten of Diamonds”

Dorothy Dalton

Triangle Comedy

Bobby Connelly

The annual supner of the Washington

PEERLES8

“

marguerite
ULARK I"

Hose Company was held last Friday evening in Red Men’s hall with Messrs. James

“Aluminum Club” |
We deliver Set

VIRGINIA PEARSON and IRVING CUMMINGS

entertained for his recovery.

I

■■

Evening

Thursday-A Fox Feature

Monday

Wednesday
Appearance Carlyle Blackwell

Tuesday

Jack Pickford
dnd Louise Huff
in
“Jack and Jill”

The 'charter of Tarratine Tribe of Red
Men is draped for a period of thirty days

JOIN OUR

!2

Matinee and

notice.

over.

Odd Fellows hall on Wednesday evening.
There was a good attendance and the H. Howes, S. M. R. Locke, Ralph D.
i
usual good time was the report.
Southworth, George Holt, Hodgdon C.
Mrs. Albert M. Carter has been ill the
A.
of
John
the
to
The bay is free from ice with the ex- Buzzell and Dr. William C. Libby as speout of respect
memory
at
her
home
week
on
Church
past
street,
Dodge, who recently died in New York, ception of a large and solid pack on the cial guests. Mr Buzzell very entertainbut is rapidly improving.
A page shore flats. Searsport was also reported ly acted as toast master, receiving ready
but was a member of this Tribe.
Mr. H. H. Stevens of Gardiner arriv- of the records was also set apart to his free from ice yesterday, Wednesday, responses to all of his suggestions to
s
ed recently to substitute as superintendmembers and guests.
memory.
morning. The Eastern Steamship Co
ent at the Leonard & Barrows shoe facBoston at 8.30
The January Thaw. The temperaThe Junior Alliance Camp Fire Girls boat arrived here from
tory, while Walter C. Shaw is confined to will hold their regular monthly ceremon- a. m.
ture began to rise gradually from Jan.
his home by illness.
when Capt. R. W. Warren reported
ial on Friday afternoon at 3.30 at the
The Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Com- 4th
A basket ball game was played last home of Miss Grace Hazeltine. The prohave sold for Mrs. P. D. H. Carter, it from 4 to 12 above. On Jan. 5th it
pany
Monday evening atCastine by the Sham- gram will be of a patriotic nature and the
was from 10 to 15; on the 6th from 16 to
her residence on Condon street to Herrocks of Belfast and the Castine team.
girls will tell what they have done toward man H. Coombs of this city. Miss Maude 26; on the 7th from 18 to 30 and on the
The Shamrocks were defeated, 35 to 39.
The most welcome
food conservation, helping the Red Cross, Russell and family, who are occupying 8th from 30 to 34.
A return game will be played here next
made
its appearance
sending gifts to the soldiers and the re- the house, have leased the Peavey house January thaw
week.
plies received, singing patriotic songs on the same street and will remove there Sunday, just a week for the record cold
Miss Angie Stevens of East Northport and reciting poems of loyalty and serwhen the thermometer registered 26 bethis month.
who was operated on Christmas for stran- vice.
low zero.
The income tax officers will be in Belgulated hernia by Dr. Eugene D. Tapley,
A Liberty Bond sociable will be held
to
assist
Feb.
16th,
COLONIAL Theatre.
fast from Feb. 13th to
William Fox
assisted by Dr. Foster C. Small, is gain- next Tuesday evening at 7.30 at the Bapall Belfast taxpayers to make returns to has produced a new screen drama with a
Miss Stevens is about 80 tist church.
ing rapidly.
An entertaining program
the government in the proper form. Oth- novel angle and a thrilling, fast moving
years of age and her recovery is remark- has been arranged, special features for
for
er Waldo county dates announced are
story of the times. The star is the beauable.
which will be a humanaphone, moving
Searsport, Feb. 18th; Stockton Springs, tiful Virginia Pearson. The feature of
etc.
Dutch
L.
Horne
of
the
new
costume,
Harry
Foxcroft,
pictures, a song in
Feb. 19th; Frankfort, Feb. 20th and Win- tremendous interest, “The Wrath of
sub-master of the Belfast High school, The G. G. Club will be assisted in the
terport, Feb. 21st.
Love,” will be shown Thursday, matihas taken a room at the home of Mr. and program by Mr. and Mrs. P. D. H. CarClub will meet Tues- nee and evening, at the Colonial. WinTravellers’
The
Admission
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, Miller street. ter. The public are invited.
day afternoon, Jan. 15th, with Mrs. some Marguerite Clark will appear FriHis wife and little child will remain in 25 cents.
Amos Clement. The program will con- day, matinee and evening, in one of the
Foxcroft indefintely. Mr. Horne plans
The regular meeting of the North sist of a paper, Chinese Characteristics, most talked of pictures of the year,
to spend Sunday with his family occaChurch Guild was held last Monday even- by Miss Nellie Hopkins; reading, The “Bab’s Burglar,” which originally apsionally until he can find a furnished
ing at the home of Mrs. Clarence E. Read Chinese Disregard for Sincerity, by Miss peared in the Saturday Evening Post and
rent.
who was assisted by Mrs. Zenas D. Harts- Margaret A. Dunton; poem, The Yangtse which was written by Mary Roberts
There is absolutely no truth in the cur- horn. The roll-call was answered with
River, by Mrs. John R. Dunton; paper, Rinehart. Younger sister of an attractrent report that the Colonial Theatre will current events.
It was voted to give $50 Life on the Waterways, by Mrs. Chas. ive girl of twenty-four, and even more
be closed for fuel conservation purposes. towards the insurance of the church
romantic than the average boardingM. Craig.
Their two tenants, the office of the Bel- when it comes due. The next meeting !
school girl, Bab’s efforts to marry off her
Harold Marden and Chester Howard
fast Water Company and the dental par- will be held Jan. 21st at the home Qf Miss :
older sister are screamingly funny and
in
the
Boy
were elected to membership
lors of Dr. Ansel M. Lothrop, will be Alice E. Simmons, when all members are
her experiences with her thousand dollar
Scouts at last Tuesday evening’s meeting
heated.
Their heating plant is in the requested to appear in costume.
allowance which she spends in two weeks,
next
at
the
considered
will
be
and others
rear of
the building and necessarily
Plan to attend one of the
Mr. Robert P. Marshall, who was re- meeting. There was no regular program, still funnier.
and 8.30.
passes through and heats the theatre on
cently commissioned Captain of Field the members and others interested were three shows, Friday, 2.30, |7
the way to these offices.
our usual big week-end offerSaturday,
at
to
Camp
and
ordered
the
duty
for
Artillery
engaged in discussing the plans
will be shown, Dorothy Dalton in a
Charles B.
Norton
returned home
Dix, New Jersey, is the son of Melville big concert program that they intend to ing
Triangle
Play, “The Ten of Diamonds,”
Thursday from a line trip to St. Johns, T. Marshall, formerly of Belfast, and is
late
in
give as a public entertainment
and a Triangle comedy.
N. B., on the steam tug Pejepscot as the the
Connelly
late
Colonel
Bobby
of
the
j
only grandson
February to raise funds for the benefit of
in addition to the seventh epiguest of Capt. Hackett. They were de- Thomas H. Marshall of this city. Mr. j
Monday,
this
in
locality.
movement
Scout
the Boy
sode of “Who Is ‘Number One’?” Louise
tained for five days in St. John on ac- Marshall graduated from Columbia Uni- j
William H. Knowlton of Rockland, Huff and Jack Pickford will be shown in
count of the ice and on her arrival in the versity in 1908, and is at present a mem- j
died recently in “Jack and Jill.”
You’ll double up with
Belfast bay was obliged to cut her way to her of the New York stock exchange, of well known in this city,
He
laughter when you see this picture. You
the wharf, destroying about 1500 worth of the firm of Starkey, Marshall & Co., 7 the Naval Hospital in Chelsea, Mass.,
force. can't afford to miss this breezy tale of
was a member of the Naval reserve
But for this tug Wall street, New York.
copper plate on the job.
While engaged as a student at the Har- Eastern streets and Western plains.
Belfast would have found the ice condisemiheld
The Blue Birds
their regular
vard radio school he contracted pneumo- Tuesday will mark the first appearance
tions a very serious question.
monthly meeting last Monday afternoon !
and failed so rapidly that he died be- of the famous beauty, Maxine Elliot, a
The January meeting of John Cochran with one of their members, Ruth Bill- nia
in a powerful
fore his family could reach him. He was Rockland girl,
play,
last
was
held
D.
A.
Monday ings, at the home of her aunt, Mrs. H. E.
K.,
Chapter,
married Thanksgiving Day to Miss Helen “Fighting Odds.”
evening at the hqme of Past Regent, McDonald. Following the report of their
Patterson of Rockland, a niece of Mrs. J.
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, who was assisted honors won since the last meeting, a
A Joint Installation. The followS.
Fernald and Mrs. L. E. McMahan of
by Mrs. Clara H. Seekins. The roll-call pleasing program was given in which
ing officers of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Belfast.
of
was answered by New Year resolutions.
ook
hour
A
half
part.
everyone
Veterans, were installed last Monday
The paper on Legends of Castine, writ- i games followed, including the mysterious
Owing to the severe weather and ice evening in Knights of Pythias Hall by
ten by Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost, was read one called “Black Art.” They then
embargo of last week, it seemed advisable Walter Lyons: Commander, Fred A.
by Mrs. Cora J. Bowker. The Baron’s went to the dining room, where war bis- to cancel the engagement of Rev. Milton
Seward; senior vice, Rudolph Sanders;
Letter, written by Louise Wheeler Bart- cuit, cocoa and ginger snaps were served. E. Muder of Castine to speak before the
junior vice, Joel F. Prescott; secretary,
lett, was read by Miss Alice E. Simmons. A peanut hunt closed the afternoon’s Women’s Alliance of the First Parish,
Frank Downs; treasurer, Frank O. WhitThe Regent, Miss Emeroy Ginn, read two fun.
Unitarian, this, Thursday, afternoon; so ing; guide, Fred, Went worth; patriotic inletters from soldiers at Fort Williams
f New Advertisements. The Penob- i the meeting will not take place. The
structor, Horace Nickerson; color bearer,
thanking the Chapter for their gift of
i scot Bay Electric Co. contribute their next meeting will be held at the home of William A. Johnson; chap., D. A. Webknitted articles.. Miss Stoddard and Mrs.
Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Church street,
space this week to help win the war.
inside guard, Raymond Mendall; outHazel S. Bowker played on separate
will ber;
Everybody can help by buying a 25-cent i Thursday, Jan. 24th, when a paper
side guard, Russell Beckwith.The
LudoThe
by
Angels’
Serenade,
pianos
Thrift Stamp, or for 16 of them you can j be given by Mrs. George R. Williamson,
Auxiliary officers were installed as folvic. A social hour followed with knitget a U. S. “Baby Bond”.A gas heater “In the Days of the Irish Rings.”
lows by Mrs. Nina Dickey Cook, Diviting, when the hostesses served assorted for sale at half
price as good as new.
The local com- sion Chaplain; Pres., Mrs. Ada Robbins;
Situation.
Coal
The
Russian
tea.
and
sandwiches
Apply at The Journal office.The Bangor mittee at the suggestion of the fuel ad- vice pres., Mrs. Nettie M. White; past
A Caution Needed Everywhere. Jewish Relief Committee publish a card
ministrator for Maine makes the follow- pres., Miss Bessie Hubbard; chaplain,
An Associated Press despatch from Bos- of thanks.Seamen wanted to train for
ining announcement regarding the fuel Mrs. Mary W. Flannagan; patriotic
ton is applicable in Belfast:
officers’ berths in the new Merchant MaThere are in the hands of structor, Mrs. Georgia W. Juan; sec.,
situation:
the
about
talk
Women are asked not to
rine at Federal Building, Rockland.
the local dealers today, January 7th, 55 Mrs. Eva P. Gordon; treas., Mrs. Nina D.
war in public, in a statement issued by
Restaurant for sale in shipbuilding city
of
commitee
Massachusetts
woman’s
the
tons bituminous coal and 165 tons anthra- Cook; guide, Miss Orra Danforth; assistthe Council of National Defense Jan. 4th. of 6,000 population. Apply to Dickey- cite coal.
Our local dealers have the ant guide. Miss Edith Marden; first color
It is natural, the statement says, for a Knowlton Real Estate Co.
a
further supply at once, but bearer, Mrs. Irene McKenney; second
of
promise
woman to tell a friend of news her son or
At the regular meeting of Thomas H. owing to the famine existing in some color bearer, Mrs. Goldie W. Warren;
brother has written back from the front
or from camp.
Strangers, both men and Marshall Circle last Tuesday afternoon, places this is liable to be commandeered inside guard, Mrs. Annie Durham; outwomen, have been observed making notes the following committees were appoint- at
Should this occur the situ- side guard, Mrs. Almeda Robertson;
any time.
of these conversations, it is said, and in ed: relief
and visiting committee, Ward ation in Belfast would become very seri- press correspondent, Mrs. Mabel D. Websailof
the
date
this way often learn the
Mrs. Abbie Putnam; Ward 2, Mrs. ous and the committee wish to emphasize ber; trustees, Misses Hubbard and Marden.
ing of some transport or some prospective 1,
troop movement. The committee recom- Anna Richards; Ward 3, Mrs. Dora the importance of conserving every pound Coffee and doughnuts were served during
mends these three rules for women to Bridges; Ward 4, Mrs. Carrie Cunning- of coal
the social hour that followed the installapossible.
follow:
Ward 5, Mrs. JuliaSnow; executive
The following resolutions were
tion.
“Never indulge in war talk of any kind ham;
At the annual meeting of The City
and floral committees, Mrs. Nettie M.
outside your own home.
adopted:
National Bank, held Tuesday morning,
“Never leave about carelessly letters White, Miss Minnie Shaw, Mrs. Augusta
Whereas, an all-wise Providence has
the following directors, Ira M. Cobe,
from men in service, which tell of possi- Fletcher; finance
Miss Hattie
seen fit to permit death with his ever
commitee,
A.
Asa
Read
P.
Howes,
Chas.
conditions.
Hazeltine,
ble movements or camp
ready sickle to enter our camp and reWhite, Mrs. Mary Pendleton, Mrs. Ellen Thomas W.
and destroy.
Pitcher, Elmer A. Sherman, move our brother, John A. Dodge, whose
The regular meeting will be
“Never indulge in telephone conversa- Strout.
Valorus A. Simmons, Selwyn Thompson, many fine qualities and virtues are well
tions upon these subjects; even wires held next Tuesday in the police court
Charles H. Walden, C. W. Wescott, known to members of this camp.
sometimes leak.”
Hall.
will
be
There
room in Memorial
Resolved, That we express in this way
were
re-elected.' The directors later our
sympathy to the relatives of our late
special business and it is hoped there
elected Mr. Wescott president and Ralph brother and ask that we be permitted to
will be a full attendance.
the
created
A. Bramhall cashier. They
join with them in mourning the loss of
The adjourned December meeting of office of assistant cashier to which Miss the loved one.
Resolved, That these resolutions be
the school committee was held last MonAlberta W. Farnham was elected. Henry
upon our records and that the
day evening with seven members pres- B. Ladd of North Belfast has been en- spread
page following be set apart in memory
ent. The only question acted upon was
that the
gaged to succeed Wilbur R. Blodgett, of our departed brother and
that of transportation.
After considercharter be draped in mourning for thirty
recently resigned. Mr. Ladd will
teller,
resolutions
of
these
days and that a copy
able discussion it was agreed to increase
begin his duties next Monday and Mr. be sent to the family.
the compensation of E. H. Knowlton,
I Committee
F. O. WHITING,
Blodgett will remain during January.
driver on the Northport avenue route,
on
y
A. D. Webber,
J. F. Sheldon recentPOOR’S Mills.
Rudolph Sanders, ) Resolutions.
and Fred N. Savery, the East Belfast
Mr. ly made a business trip to Lowell and
I route, from.$10.50 to $15 per week.
Knowlton has 31 pupils to transport and Boston.Capt. O. A. Wade, arrived

and at 50c. down and 50c.

COLONIAI

—

Sanford Howard remains about th<
Waldo county registrants are at liberty
Ladies—Mrs. Ralph Herrick, to enlist in either the Army or Navy un- same, suffering from the effects of a
8, 1918:
All that is paralytic shock. He is able to sit up foi
Mrs. Frances White. Gentlemen—C. P. til the next quota is called
Giliey, Dr. J. Marden, Shon. J. G. Pierce. necessary for them to do is to secure a short time each day, but is unable t(
that talk, and while he recognizes friends is in
The Red Men have kindly given the from the local board a certificate
a very serous condition.
No hopes are
Sons of Veterans Auxiliary the use of they have not been called.

were

Cirannual meeting of the Ladies
Wednes:he North church washeld
the home of
fiernoon, Jan. 2nd, at
The following ofA.

The following
letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office for the week ending Ja£.
ADVERTISED LETTERS.

$5.00

The

postponed indefinitely.

was

The Board of Registration will convene
in annual session January 14th at the city
building for the purpose of revising the
check list and correcting the names of

HEATER

York
1 lallas, Texas.

e

1

Dr. Harry L. Kilgore, who enlisted some
Lawrence Grotton, employed in extime ago in the medical officers’ reserve cavating for a leak in the gas main ii
corps, has been ordered to active service High street Tuesday afternoon, wai
and will report at -Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., overcome by gas. He was revived b]
Jan. 23rd.
the efforts of Dr. H. L. Kilgore and Dr
Elwood N. Titcomb of this city has j. C. Hamm.
entered the employ of the Maine Central
C. O. Dickey has a crew at work ii
Railroad as brakeman with headquarters
in Waterville. His family will remain ir Northport cutting ice to fill his houses
The ice is of a fine, clear quality, 18 in
this city for the present.
ches thick and he will cut enough to stop
with
meet
Mrs.
will
club
The Hospital
ply the summer colony, Northport Ini
Frank A. Nye, Cedar street, Wednesday
and the Country Club.
members
arc
AJ1
16th.
Jan.
evening,
cards
will
be
and
The Belfast Board of Trade will hole
urged to invite friends
a feature of the program.
| 'heir regular January meeting at thi
A meeting of the Scheming Committee Court House tomorrow, F idav, evening
of the Belfast Board of Trade was held postponed one week by reason of these
at the City National Bank last Thursday vere weather. All members are requestafternoon, when matters for future work ed to be in attendance without furthei

First
*

Madue Evans

Maxine Elliot

fn

in

--

Seventh

and

Qf

Episode

“Fighting

“Who Is
'Number One’?”

It’s

Heorst News

Goldwyn

a

Burglar”

“The

Odd*"

City National Bank
OF BELFAST

United States War SavingsCertificates and Thrift Stamps
For Sale at this Bank.

The Belfast Woman's Club will meet ! 28, 1907, and was an especially lovable
at the home of Mrs. James S. Harriman child, with a sweet disposition, and was
next Monday evening at 7.30 o'clock, apt in her studies, being a child of rare

|

Members will bring their work and there
will be an interesting program. A silver
collection will be taken.

j

which

some

beautiful rosebud,

so
will the
unseen,
beautiful spirit of Eunice Fisher blossom
j
with the angels, unseen by mortal eyes,

The meeting of the Waldo County Bar
Association called for Jan. 5th was adjourned on account of a lack of a quorum
probably to the April term of the SuThe question to t
preme Judicial Court.
be considered was the revision of the fee

j

table of the Association.

Like

j promise.

blossoms

until the glad day of reunion beyond the
skies.
Besides her parents she left a
young sister, Barbara, her grandmother,
Mrs. Eunic 6 Campbell, and several uncles
and aunts.
Sees

Slight

to

Dignity

of Senate.

Washington, Jan. 4. Senator Hardwick, Democrat, declared in the Senate
today that President Wilson’s action in
holding over his cabinet trom his first
ill
with
been
has
Raymond Carleton
term, without submitting nominations,
the measles at Camp Devens, Mass.
was a “contemptuous disregard” of senaa resoLieut. W. J. Adlington has been here torial courtesy, and he introduced
lution calling on the President to inform
from Camp Devens on a brief furlough. the Senate
by what “warrants of law or
Mrs. Frank Eaton has opened her home authority” the present cabinet officers

WIINTERPOKT.

held oflice.
The resolution went over without action and Senator Hardwick promised to
make a speech on it later.

lower Main street to the .Red Cross

on

workers.
Chalmers Staples has enlisted in the
medical corps and left recently for Fort
Slocum, N. Y.

Children Cry

E, P. Hopkins, who has been very ill
with typhoid fever, has slowly improved

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

during the past few days.
Mrs. William Dotten and
turned from

a

son

have re-

two months’ stay in Mas-

sachusetts with relatives.

HORSES

Miss Marion Philbrook and Mrs. Mattie
Cole returned to their clerical duties at
Wellesley, Mass., the first of the week.

Horsts.
Soured
Good Working
True Pulling
Good Driving
Good Colored
Horses pri ed
right. Horses which go t
will find just EXACTLY
AS REPRESENTED.
oung

December shipment of knitted

The

Horses.
Horses.
Horses.
Horses.
Horses.

goods for the Red Cross were: 45 sweaters, 45 pairs stockings, 4 pairs hospital
socks, 3 mufflers, 14 pairs wristers and
three blankets, also 26 pairs of flannel
socks were in the shipment. Seven boys,
enlisted, were also fitted out

who have

with knitted goods.
The cold weather has been the chief
The river is frozen so

topic recently.

W. L. WEST,

that the mail is brought across on sleds,
the first time for thirteen years. Plumbers were kept busy by bursted pipes,

S reef.

Spring

truckmen were called in all weathers to
haul coal of which, fortunately, there was

good supply available. It is believed
that the Boston steamer made her last
visit to the dock here Jan. 3rd, until dif-

a

ferent conditions

prevail.,

Mrs. Mary Grant died at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. John Bolan, where
she

was

after

a

spending the winter, Friday,
illness with pneumonia.

brief

Funeral services were held from the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Bolan Sunday p.
F.
m., Rev. H. D. Knowles officiating.
W. Haley had charge of the arrangements and the remains were placed in
the receiving tomb until spring, when
interment will be in Pilgrims’ Home
Cemetery, Monroe. Besides her daugh-

ter, she leaves several grandchildren and
two sisters, Mrs. Martilla Ward of West
Winterport and Mrs. George Campbell of

MAGAZINE

this town.

360 ARTICLES

The relatives and friends here of Mr
and Mrs. Sumner C. Fisher, who are in
Jerome, Arizona, were pained to hear of
the death of their oldest daughter, Eunice,
which occurred Friday of last week from

pneumonia, following

an

attack of

meas-

Mr. and Mrs. Fisher left their home
here in November, hoping that the climatic conditions in Arizona would be
les.

beneficial .to the health of Mrs. Fisher,
and (it

;is ^sadjjndeed

^trouble
,far]from rela-

for this

overtake them, located
tives and friends.

so

to

Eunice was born July

j

360 ILLUSTRATIONS

BETTER
THAN
EVER
ISc

a

copy

At Your Newwl«al«r

Yearly Subscription $1-50
Send for oar new free cat-

I

clog of mechanical toots
Popular Mechanics Magazine

j

• North Michigan Avanne. Chicago

PHILOSOPHY OF MAIN

! OLD FANEUIL HALL

Encourage

Bachelor Realizes Mistake in
Not Welcoming Both Joy and
Sorrow Into His Life.

Lonely

Liberty Is
I Cradle of American

Your Stomach

Soon to Be

I read

RestoVed.

Boston Landmark, Erected in 1740, for
Scores of Years Afforded Place for

digestive troubles.
With a clear head, well regulated

Patriotic Gatherings.

stomach, liver and bowels you cannot
help looking on the bright side of
things. Don't let another day pass

Faneuil hall is to be made fireproof,
also made over ou the old model. New
York has an interest in the matter. It
was a native of New York state, Peter
Faneuil, born in New Rochelle, who
built the hall and presented it to Boston in 1740.
When he died three years
later it was the scene of memorial exercises in his honor. What glorious
have, been held in
patriotic

without doing your part to keep
Happy by keeping Healthy. Large

hottle, small dose. Price 50 cents. All
and general storekeepers.
Re sure you get “L. F.” Sample free.
The “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland,
Maine.
Ml 7)

druggists

j

tion.

left for the W.
e\en

C.

T.

to do.”

U.

■

ing
great convention just closed in Washington, It. C. More new members, more
delegates, more money used, more enthu-

..

—■

i-

;.

<

;s

—

nwiiii

„f Austria-Hungary is liere seen reviewing some of the
the drive into Italy and praising the officers for their
i he first photograph of the emperor to reach America in many

hai l;

v#ol< part

troops i!
work

in

menu

siasm than ever before! Over 900 delegates and visitors uncounted were pres-

ent, eaeh elected delegate representing
500 members.

Friday and Saturday, thetwo days preceding the convention, were filled with
board and department meetings. Sunday,
in the Metropolitan M. K church, a praise

Could Not Eat or Sleep
Made Well By PERUNA

’i

and prayer service was held and the pasIn
tor preached the convention sermon.
the afternoon, at Polis lheater, Win.
Jennings Bryan made an earnest appeal
In the evenfor prohibition and suffrage.
Pres, of
North
Moore,
Mrs.
Philip
ing,
sevalso
spoke;
of
Women,
Nat. Council
Mrs. Baker, wife of
eral congressmen.
the Sec. of War,was the soloist. Monday
at 9.30 a. m., the convention was formalStanding, the large audiaiice

ly opened.
verse, with bowsang America; the last
prayer. Then Old Glory
ed heads, as a

Mr. William E. Denny, 1023 Pari
Ave., Springfield, Ohio, writes:
“I find great pleasure in writinc
you and thanking you for what Peruna
has already done for me.
I
have been troubled with catarrh for
it
had affected my head
years, and
throat and Stomach, that J
nose,
could not eat nor sleep with any satisfaction.
“I have just taken three bottles.
.1
can eat most anything and am greatly

To

relieved of nervousness,
I lie down I can sleep

Satisfaction

so

j

Catarrh
For Years
Can Now
Eat and

uqiiui

Sleep

that when

unfurled and all joined in the salute
the Hag, and the pledge of allegiance.
The Crusade Psalm was read in unison,
the Crusade Hymn sung and prayer offer-

My

Anna A. Gordon, Pres; Mrs. Ella A. Boole,
Vice President at Large; Mrs, Frances P.

CITYPOINT.

The salute and the pledge were a
Parks, Cor. Sec.; Mrs. Margaret Munns,
PaE. F. M.
part of each day’s opening exercises.
Treas.
triotism was a dominant ncte throughout

ed.

the convention.

The m ar. who painted‘‘The Spirit of ’76. j
“His name is Archibald M. Willard.
He is eight y-one yeirs old
Some of the
best posters brought out by the world j
war are
adaptations of Mr. Willard’s;

Admission of Chinese Farmers is

The president’s annual address, entitled “The Path of Patriotism is the Path
of Prohibition,” set the keynote, and

painting.

Under Consideration.

had achieved popularity with
I “Pluck,” beloved of our fathers and faWashington, Jan. 2, 1918. At the miliar to our youthful gray-haired readers, when in 1870 the approach of the
instance of Republicans in the Senate
Centennial celebration suggested a histhe Committee on Agriculture of that torical study.
It was to have been what j
body has been directed, by unanimous was known then as a serio-comic: a pic- I
ture founded upon Mr. Willard’s remem- !
resolution, “to make careful investigabrance of the “trained bends” of his !
tion into the advisability of recommend-

speaker toned up to it.
Reports showed that 8 States have
gained 500 or more new members, above
all losses; 24 States have made smaller
gains from 300 down to 100; the Young
People’s Branch has gained in 24 States,
the imand there are 000 new Loyal Temperance ing legislation that will permit
of Chinese farmers into the
Legions, where the children are trained. portation
for the duration of the
Monday evening was “Welcome Night,” United States”
was ‘no
sooner
district officials voiced their cor- war. The resolution
every

when
dial feelings toward both the W. C. T.
aud Prohibition—and Suffrage, too!

adopted than ^enthusiastic endorsement
of”the idea began to be heard from all
parts of the country, especially from the

The nearly bO departments were group-

He

|

boyhood.

But he chose as model for his drummer
his father, a Vermonter with the heroic
lines of the granite hills in his face, and
as he painted he found growing upon the
canvas
something very different from
his original design.
Mr. Willard’s father
didn’t live to see the picture completed,
but he was its real inspiration. Hugh
Mosher, a tine old farmer, posed for the
lifer, and Harry Devereux, a son of the
late General Devereux, was model for
the drummer boy.
The picture was exhibited at the Centennial as “Yankee Doodle.”
Hugh
Mosher, dropping in for a look at it, was
recognized by the crowd and received an
ovation. Later, whiie on exhibition at
Boston, the picture’s title was changed
to the now familiar one.
General Devereux bought it after it had been in the
Corcoran Gallery at Washington, and it
now hangs in Abbott Hall, Marblehead.
A replica which Mr. Willard painted live
years ago may be seen in the city hall at
Cleveland, Mr. Willard’s home town.
The above is from a recent magazine of

i

j

I

!

!

;

“Patriotic Pacific Coast..
eu, six or eight together,
j The Board of Trade of the city of Pas- ;
Congresses,” with the general topic of
has passed a resolution I
‘‘How my department helps the Nation,” adena, California,
the oOtli Anand Dr. Anna Howard Shaw gave us one favoring the proposition;
as

j

1

nual Convention of the California State
Fruit Growers’ Association has taken
similar action; and the press of the State

of her inimitable addresses.

When reports of our papers, the Union
Signal and Crusader Monthly were given
is giving wide and favorable publicity to
and subscriptions asked, the States quick- j
Letters and telegrams
movement.
the
even
or
ly responded, some pledging bOO,
1000.

pleasure to listen to Mrs. John
she told of the war work of the
Y. M. C. A.; to Miss Julia Latl.rop of the
Childrens’ Bureau, the new department
was a

long ago created by the government;
Among the
and to Dr. Harvey Wiley.
unexpected happenings was a call from
the Temperance Board of M. E. Bishops,
Bishop Wm. Mein session in the city.
Dowell, Clarence True Wilson, Deets
Picket, Dr. Elmer Williams, the lighting

j

harvest

Chicago, add others made
brief and pithy speeches.
The Anti Saloon League, gathered in
Washington for a convention, also came
in a body to make us a call. One day it
almost seemed that Congress had adjourn-

ed and

of

come

to

visit us,

so

many

of that

august body were present. The Maine
the
men were appropriately greeted by
delegation of white ribboners from the
Miss Jeanette Rankin
Pine Tree State.
made

a

brief little speech

on

free press

as

related to temperance work.
Among our many orner aisunguisucu
visitors were Ex-Gov. Frank I. Hanly,
Mrs. Daniels, wife of the Secretary of
the Navy, who invited the convention to
an

informal reception at her home; Mrs.

Thomas A. Edison, Miss Elizabeth Peirce,
chaplain-general of the D. A. R., Mrs.
Wilbur F. Crafts, Mrs. Wm. McDowell,

President of M. E. Woman’s Foreign
Missionary Society, Mrs. S. R. Wright,
president of the Canadian W. C. T U.,
Miss Flora Strout, World’s W. C. T. U.,
missionary to Burma, soon returning to
Ceylon and the Straits Settlement, Mrs.
Gilbert Bowles, Fraternal delegate from
Japan W. C. T. I!., Mrs. Etsu £ngimoto
•f Japan, and Miss Tinne Watanabc,
president of Kobe W. C. T. U. in Japan—

season.

In the East the matter is being taken
up and the press of New York City is

]
j

sands of valuable farms in that section
of the country are lying idle as a consequence.
II

is

term the picture was
school.
Mrs.

I
not

me

intention

nents of the resolution

so

ui

me

to

amend

piuyu-

from

our

part of whose
costume was beaded in harmonious colors.
Mrs. Bonnin is Secretary of the Society
of American Indians, and came to ask
every

the help of the W. C. T. U. for a bill now
pending in Congress, which aims to protect the Indian from the traffic in peyote,
certain kind of cactus, sometimes called
“dry whiskey.” This drug is akin to
opium in its effects. Dr. Harvey confirmed Mrs. Bonnin’s statements as to the
destructive effects of the drug, and the
need of legislation against it.
The resolutions emphasized total abstinence, prohibition, purity and suffrage
with two new paragraphs on conservaa

tion and war.

The old officers

were

j.

w.

Henniker,

;

I

presented

to

]
j

j

the

visiting her daughter, Mrs. Julia Innes,
immigration laws as to permit the im- that the latter was rapidly recovering her
as
“coolies,” usual health and that Henniker was a
portation of what are known
but to admit only farmers. The efficiency
very attractive town having many handof the Chinese farmer is of the highest. some summer residences.
It is said they can raise more produce
!
from a given area of land than any other
$100 Reward, $100
inand
their
general
people in the world,
The readers of this paper will be pleastelligence is far above that of the coolie.
ed to learn that there is at least one
Cuba and France already have drawn
dreaded disease that science has been
upon China to relieve their labor shortable to cure in all its stages and that is
catarrh. Catarrh being greatly influenced
age, and it is reported by the Congressby constitutional conditions requiresconmen who recently visited the war zone,
Hall’s Catarrh
stitutional treatment.
that there are in France at the present
Medicine is taken internally and acts
aboul
to
that
route
or
en
country,
on
the
Mucous Surtime,
through the Blood
100.000 Chinese farmers. They receive faces of the System theieby destroying
of
the
foundation
the
disease, giving the
a daily wage of twenty cents and theii
patient strength by building up the con- |
board.
stitution and assisting nature in doing |
Official figures show that already the
its work. The proprietors have so much |
—-

faith in the curative powers of Hall’s I
Catarrh Medicine that they offer One
Hundred Dollars tor any case that it fails
Send for list of testimonials.
to cure.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

United States has within its borders
about 17,200 Chinese farmers, 700 ol
Aboul
whom own their own farms.
12.000 of the number are in the State ol

California, and have so favorably impressed the agricultural interests of tha'
State that they are anxious to have the
number increased.

j

|

•

!

“Third
!

anticipated that the movement will excite the antagonism of th<
labor interests, as the Chinese, if brough'
when we see these women and hear of
to this country, will be sent only to thos<
their work along the same lines that we
in America follow—the world does not places where there is no labor of an?
kind to be had. They will be kept hen
seem so very big, after all.
A most picturesque visitor was Mrs. probably not longer than six months afGertrude Bonnin,

4

It is

not

the close of the war, and then return
ed to their own country, giving way t<
our soldiers who will have come back t<

Liberty

Loan.”

The next National loan will be desig- j
nated officially as the “Third Liberty
Loan,” not the Victory Loan, or Freedom |
Loan, or Peace Loan as has been proPosters and other advertising
posed.
matter will be prepared immediately bearing the title now adopted. The loan will
be seme time after February 1st for an
amount and at interest rate not yet decided.

ter

British Take

Stockyards.

The British government has taken over
their homes ready to resume the tillagi
the East Deering stockyards, owned by
I the Grand Trunk Railway, in Portland,
of our farms.
and will ship horses from here for war
The importation of Chinese labor can
purposes. This action is due to conditions
not be undertaken under our presen
at Halifax. From 5C0 to 1,000 will be
j
in
somi
laws, which must be abrogated
| kept on hand at all times until the war is
That ad | over. Forty men will be given employway by Congressional action.
! ment at the big yards.
Steamers enough
ditional farm labor is one of the grea
to carry the horses have been engaged.
needs of the nation is alarmingly true

Prompt action is needed if we are to ge
Chinese labor in season to do the countri
With the utmos
any good this year.
haste it will be hardly possible to get thi
laborers here before April, when planting and sowing will be well underway ii
re-elected, Miss many States.—Ed.

|

the women.

Preserving Old Furniture.
of
Possessors
antique furniture
should devote regular attention to it,
and especially to any of old oak,
which should he kept in condition by
periodical rubbings with flannel dipped
in a mixture of beeswax, oil and spirWhite
its of turpentine.
painted
French furniture is best cleansed with
paraffin; and after old mahogany has
been gone over with a very little sweet
oil any spots or stains may usually he
worked off or blended into the wood
fiber by working an oxalic acid and
water dampened cork over the surThe brilliancy
face of the blemish.
of the gilding of old furniture, mirframes and candelabra may nearly
always he speedily restored by being
sponged off with sulphur which has

ror

been boiled for fifteen minutes in company with several bruised garlics, or
with a preparation of common salt,
alum and purified nitre, such as any
druggist will supply.
The Town Fool.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” shouted the
long-haired one. “We are here to protest against the constantly increasing
Since the war everycost of living.
thing has gone up. I defy anyone to
name a single thing that has gone
down since the war began.”
“How about these here ships that
have been torpedoed?” asked the town
fool from the back of the hall.—Gar-

goyle.

I

|

The Change.
When the old-fashioned wife
With her hubby had strife,
“I’ll go back to my mother,” she’d sob.
But the spouse of today
Doesn’t threaten that way,
She says: “I’ll go back to ipy job.”

FREE

OF

CHARGE.

Why suffer with indigestion, dyspepsia,
torpid liver, constipation, sour stomach,
coming-up-of-food-after-eating, etc.,
when you can get a sample bottle of
Green's August Flower'free at W. O.
Poor & Son’s. This medicine. has reI markable curative properties, and has
demonstrated its efficiency by fifty years
of success. Headaches are often caused
by • disordered stomach.
is put up in 25 and 75
For sale in all civilized

August Flower
cent

bottles.

countries.

I
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We’ve had

And
I read the paragraph over.
then I took it to a man I know—I call
him sometimes, to myself, the philoso-

pher.

» n<iu

vaugnan wrote recenuy i
N. H.. where she was

room, and it is a coincidence that among
the pupils is little Hugh Mosher, who began his school life last fall during which

,
1

is

main, exactly as well as the men. They
have entirely displaced the men in the
operation of elevators, as clerks in
stores, banks, and insurance offices and
In their enthusiasm the
as drummers.
women attempted tasks beyond their
physical strength, but this was gradually corrected. The fact that England
has been able to maintain Its credit
and keep its exports at practically the
prewar figures Lord Northcliffe unhesitatingly ascribes to the work of

has

Word

unc

j

from Connecticut that that State
has been “positively combed clean” of
j
laborers of every description, and thou-

giving it prominent notice.
come

amiuuMiiMc.

English Women in War.
When die war began, England had
only a little army. Many Englishmen
had never seen a soldier. A new army
of 5.000.000. drawn from civilian ranks,
had to be raised, trained, armed,
clothed, fed and equipped with all the
supplies demanded by a war which has
turned every scientific invention to the
work of destruction. This necessitated
that tlie women fill the necessary
places men had formerly occupied and
also engage in the new industries war
requirements caused to spring into existence.
the
that
Lord
Northoliflfe
says
women have done this work, in the

the Boston Sunday Post.
A copy of the
picture, is hung in the Citypoint school

not

minister

from individuals also attest to the impending disaster to our food supply if the
labor shortage is not met before the next

<uii(v

the finance commission has to say
about it :
“In the basement the floor timbers
The refrigerator
are
unprotected.
rooms are packed with cork.
The cork
and the unprotected timbers give an
opportunity for fire damage in this
part of the building. The windows
are of common
glass with wooden
sashes and present a danger from fire
on the outside.
Over the upper hall
there is a dumb waiter running from
the room used as a kitchen which is
constructed of inflammable material.”
And there is much more of the same
kind.
It is a painful thought that
modern Boston has neglected the Cradle of American Liberty. Such, however, seems to be the case.
What columns of grief and reminiscence there would have been if fire had
gutted it and leveled its wnlls! Big
Faneuil hail is to be saved for posterHas the
Bravo, Boston!
ity now.
“If
war waked you up to your duty?
properly done,” says a report of the
society of architects, “the architectural
restoration proposed will make of this
building a unique possession of the
city.” Faneuil hall has always been
that. Guard it well.

to

as

meetings

Infants and Children.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor other narcotic substance. lor
more than thirty years it has been in constant use fortho
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising therefrom,
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacear-The Mother’s Friend,

“I began to wonder,” he said,
“whether there was any advantage in
marrying at all. I saw a lot of people who were wretchedly unhappy together, and even more wretched alter
they had dissolved their matrimonial
tiec. I discovered that marriage usually meant children, anxiety, sickness
(and death. I took counsel of my fears,
iWhy fall in love and marry if by doing
so I was going to expose myself to the

since then, we believe, have the building and its additions been seriously
threatened. Yet it has always been

without the
least trouble.
I recommend it to all
those who are sufferers of that dreadThose who object to liquid medi*
ful disease, catarrh.”
oines can procure Peruna Tablets.

was

It

ing married.

for

arrows of outrageous fortune?
My
Sorrow
were
both dead.
campaign in the old 'parents
touch me. Why invite unhapdays was complete without mass meet- couldn’t
If I had no family I should
ings in Faneuil hall, on whose saw- piness?
to look out lor—to
dust-covered floor stood tlie democracy have only myself
about—and when I died nobody
to listen, to applaud and to show its worry
would suffer agonies of bereavement
displeasure. What a wellspring of inSo I shut myself up
on my account.
spiration the picture of Webster replylu my shell and built an iron wall
ing to Hayne has been for two genout sorerations!
The sight of that quaint around my affections to keep
and homely building, as one approach- row.
“I was a fool!
What wouldn’t I
es it in the bustle and tide of city life,
now to have had sorrow.' Many’s
brings back the stirring scenes of Rev- give
the time I've envied my friend with
olutionary days when it got its name
Pain and joy go hand
a dead child.
of the Cradle of American Liberty.
in hand.
Deaden your capacity for
Faneuil hall, with its market below
oue and you lose the other.
Today I'd
and meeting hall above, is to be rerather have had a year or so with a
stored to the original fabric and dewoman I had loved and have lost her
sigu as well as may lie, and to be made
than to be what I am—a lonely, childIn
as secure as possible against fire.
friendless old man.”
1761 all but the shell was burned. Not less, wifeless,

It is

hinted that interest is already wanThese sayings are refuted by the

Meigs,

into the heart of my friend who feared
to grasp a vision, Margaret E. Sangster writes in the Christian Herald.
In the story a wealthy old bachelor
was telling his reason for never hav-

No political

It has been said to me, “When NationProhibition comes, there will be little

al

damp, dimly lighted trolley car—and

the building and its reconstructions
since that time; in the Revolutionary
war and all our wars, in abolition
times and whenever the times demanded that free speech should have utterance, observes the New York Sun.

T. U. Conven-

National W. C.

a story in a current magazine
And after I read a certain
part of it I laid the magazine down,
and I too, looked far away. .But I
looked past the printed page into a

today.
■

Tone up your system occasionally by
taking The True “L. T\” ATWOOD S
Medicine, a preventive and relief for

CHANCE-

Liberty Loan

“I think,” he told me, "that the
reasoning is quite right!
“There's an old proverb that cov“Tis
I think.
ers the whole thing.
to have loved and lost than
have loved at all!’ The word
‘love’ isn’t the only one that will fit
into that proverb. You can put ‘live’
in place of love, or ‘known’ or ‘felt!’
“I think.” I said, “that you’re right.
'Tis better,” I mused, “to have lived,
to have known, to have loved—and
lost—”
“You know,” said the philosopher,
“that every chance isu’t a losing
chance.
Some people live and know
and feel and.love without losing!”
better
never

to

Drives
:

High Individual Morale.

Red Cross

Y. H C. A.

Drives
«■

Cows!
Cows!!
WANTED, good cows for spot cash
full market value. Write or phone
\

at

HERALD OFFICE,
Belfast, Maine.

2m46

I
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ADMINISTRATOR’S NOT!
gcriber

hereby gi

ves

notice

duly appointed adintnntr
the State of Maine, of

.tor

The sur
E.
that h•' lias beei
of the estate ir

BENIA H HARDING, late of Billerica,
Massachusetts, deceased, A
the estate"
j persons having demands against
said deceased are dt sired to present the sam
a-.ri ail indebted thereto are re
for
settlement,
j
to Robquested t<» make payment immediately
ert F. Duuton of Be fast, Maine, my author
ized agent,
BENI AH K. HARDING,
Billerica, Mass Dec. 11, 1917.
the State of

Tlie subscriber
EXECUTRIX’S NOilCE.
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap
o
pointed txtcutrix, in the Mate of Maine,
the last will

Now

ana

testament of

BENJAMIN E RICE, late of Boston,
in the County of Suffolk, deceased, and given
AW persons havingbonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of sa.d deceases
are desired 10 present the same for settlement,
makt
an all iuuebted thereto are requested to
payment immediately to my authorized agent
Walter C. Itice of Stockton Springs,
ELIZA BE H K HAMILTON.
Winchester, Mass., Dec. 11, 1917.

I
UARDIAN’S NOTICE. The subscriber
I hereby gives uotice that tie has been duly apestate of
pointed guardian

of the

ARTHUR W., MOO RE, of
Stockton

Springs,

and given
the County of Waldo, deceased,
Ail perrons having
bonds as 'he law directs
of said ward art
estate
the
demands against
desired to present the same for settlement,
make
in

The Journal

ana

all indebted thereto

payment

immediately^

Stockton

Would Like
To

see a

I

Son—Yes, dad, I’m a big gun up at
college.
Father—Well, then, why don’t I hear
better reports ?

!

j

MORSE,

■

(tlefield.

Training Counts.
“Our mathematical expert here 18
also a good athlete.”
“I suppose that is why he finds It
eo easy to run up a column of figures.”

RALPH I
Belfast, Me., Dec 11.1917.

j

jin

Women in India Need Education.
At a meeting of the Woman’s Indian
Study association, Miss Boyd, secretary in England for the Woman’s University settlement, Bombay, said that
only one per cent of Indian women
could read.
She declared the great
need was for the Indian girls to take
It
up the profession of medicine.
had been stated by an authority that
an Indian woman in child birth had
less chance than a soldier on the bat-

mo-

HORACE MADDOCKS, late ->f Searsport.

payment Immediately.

duty.”

generally affairs of

of

County of Waldo, deceased, and giv
bond' as the law dirtcls. AM persons having
demands against the estate of >10 «itceas«
are desired to present the ssnie for suttlemei
and all indebted thereto art u quested to mak

ably the most famous flag signal ever
flown was Nelson’s at Trafalgar, but
It required a great number of combinations, of flags (hoists, they are technically called) to spell out: “England
expects that every man will do his

are

Kcriber

in the

_

“They

The satADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
hereby gives notice that he has been
the
esta:
of
annnniftYator
duly appointed

Drives

Communication by Flags.
Those who have read Cooper’s novel,
“The Pilot,” will remember how the
American officer instructed his lady
love to communicate with him by little
flags of varied colors. Cooper, with a
novelist’s freedom, made his character apply a system which had already
been extensively experimented with in
For
the British and French navies.
after much experimenting combinations of flags of various shapes and
colors were gradually developed into
Probwhat we call a “code” today.

ment.”

Notices.

Probate

ing.

“What is that?”

Little Ulleii Wilson McAdoo, daughter of Secretary and Mrs. McAdoo and
j granddaughter of President Wilson,
! hanging a Red Cross service flag In a
window of the White House. The flag
Indicates that three members of the
| executive's household have Joined the
Red Cross.

I

The reason why morale is necessary
In times of peace as well as in war is
that the morale of no army can be
higher than the individual morale of
the men, declares San Antonio Light.
Therefore the very best soldiers are
those recruited from civil life who
have every day morale—the men who
do things, who stand fearlessly for
what they believe to be right, who
are undismayed by opposition and apj
parent defeat, and who accept life’s
i tribulations calmly, patiently and with
fortitude.
Men of that stripe cannot be stampeded or confused in military affairs,
once they have been trained as soldiers, just as in every-day life they
cannot be kept down by circumstances.
They are individually invincible and
hence when organized into an army,
they are militarily invincible.
Therefore when you read of an army
or a military unit with a high morale
you know that the men in the ranks
and the officers over them are men of
strong, dominant courage who meet
death calmly in the discharge of their
military duty and who cannot be routed nar overawed by the enemy, but
must be vanquished, if at all, by fight-

Contradictory Evidence.
“There is one thing curious about
the minutes of a meeting.”

-.igffiWB

I
I

j

------

I

i

DRIVE
OF

Springs,

are

requested

to

Q
BD
11, 1917.

Dec.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE The subnas been
scriber hereby gives notice that she
of the estate ol
duly appointed administratrix
ALEXANDER R McCAMBRIDGE.
late of Frankfort,
and given
in the county of Waldo, deceased,
bonds ns the law directs. All persons having
deceased
said
of
estate
the
demands against
same for settleare desired to present the
are
thereto
requested
ment, and all indebted
to make payment immediately,
ANNAJ McCAMBRIDGE.
Frankfort, Me Dec. 11, 1917.
subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The
he lias been
scriber hereby gives notice that
or the estate of
duly appointed administrator
LYDIA T. WATERMAN, lute of Belfast.
and given
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons nuving
estate of said deceased
the
demands against
for settlement,
are desired to present tbesBine
muse
and all indebted thereto are requested to
immediately.
payment
v y
FRANKLIN waterman.
Belfast, Me.. Dec. 11, 1917.
The subscriber
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
been duly
hereby gives no: ice that he has

appointed

executor of the lait will and testa-

ment of

LILLIAN A. SIMMONS, late of Stockton
Springs,.
All persons
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
the estste of said dedemands
against
having
same for setceased are desired to present the
tlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
M.
to'make payment immediately to Albert
authorized
Amea of Stockton Spiings, my
WALTER F. KIMBALL
Brookline, Hass., Dec. 11, 1917.
_

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

i

ii
L

i

MONROE.
I

_

in the ship-

Bowden is working
Stockton.

hn

yard in

Mr.
common school is taught by
Cherry field.
<

r.

Dec 31st with

hool opened
Bates of Islesboro, aateach-

the
,.er. who has enlisted in
the training school at New-

THE CHIEF CHARM TWO NOTED RIVERS
OF LOVELY WOMM Tagliamento
Important
Soft, Clear, Smooth Skin Comet With
The Ute Of “FRUIT-A-TIVES”.

While the Other Is Known for

Many Tributaries.
The National Geographic society nl
Washington has issued the following
war geography bulletins on the Thgliamento and Livenza rivers, mentioned
In the cable dispatches concerning the

little entertainment was
hall Wednesday evenoh, for the purpose of raising

ant

German drive into Italy:
“The Tagliamento river, whose flooded banks served as n rampart for the
repeating Italians for only a few days,
and which was crossed by the AustroGerman forces, is a stream of no value
commercially. It is one of many small
rivers rising in the Cnrnic Alp's and
flowing through the Venetian plain into
the Adriatic.
Its headwaters are
near Mount Clapsavon, about sixty-five
miles northwest of its entrance into
the Adriatic, but the course of the
stream is meandering, flowing first to
the east and then south through a
marshy valley, thus traversing a distance of 100 miles.
“Just 120 years ago the Tagliamento
figured prominently in another great
military campaign in northern Italy. It
was during Napoleon’s campaign of
1797 that re-enforcements were greatly
Bernadotte.
needed by the French.
who afterward was placed by Napoleon
on the throne of Sweden as Charles
XIV. led his army with signal dispatch
from the banks of the Rhine to his
commander in chief, and at the pas-

town

which included instrumental
Donald Lang and Beatrice LitEmma
„ongs by Maude Cooper,
.ij Phyllis Haley; recitation by
exCooper; “The Family Album”
,jid explained by Mrs. Eva Nealverses by
; the following original
,m

the tune of “Ten

Moore, sung
nd Miles” by

v

Fred Cunningham,
A

enthusiastically applauded.

was

donated
illy- decorated cake was
a good price,
: at auction, bringing
sew-ome looked rug, a beautiful
weaving
a towel with Swedish
were
ind an outing flannel quilt

NORAH

WATSON

86 Drayton Ave., Toronto.
Nov. 10th, 1915.
A beautiful complexion is a handsome
woman’s chief glory and the envy of her
less fortunate rivals. \ et a soft, clear
skin—glowing with health—is only the
natural result ofpure Blood.
“
I was troubled for a considerable

time with a very unpleasant, disfiguring
Bash, which covered my face and for
and remedies
which I used
towel to
i to George Peavey, the
j without relief.applications
After using Fruit-ato
Chester,
-lthea Grant, the rug
tives” for one week, the rash is comA.
the sewing bag to M.
n, and
pletely gone. I am deeply thankful for
the relief and in the future, I will not be
without “Fruit-a-tives”.
I Gave it to the Kaiser.
NORAH WATSON.
and

•ory

o

were

disposed of with

M.

BY C.

ver>

quilt

The

returns.

was

MOORE.

,-d my beans the other day
rand them mighty tough;
,-,1 and thrashed, and turned and

;

box,

At dealers

thrashed,

Miss Louise Kimball

bay

..

mind I chucked him there
l r ibbed my flail once more.
thought a bunch of Texas steers

v

re tn

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Poulin of Rumford
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. Well- ;
;
ington Coombs Christmas week.

and returned to Sanford Jan. 5th.

hrashing now was play;
dirty trick he’d done

him double pay.
save it to the Kaiser,
soaked it to the Kaiser,
basted the old Kaiser,
I thrashed the dirty Hun.

who is

j

on

the battleship South Dakota.

the Kaiser,

to

Kaiser,

Mrs. Herschel Libby has returned home
Lincoln, Me., after spending Christ-

mas

basted the old Kaiser,
lirashed the bloody Hun.

and

Work and Play.
Variation of types of work properly
what
adjusted will often substitute for
Is generally known as play, says the
Sew York Times. For instance, one’s
brain center may hccome weary at a
monotonous occupation, and a decided

Mrs. John Yeaton.
Islesboro has beat the record for weathThe coldest December ever known.
er.
Dec 29th the thermometer registered 14

CENTER MONTVILLE.
are

Mr.

her parents,

week with

Roman military station.”

j

at home

below zero, and

on

the 30th 22 below.

Through the kindness of Miss Dorothy
Forbes of Boston nearly all the school
S Lowell served as traverse juro children received Christmas gifts, four
this town at the January term of of the schools having a joint tree in
S J. Court.

Union Hall.

and Mrs. Loren W

Mr

Howard passep
Waldo recently with

in

week-end

Miss Forbes is

a

the physical standard and arhome Dec. 29th.
to

up

here

was a

heavy frost here about
The

a

Kieek ago, almost a freeze.
-y dived with the grace of an Hawaiian
1
after a dime, easily reaching 32 bemer-

zero.

hiw

fiident
ien
iow

and

Erskine,

an

Mrs.

experienced teacher,

in charge of the Kingdom school.

I wish this town had
■

there.

is teaching

a

temperance

perature.”

Miss Ruby Gray returned to Pittsfield
Jan. 9th.

What kind is that?”
The kind which is not addicted to
eking a drop now and then.”
There’s

a

Reason.

editor received this letter from a
sh young youth:
kindly tell me why a girl always closes
r eyes when a fellow kisses her?
To which the editor replied:
Gaze into a mirror.
•m

Better Than Worm Tablets”
who are troubled with
whose children sometimes suflhat way. try to get rid of the trouble

people

Some
•'

u
r

:y

rns,

or

using

tablets,

worm

candy.

worm

lozenges

They

fail to get the
; lick results that can be obtained with
l>r. True’s Elixir, the family laxative
■nd worm expeller.
In fact, Dr. True’s Elixir, a liquid
medicine, is posit;vely better than any
r

worm

worm

tablets,

worm

lozenges

or

worm

There is no remedy that can compare with Dr. True’s Elixir for quickly
expelling worms, whether they are stomach worms or pin worms.
Besides that, your stomach is toned
pp and normal action of the bowels is reatorM when you take Dr. True’e Elixir. It is a
lector’s preparation, originated by Dr. True
•nd on the market more than 60 yeara.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller, pleasantly, euaily and quickly
ripels worms and makes you feel much better, Remember this when you or your chiiiren are troubled with worms. Don’t take
those worm loxanges, tablets or candy that
bay upset you, but use Dr. True’s Elixir that
toneB and soothes stomach and bowels and ex-

candy.

pels

worma.

bote of people have worms and don’t know
jt. Host all children have

purchase

Mr. and Mrs. James Marden are spending the winter in Auburn with their son j

old inmates of the Hempstead (L. I.)
poor farm recently had the pleasure
of seeing the colors break from the
flagpole in front of the only home they

i

in Stockton.

Mr. and Mrs. David Moody entertained
on Christmas their children and grandson

and

also Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robert-

son

highest for the day was 8 below. Suni
day morning it was from 22 to 25 below
in this vicinity. The highest for the day |
!
was 10 below with the sun shining bright
ly. Dec. 31st it was 16 to 20 below zero |

i

ertson; Lect., Mrs. A. T. Nickerson j
Steward, James Brown; A. S., Alberl |
Moody; Chap., Mrs. E. A. Robertson !

Treas., Louise Cunningham; Sec., A. T.
Nickerson; G. K., Isaac McKeen; Pomona, Mrs. James Webster; Flora, Mrs.
Fred Webb; Ceres, Mrs. Porter Webb; L.

S.,

Mrs. Albert Moody.

TKOY.
Mrs. Irene Seaver returned last week
from Brownville.
Miss Nellie Danforth entertained t
party of 12 Christmas day.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cunningham wer<
guests at the home of their daughter
Mrs. Harold

Edmonds,

done for the colors in the Civil
and heard of in the Revolutionary war, as they planned the pleasure
that was to be theirs. The overseers
of the poor, Daniel J. Morrison had

war

The thermometer registered Dec. 29th
in the morning from 14 to 20 below. Tht

A.

know.
Some of the men are eighty-flve
years old and.the loss of their tobacco
The old felwas a great hardship.
lows talked of the deeds they had
seen

Ralph.

Comet Grange has elected the follow
ing officers for the ensuing year: Mas
ter, Porter Webb; Overseer, Ralph Rdb

Frank Hammill, after the flag raising,
gave the patriotic old men fine cigars
and they started to make up for the
lost smokes.

Miss Etta Bagley left New Year’s da)
day to resume her work in the Benneti

school in Millbrook, New York, havin'
spent her vacation with her brothers ii
Troy and Detroit.
Mias Margaret Danforth, after spend'
ing three weeka at home, returned to hei
school in Harvey Saturday.

going

to

say
to

in society, “never to contradict
If he was urged to anrather
nounce an opinion, he did it
inforby asking questions, as if for
mation, or by suggesting doubts—

manding unity of action through mass
in
obedience, Winthrop Talbot writes
the Century. It has failed to foster
real co-operation, for co-operation Is a
method by which persons of their own
volition and by no compulsion may
work
together harmoniously. Only
when training and schooling are the
common privilege of all is that state
of civic development possible which

to become co-operative
In other words, a soin its action.
cialized society becomes more possible
only as all individual members acquire
each the widest vision, and thus the

permits society

spent the

came

|

j

from Vermont

to spend the holidays with his two daugh-

j

One hundred and five new members of
the Red Cross were added in the recent
drive for membership.

Capt. Stephen McDonough left

on

his

return to New York Jan. 2nd, after passhis family here.
ing a few

days^with

The Christmas tree at the M. E. vestry
Tuesday for the young folks was much

TEE STUDY HOUR

They played games
enjoyed by them.
after the presents were distributed.
William Ellingwood of
Rockland have been the guests of Mr ;
H. Clements and Mr. and
and Mrs. E
Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., for two weeks.
Dr.

i

Our young folks don t have to study by a flickering fireplace
of
light. They have the Rayo Lamp that makes hours study
into hours of comfort.
RAYO LAMPS give a soft, mellow light that does not irritate the eyes.
shade. Easy to
You light a Rayo without removing either chimney or
re-wick and keep clean.

Nealley, Geneva
Misses Winnifred
Thompson and Jennie Tripp have returned to Castine, where they will resume
their studies at the Eastern Maine Normal School.

Silas Blaisdell, U. S. N., spent a brief
furlough at the home of his parents last
Mr. Blaisdell has returned to Virweek.
and
expects to leave soon for
ginia,
France for ambulance duty.

Use So-CO-ny Kerosene for best result*.

Leonard Clark has been in the Paine

I hospital in Bangor for surgical treatment.
I The operation was successful and a comadplete recovery is hoped for despite the
vanced years of Mr. Clark.

ASK YOUR

The entertainment and ball at Union
2nd, for the benefit of the Red
Cross was a success. The program consisted of musical selections, solos, an ilHall Jan.

NEIGHBORS

lustrated song, tableaux, original poems
Ruth
byC. T. Young, reading by Mrs.
Ellingwood, drill by the pupils of the
of a
Grammar school, the numbers being
patriotic nature appropriate to the spirit
The B. H. and G.
of the present day.
orchestra donated their services and rendered fine music both for entertainment
and ball.
Altogether it was a pleasant
occasion. The December Red Cross ship-

;

To Subscribe for

The

ment from here was as follows: 40 comfort pillows, 13 tray cloths, 2 table cloths,
12 pillow slips, 11 sheets, 3 rolls of old
cotton, 1 roll of old linen, 13 handkerchiefs, 6 towels, 5 serviettes, 14 T. bandages, 19 abdominal bandages, 45 triangu15 four tailed bandages, 50
lar

astounding report

Seth W. Norwodd,
Attorney at Law,
BROOKS,

Shoe

MAI\E

Help

Machine Cutters. One Puller.
One Hand Lester.
SKOWHEGAN SHOE CO.,
1
Skowhegan, Maine.

Hand

or

FOR BELEAST
The wife of a merchant had stomach
trouble so bad she could eat nothing but
and hot water. Everything
ONE
would sour and ferment.

'•toast, fruit
else

SPOONFUL buckthorn bark, glycerine,
etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka benefited her
INSTANTLY. Because Adler-i-ka flushes
the ENTIRE alimentary tract it relieves
ANY CASE constipation, sour stomach
It haa
or gas and prevents appendicitis.
QUICKEST action of anything we ever
sold. The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

Journal

Republican

bandages,

gauze rolls, 3x4 1-2, 52 absorbent pads,
8x12, 1 absorbent pad, 12x24, 162 paper

Think How the Boy in the

back pads, 12x18, 100 gauze strips, 3x6,
340 compresses, 4x4, 460 compresses 9x9.

Navy

*

would

enjoy

Arm^or

home paper.

a

EAST SEAKSMONT.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marriner spent several days in Morrill recently, the guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cross.

TALK IT OVER

Mr. and Mrs. Arad Mahoney spent Dec.
25th in Camden, the guests of their relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Babbidge.
Mrs. May Packard of Castine and Mrs.
A. J. Howard of North Searsmont, spent
several days recently with their niece,
Mrs. F. E. Gelo.

AND THEN SUBSCRIBE
Maine Central R. R.
BELFAST AND BURNHAM

Quarries,

—li

and after Oct, 1, 1917, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland anc
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as folOn

GONE FOR 6000
Results That Last Are What
to Belfast People.

Appeal

FROM

7
Belfast depart.
Citypoint. t7

Kidney sufferers in Belfast want more
than temporary relief.
They want results that last—
Results like Mr. Cross tells about.
His was a thorough test.
Eleven years is a long time.
Doan’s Kidney Pills have stood the
test and stood it well.
Why experiment with an untried medicine?

People

BELFAST
AM

Thorndike.

00
05
t7 15
7 27
*7 39
7 46

Unity.

753

Waldo.
Brooks..
Knox.

Winnecook. *8 03
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Bangor... 12 05
8 34
Clinton.
8 43
Benton.
Waterville. 8 49
Portland. 11 45
Boston, pm. 3 30

here in Belfast have shown the

On November 1, 191^ Mr. Cross said:
“I have the same high regard for Doan’s
Kidney Pills now as when I gave my former statement, recommending thiS'medicine. The cure they made for me at that
time has remained permanent.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney* remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Cross
Foster-Milburn Co., Proprietors,
had.
Buffalo, N. Y.

TO

Factory
Locations

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

PM

2 36
t 2 40
i 2 60
3 02
f3 14
3 20
3 35
*3 42
3 60
5 25
6 10
5 10
6 30
8 25

and

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OE THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in

way.

Read the story of I. W. Cross, retired
farmer, 57 Miller street, Belfast. He says:
“I suffered considerably from a lame and
aching back. I had been troubled this
a year and a
way off and on for about
half. The attacks were often so severe I
I
was compelled to lay off from work.
read of Doan’s Kidney Pills and got some
at the City Drug Store. They cured my
back in a short time.” (Statement given
February 4, 1905.)
LASTING RESULTS.

*«

l===='

Mill Sites,

lows:

_

__

Abraham Lincoln learned to read by the fitful flare of pine
knots in the log cabin fireplace. It was a gruelling trial for
his eyes, and an indication of his indomitable will to succeed.

and Mrs.

Thomas Jefferson.
German Schooling.
German schooling has proved antagonistic to co-operation, although de-

in midair as i; hurtled
made in the war. Th*
in France,
wheh
German battleplane was flying above the lines “somewhere
lie dropped a bomb, hitting the itocli*
n French airman got directly overhead,
It fell a flaming mass as this photograph
machine squarely in the middle.
*
was made.
'9

This Vonderful picture of a Roche plane blazing
downward is one of the must remarkable photographs

ters.

Futile Disputes.
In stating prudential rules for our
government in society, I must not omit

anybody.”

Williams of Boston

Arthur Dockham

ran

The Blue Cross.
power to co-operate harmoniously,
The Blue Cross fund was organized
i
In 1912 in Constantinople by Lady
Pay of Our Marine Chaps.
Lowther, the wife of the British amAt
The pay of officers and crews of vesbassador in Turkey at that time.
sels In the American merchant marine
the beginning the fund was used for
is as follows: Captain, $250 a month;
the Balkan wars and at the beginning
chief officer, $140; second officer. $130;
of this war was turned over to the
third officer, $120; chief engineer. $190;
British agd French governments to
first assistant engineer, $140; second
work in co-operation with their army
assistveterinary corps and was immediately assistant engineer, $130; third,
accepted. The president of the organ- ant engineer, $130; carpenters, $75;
boatswain, $70; oiler, $60; coal passization is Lady Smith Dorrien, but she
In addition to the regular
ers, $50.
has authorized Mrs. Eiphinstone Maitnow receive
wages the officers and men
land to come to tjiis country to form
bonuses, which materially incrense
the American branch of this fund and
their earnings.
raise funds.

Dec. 25th.

Roy Bagley and Carroll Estes went t(
Belfast Jan. 1st as jurymen.

not

men

Hard “Bit" for Flag.
After going without tobacco several
weeks, so the money could be used to
a large American flag, the
Did

The farmers are harvesting their ice
and getting up fire wood.

children,

Hilda

holidays with her mother.
Miss Ellen Hanson of Bangor has been
spending a few days at her old home here,

|

SWANVILLE CENTER.

Small,

am

|

WIISTERPOHT.

^

summer

Mrs. Oliver Newell, who was teaching Guy.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small spent ChristKingdom school, accepted a flattering
'Mr from the Liberty school superin- mas at the home of their son, Dr. Harold

for me. Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
weis recommended
to me. I took it
|
and it has restored
It is
j
my health.
certainly the best
;
medicine for woman’s ailments I ever
| saw.”—Mrs. Sara Shaw, R. No. 1,
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this
medicine and wrote this letter in order
women may find
j that other suffering
relief as she did.
1
Women who Eire suffering as she was
should not drag along from day to day
without giving this famous root and
i
herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegej table Compound, a trial. For special
advice in regard to such ailments write
to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,Lynn,
Mass. The result of its forty years
experience is at your service.

tlie important one of never entering
into dispute or argument with another.
But we
to rest while another works.
I never saw an instance of one
come hack to the fact that what most ! two disputants convincing the other
people regard as play is an occupation by argument.
that they are not required to perform,
I have seen many, on their getting
and, it would seem from a psycholog- warm, becoming rude and shooting one
ical standpoint to give greater rest if
another.
It be an occupation that is particularly
Conviction is the effect of our own
of
the
producuseless from
standpoint
reasoning, either in solidispassionate
ing economic results. Therefore there tude or weighing within ourselves, diswork
should be time set aside in the
passionately, what we hear from othof the day, no matter whether it be
in arguers, standing uncommitted
varied or not, when the environment
It was one of the
ment ourselves.
be
may be changed and play should
rules which, above all others, made
taken up.
Doctor Franklin the most amiable of

resident of Dark Harbor.

H. Stewart, who was called to
for military service, did not

nry

-Hand

and three boarders
it made it very hard

permit

Many of the young people were at home
and Mrs. Koscoe Whitcomb.
for the Christmas vacation, including
Clement has returned to Miss Alice Smith from New York, Miss
.enne O.
.Held, after a week’s visit with his Margaret Pendleton from St. Joseph’s
nts, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Clem- Academy in Portland, and Howard Boardman from Colby College.

:

could hardly get
around to do my
work, and as I had
four in my family

tricts.”

change of occupation, notwithstanding
It be what we usually call work, will
the first brain center involved

Belfast.

so

to, embodies that great principle for
which now, 626 years later, the United
States is fighting, namely, to quote
President Wilson’s own words, “For
the right of those who submit to authority to have a voice in their own
governments.” There the old Swiss
proclaimed self-government against the
autocratic rule of the Hapsburg, in the
following words: “We ordain and direct with unanimous accord, that in
the above-mentioned valleys we shall
recognize no judge who shall have
bought his rights with money or in any
other manner, or who shall not be a
native and an inhabitant of these dis-

Livenza is dotted with Italian towns
of great historic and art interest. Chief
among these are Pordenone. probably
the Pontus N'aonis of the ancients, but
now many miles from the sea; Portoand the ruins
gruaro, San Vito. Azzano
vf Concordia Saggittaria, the ancient

1

e

the ancient federates, on that quiet
spot, the ‘Ttutii." on the classic Lake
of Lucerne on August 1, 1291, swore

northeast of Italy’s priceless
jewel city. Venice.
“The plain lying between the parallel courses of the Tagliamento and the

i

Portsmouth, Ohio.—'11 suffered from

side and was
irregularities, pains in my
weak at times I

Like United States.
is the only European
federative and demoof the American type,
observes a writer. Switzerland, as the
United States, was born from a desire
for emancipation from autocratic despotism ; like the United States, Switzerland never believed in the divine
right of kings. The very past which

miles

field schools.

were just a frazzle
the bloody Hun.

r.d Mrs. P. C. Allen

re-

Miss Anne Farnsworth spent her recent vacation at home with her parents.
Miss Farnsworth is a teacher in the Pitts-

one;

IBut—I

ammu-

Rev. and Mrs. R. H. Carey have gone
to New York to meet their son Robert

:-.threw water in my facebought I’d had a fit—
right on a-thrashing,
-r lost a clip;
,ins flew all about the barn,

gave it to
i soaked it to the

the

Sumner Yeaton, who is
nition ship Newport News, has been
ported to have arrived in France.
on

For Ohio Woman.

Switzerland
Switzerland
example of a
cratic republic

numerous tributaries,
chief among those on the east being
the Meduna. the Fiume and the Sile.
while the Mor.ticano and the Meschia
The
are affluents of the west bank.
its
point at which the Livenza mingles
waters with the Adriatic is only 228

Miss Adelaide Hatch visited her mothMrs. Porter Hatch, for two weeks

1

.GERMAN^

Lydia E. Pinkham’*
Vegetable Compound Did

have
many young men are going
about $20,000 at their beck and call to
demonstrate that it only needs the occasion io make men out of them, but I
do say that there are scores of young
men doing just as much or more.”

length, hut it has

er,

verv

s

teacher

as

in

were

the old barn floor.
have dreamed that I was tired

,i

to Booth-

the public schools.

v

a

her duties

resume

to

^as gone

"Aow

AIRPLA NE»AE L AZ E !N M!DAIR»

What

possible.

sive.
“Iif ancient times the Tagliamento
was known as Tiiaventus.
“The Livenza, like the Tagliamento.
Is one of many streams which rise in
the Cnrnic Alps and flow through the
delta region of Venetia. Its course is
not more than seventy-five miles in

civil engineer.

I'll give it to the Kaiser—
il soak it to the Kaiser
H baste the dirty Kaiser—
II tnrash the bloody Hun.”

saved

Spilimhergo
named is equidistant from Venice and
Trieste on the 100-mile railway which
connects these two important cities.
The Tagliamento flows 15 miles to the
west of Udine, the first Italian city of
importance to fall before the onrushing
Teutonic forces in the present offen-

Ellis J. Hatch has returned to Dartmouth College to resume his studies as

Chorus

in

sent

or

Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Pendleton were
called to Boston recently tor a few days.

made me grit my teeth;
tyjiser needs a thrashing
tt him underneath!”

,<-ver

6 for

ISLESBORO.

still ’twas not enough,
ght I’d have to give it up,
I was nearly in;
was half-way up my back,
w
at dripped from my chin,
me
v thought occurred to

,•

trial size, 25c.

$2.50,
by Fruit-a-tives
Limited, Ogdensburg, New York.
50c.

a

BEST MEDICINE
FOCWOMEN”

Develop* Hidden Qualification*
of Many Young Heroes Now
in Government's Service.

the rich father was attempting to
make a business man out of a man
never intended for that sort of life. The
boy did not seem to be able to find his
niche.
Said to me one day when he
‘You know.
had gotten eonfidentiar:
my only fear is that I am not going to
make something out of myself that will
make dad proud of me.' And the two
surely did love each other. One day
the boy asked the father for several
thousand dollars. It was forthcoming.
Then he asked the father to cash a
check for some money left him by his
dead mother. He got that. Then the
boy sort of dropped out of New York
life.
“Next thing I knew he was a lieutenant in the aviation section of the
army. He had bought two airplanes,
taken them down into the country to
one of his father’s farms and learned
Guess those that knew him
to fly.
thought it was another of his moneyburning ways, But when he thought
himself competent he went to the gov‘Here I am,
ernment and simply said:
ready for any service you may lntve for
sage of tlie Tagliamento won enduring
distinction.
me,’ and the government took him up
“The Tagliamento passes no Import- i in a hurry. He may be in France. But
ant cities of Yenetia. The most import- you should have seen that father’s face
ant of the small towns that squat upon light up every time he mentioned that
its marshy banks are Venzone, 20 miles boy. And when he does get back from
to
by rail from the Austro-Italian frontier; France he and his father are goihg
The last- be greater pals than ever, if that be
and Latisana.

Monprocure comforts for the
who have gone or will go into
A dance followed
or Navy.
,v

|

“It takes all sorts of things to bring
out latent traits in us all.” The speaker in the club car rolled Wls cigar to
The
the other corner of his mouth.
other occupants sat silently, surmising
that a story was coming, recounts a
writer in tin exchange.
“Knew a young fellow over East.
Father had lots of money. Son did not
seem inclined to add a
great deal to
it by working, but made several dents
in the family purse by his spending.
Not that he was a bad boy at heartonly thoughtless. Sometimes I think

Ore Stream of No Value Commercially,

I

1-'-V'lfc.

ppeBdicitis Friday,

to

War

and Livenza Become
in Italy.

went to the hospital in Bany. Dee. 27th, and was operat-

■

BRINGS OUT LATENT TRAITS

life.

Undeveloped Water Power

BELFAST
AM

AM

Boston.I..«

3 CO

Portland.

7 00

9

Unlimited Raw Material

CO!
PH

12 40

AND

AM

I

7 15
Bangor. 6 60
Benton. 7 21
Clinton. 7 31
Burnham, leave. 8 85
Winnecook. 18 45
Unity. 8 64
Ti orndike. 9 02

Waterville.

10 10

3 22 !
12 Cl.

10 17
10 27
10 50
til 00
11 30

13 29

11 46

3 89
4 10
t4 20
4 29
4 37
.4 45
6 00
16 10
15 20
6 25

tllf6
Knox. t910
12 36
Brooke. 9 25
112 60
Waldo. (9 35
tl 16
Citypoint. 19 46
1 30
Belfast, arrive. 9 60
t Flag station.
Unlimitad tickets for Boston are now sold at
$6.86 from Belfast. •
M L. HARRIS.
General Passenger Agon I.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine.

Good Farming Land
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
'Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

‘.NDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

MEDUnOH III mi TOMRBT BOATS

Lucy Sargent, Lewene Towers. Refreshments were served by Miss Parse, assisted by her mother and aunt. After the
the
Ice cut from the mill pond is remark- formal program all grouped about
log. Three
ably clear and measures 22 inches in thick- hearth to enjoy the blazing
important meetings of theKaiietotas have
ness.

SEARSPORT.

been held in the Parse home. The first
in March, 1916, at the organization of the

Fred Small and family are moving into
the L. D. Littlefield tenement on Elm

group, the second in 1917, celebrating
the first anniversary and the gathering
on Monday which, though one of the

street.

The First Cong’l church is closed until
further notice. All services will be held
happiest, marks a break in the circle and
in the vestry.
was in nature of a farewell for the young
Misses Orilla Whitcomb and Dorothy hostess who is leaving town o attend a
Lovett are guests of their aunt, Mrs. Brooklyn school.
Benjamin Howe of Milo.
Julia Maria Gilkey died at her home on
Mrs. Frederick K. Sawyer of Bangor
Main
street, Thursday, January 3d, after
funeral
the
attend
was in town Sunday to
a
long period of failing health. Of an
of her grandmother, Mrs. Julia M. Gilcheerful and industrious temunusually
key.
she had bravely met the experament,
Mr. and Mrs. William Blanchard of
periences of ninety-one years and won
Brooklyn, N. Y., have sent cards to their the affection and respect of the commuSearsport friends announcing the birth of
mty. Her parents were Nathaniel and
their son, Albert Nichols Blanchard.
Mary Jackson Doane of Newburg, Maine.
Because of the ice in the harbor the Completing her school days in that town,
Boston boat was obliged to omit this land- she came to Searsport to assist in the
her sising on her return trip Thursday. Steamer millinery business carried on by
Ruth sailed Friday from Mack’s Point and ter, Miss Mary Ann Doane, and two
barges waiting for tow were released. years after married Capt. Robert CushThe high winds of Friday and Saturday ing Gilkey. A home was established
completed the work of clearing the bay. and two sons and a daughter born. In
Capt. Gilkey, then in command of
Irving Rich, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- 1876,
the
brig
Manson, was taken ill in Cuba
liam Rich,left Jan. 2nd for Fort Slocum,
own vessel in charge of
Mr. Rich is under draft age and leaving his
New York.
William
his
son
engaged a passage home
Since
service.
the
but was eager to enter
J. J. Perry. He did not reach
graduating from the Searsport Fligh with Capt.
21st and was j
school last June he had been employed port, but died on February
buried at sea. With the knowledge
as night operator at the New England
from her sister and a year’s study
Telephone oilice and as assistant at the gained
wharf.
New
in
York, Mrs. Gilkey was equipped
Eastern Steamship Company’s
a millinery
He is a popular member of the younger to meet life and established
store in the Leach block,
and
fancy
goods
missed.
will
be
set and
where she engaged in business. The
On Friday the Red Cross workers dein
year 1895 brought an additional sorrow
afternoon.
a
busy
fied the snow and spent
death of her daughter Annie, and a
the
the
Special effort has been made during
new
responsibility in the care of three |
to increase the number of

j

past month
workers upon

For a number of ;
young grandchildren.
she made her home at the Searsport House of which her son-in-law was

Many
gauze dressings.
new members have been recruited and
A
taught the folding of compresses.
hospital afghan made from the knitted
Two sizes of
was
displayed.

years

proprietor, and cared for his motherless
When with advanced years
squares
weakness came, she was urged by her
6
in.
in.
and
4
1-2
squares are accepted,
sons to share their homes, but so strong
Many odds and ends of lime and worsted
was her attachment for the familiar surcan be used in this way and the com- ]
of her early days that she preroundings
and
attractive.
pleted cover is warm
ferred to remain in the old home, and
This item was omitted on account of a ! happy in memories and surrounded in
busy Christmas time. The Park school j comforts rounded out her long life. She
closed in Searsport, Dec. 21st. The teach- ; is survived by two sons, Charles and
er. Mrs. Lillias Buck, and her twenty-six
William, both of Searsport, and by eight
pupils had a school entertainment that grandchildren: Robert Gilkey of Misevening in Knyvetta Hall, which was j souri, Wm. Gilkey, Jr., of Eureka, Nev.,
appreciated by parents and friends A long Edward and Annie Gilkey of Searsport,
and Mrs.
program was furnished by the pupils
P B. Blanchard of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
two beautiful pantomimes by the teacher,
Robert Grinneli of Spokane, WashingMrs. Buck. The pantomimes were, The ton, Ernest Grinneli of Flint, Michigan,
Star Spangled Banner and Lead, Kindly and Mrs. F. K Sawyer of Bangor. FuLight, with, music by Miss Evelyn Gree- neral services were held at her late home
ley and singing by Miss Maude Buck. on Sunday conducted by Rev. Thomas
Hie program showed the training by the H. Martin
children.

teacher and the interest of the sc holars.
The proceeds will be used for the benefit
of the s< bool and the R*d Cross work

KNOX.

After the entertainment the Knyvetta
( lub had a successful sale of use-

Mrs Elina Ravin spent the weeK-end
with Mrs Pearl Ravin.

ful articles.

184), and died

uary.

born

was
on

in

dren

Jan-

December 28,

the

was

son

Miss Agnes W’oodbury

returned home and learning the ship carwas
employed in local

typhoid

young and a daughter, Blanche and
Willard in early life. He is survived
his daughter, Grace, who after the

•

Dr

of

mail carriers were unable to deliver the
mail for three days the past week.

Early Monday morning fire consumed
the entire stand of farm buildings of Herbert Merry with part of the stock, in;

cluding three horses and four young heifThe furniture and household goods

ers.

Edison music, piano solos by Mrs. Butman
in the afternoon, gray knitting and con-

F.

Henrietta Young,
Pendleton, Mrs. James But-

Colcord, Mrs.

Mrs. A.

B.

man, Mrs. F. B. Smith, Mrs. A. C. Trundy, Mrs. Wm. Parse, Mrs. Wm. Goodell,
N.

Mrs. C.

Meyers, Mrs. Harry Perry,

Miss Ruby Gray has returned to M. C.

I., Pittslield.
The Red Cross has engaged

Runnells, Harriet Roul-

stone

and Florence Colcord.

Additional

guests were Mrs F. C Whitcomb, Misses
Annie Gilkev, Margaret Pendleton and
Both organizations
Jessie Nickerson.
Parse and Miss Sargent
leaving town for the remainder

regret that Mrs
are soon

•f the winter.
M

ikk

Edith

in

McKinley Damm, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Damm, returned to Hanover,

H., to

last Saturday.

Misses Lillian

room

Mr.

tertained

Mrs. S. L. Fairchild, Mrs. E. W. Gilkey
Mrs. A. S Trundy, Mrs. G R Wilson,
Mrs. 1. H. Havener. Mrs. J. If Duncan,

a

the Emery Cunningham house, where it
will hold meetings in the future.

N.

the

resume

his studies at Dartmouth

Miss Bernice and Mr. Lawrence Damm,
children of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Damm,
who were home for the Christmas
tion

vaca-

Miss Julia Chase has received notice
that on account of the extreme cold and
the fuel situation her vacation from her
school in Everett, Mass., will be extended

Story, Pastorilla, From Faerie Queen,
Guardian; Story, Little Boy Jack, Valerie
Croce; Song, Little Blue Birds; Reading
New Year wishes for Camp Fire cheer.
Two members, Christine Eames and
Orilla Whitcomb, were absent. Guests
of the group were Mrs. William Parse,
Mrs. John Lane, Mrs. James Morse, Mrs.
Walter Towers, Mrs. James Parse, Mias

I
1

another week, which she is very glad to I
have at home with her parents. Mr. and j

i'ars.' entertained her

Camp Eire friends at her home last MonThe guests were in cereday evening
■onial dress and a special council fire
f ollowing the ceremonies
was lighted.
attending the lire lighting a program was
carried out.
Paper, The Law of the
f ire, Frances Rogers; Piano Solo, Violets,
Marjorie Towers; Blue Bird Story, Little
Bear’s Journey, Gladys Rose; Paper, Our
War Work, Edith Parse; Piano Solo,
lxive’s Reverie, Isabel Frame; Blue Bird,
Recitation, Pauline Morse; Story of Our
Flag, Blanche Morse; song, America;
Paper, Our War Gardens, Annie Rogers;

was

part
on the occasion of the invasion of Italy
by the Lombards. Owing to his friendship with the Lombardian queen Theudulindn, he actually mediated a favorable peace. When northern Italy was
devastated by Attila the venerable
bishop of Rome, Leo I—the first of the
great popes—by a personal encounter
with the king of the Huns, prevented
lie
him from marching upon Rome.
went in 452 to upper Italy, and met
Attila at Mineio, in the vicinity of
Mantua, obtaining from him the promise that he would withdraw from Italy
and negotiate peace with the emperor.
This pope also succeeded in obtaining
same

on

the

Belgian coast.

outstanding fact, just now,
he said, "is that the German U-boats
are doing pretty nearly as much as
they were expected to do and that we
have no effective defense against them.
The Germans are almost justified in
believing that they are on the way toward starving England into submis-

_

PROSPECT PERKY
_

Fred Felker has gone up river for the
winter to survey lumber.
Miss Faustina Harding has gone to
Brewer to visit her brother Frank for an
indefinite time.

t

Capt. W. H. Harriman came home
from Boothbay last Saturday and spent
Sunday with his family.
The many friends of Fred Bowdoin
wish him a long and happy life with his

bride, who

was

Mrs. Lena Sylvester of

Ellsworth.
Miss Mary Harriman has gone to Bucksport to attend the winter term of school
She will board with
it the E. M. C. S.
Mrs. Everett Pierce.

Partridge of Sandypoint,
who had been dresamakinf for Mrs. Jeslie Harding for the paat two weeks, has
returned to her home.
Miss Addie

I

sion. If we don't find a new and
cessful way to combat the U-boats the
situation in England will soon be very
critical. Of course, I fancy a way will
But it must be something
be found.
entirely new in warfare. For my part,
1 am convinced that success can be
obtained only by the apparently des-

“The German harbors are mined,
netted from end to end and fortified
with tremendous shore batteries of
heavy and aircraft guns. How can the
Well, of course,
bases be attacked?
that will be settled by some one else

j

than I, but I have heard a theoretical
plan of attack proposed by one of our
naval men which made a great impresHe said we must build
sion on me.
thousands of small submarines—something like the ‘sea jitneys’ which man-

ufacturers have talked about—and go
into the German harbors with swarms
of them, at the risk of losing ninetynine out of every hundred boats and
crews.
Barrage fire and bombing have
been the new and successful things in

against Turkey.
Pope Gregory (1271-127G), for the iaml
fighting.
sake of a crusade against the Turks, j
“This officer's proposal is for someworked indefntigahly upon a recon- :
thing like an undersea duplication of
ciliatlon of the princes in Italy and
this plan of attack. Most of the little
Germany, and Paul III (1534-1549), j boats would be lost, no doubt, but most
nearly three centuries later, tried to of them would succeed In doing maprevent a war between Spain and terial damage with one or two torpe-

France.
Clement IX aided Venice
does. Nets would be blown away, mines
against the Turks by mediating the j
guard ships sunk and such
exploded,
XIV
and
Spain, other
peace between Louis
disorganization of the harbor deetc.
fenses nccomplisbed_as to give the big
ships a chance to complete the work.
What You’ve Been Waiting For.
Yes, it’s true that a man would hardly
Masculine rentiers arc not usually need to worry about his return trip
Interested in pictures showing feminine If he went in on one of these little
fashions, notes the Outlook, but cer- boats.
It would be work for voluntain halftones in a Brooklyn furrier's teers.
But the volunteers would be
catalogue are calculated to awaken a plentiful enough. That I am sure of.
somnolent intellectual activity in the ;
“If such attacks promised to win
man who has been leisurely conning I the
tight against the U-boats, men
the rise in coal and milk hills. On the would be willing to go. It would be
first page Is shown an evening wrap
enough for them to know that they
made of chinchilla; its price is $10.- were striking the sea murderers at
000. The next page illustrates a wrap their home, and that some of them
which is made up in various furs to might
possibly get back.”
suit different sized purses. The hum-

vision, and thus the power to co-operate harmoniously.

dustrial centers over there, and return
has been made to the skirt that ever
has been the badge of femininity. Only
where working close to certain machinery would make skirts dangerous have
they been discarded for bloomers, or,
in most instances, overalls. What was
taken up as a fad, says a correspondent, has given way to the older and
And
stronger dictates of modesty.
after work, In spite of the fact that it
has been work amid grease and dirt
of the exceptional sort—or perhaps
because of it—there Is recourse to the
powder puff and the other appurtenances of frill that in some form or
other are synonymous with woman the
world over.

The Crow.
I have seen no bird walk the ground
with just the same air the crow does.
It is not exactly pride; there Is no
strut or swagger In it, though perhaps
just a little condescension; it is the
contented and self-possessed gait of
All these
a lord over his domains.
acres are mine, he says, and all these
crops; men plow and sow for me, and
I stay here or go there, and find life
sweet and good wherever I am. The
hawk looks awkward and out of place
on the ground; the game birds hurry
and skulk, but the crow is at home and

Paper Money’s Nicknames.

treads the earth ns if there were none
to molest or make him afraid.—John

Ask Your Postmaster

Patriotic.

Stockton, Springs, Me,, January 8,1918.

|

general

in France,
She couldn’t tell a musket from a lance,
But she’d knit a dozen sweaters
And she’d written lots of letters
To our soldier boys, their comfort to en-

She didn’t know

a

Any Banker

or

We
r

Bay Electric Company

Penobscot
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The ladies occupying the various teneBlock, with Mrs. Bag-

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

BELFAST PRIUt

ments in Hopkins’

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal

ley as prime mover, arranged a pleasant
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCE'
social dance for last Saturday evening—
i Applet?,p.jr bbl,2 IKU 300 Hay.
in Belfast on Monday.
the weather preventing Crockett’s usual
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
8 50 Lamb,
Messrs. Ernest Trundy and Lee Ben- moving picture entertainment for that Beans, pea.
it 00 Lamb Skins
Beans, Y. E„
|
1 fn
nett arrived home Monday from Camp night—the music being furnished by Mr. I Butter,
40a45 Mutton,
Beef,
12al3
sides,
Mass.
and
Mrs.
32
Oats.
Percy Partridge.
Devens, Ayer,
lb.,
I Beef, forequarters,
12 Potatoes,
Mr. Hanley recently cut the ice in Mr. Barley, bu,
Mr. Alvah C. Treat is shipping a second
00 Hound Hog,
32 Straw.
carload of pulp wood from the Prospect Edgar M. Colcord’s pond, in “the gullies” Cheese.
25 Turkey,
Chicken,
station to Northern Maine.
finding it twenty inches in thickness. He Calf Skins.
38 Tallow,'
Mr. L. A. Gardner

was a

business guest

Buck,
Everyone is rejoicing that Old Boreas has filled the Colcord ice houses prepara- Bgtfs,
62
tory to supplying our citizens with that
his
retired
from
has
aggres22
apparently
18
much-needed
summer
article.
At
Ueese.
presin
this
sive campaign
vicinity.
RETAIL PRICE
ent, nature is furnishing more of it than
Univerof
the
Aid
Ladies’
The
Society
Beef. Corned,
22a28
we desire.
Butler Salt.
salist parish, postponed last week, will be
18..22
2 29
Miss Leora Partridge has been suffering Corn,
entertained this, Thursday, afternoon by
20

j

Mrs. H. E. Small.

for more than three weeks with

cold,
house, and

bronchial

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Wardwell returned early last week from their holiday

the

a

Cracked Cora,
Corn Meal,

severe

which has confined her to

Cheese,
Cotton

Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,

at this writing, Monday,

has contracted an additional irritation,
vacation,spent with their married daughbeing both nasal and in the tubes. Our
ter and son in Boston.
terrible weather—extreme frigidity, high
Mr.
and
H.
W.
Morrison,
Mr. and Mrs.
winds and at present a rise in temperaMrs. Geo. C. Fletcher and Mr. and Mrs. ture—is
responsible for much illness in
Bion B. Sanborn went to Bangor Wednes- the
neighborhood
;
night.
day, Jan. 2nd, returning Thursday
Some of our citizens have found much
in snow-shoeing recently, albeit

pleasure

the temperature was varying from 0 to
c'
below'. A few essayan occasional 30
ed skis.

Capt. Day, the agent for
has

purchased

stocks

early

|

recent

The

m

ihe vessel

now

on

the

in the Stockton Yard, Inc., left
the week for a business trip to

New Y ork.
The Current Events

Club will meet

alarm

of fire

on

Flour,

H.G. Seed,
Bat’d,

a

room on

Mr. Percy Baker of Fort Fairfield spent
several days Christmas week with his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Susie M. Rendell,
Master
and his motherless son, little
of
Richard. He returned the latter part

v_,ross ioi

tuc

yiww**

afternoon, beginning
at this
cause of the early falling darkness
season

of the year.

15j Shorts,

24 Sugar,
12 00*14 00 Salt. T. I.,
3 25 Sweel Potatoes,

31'Wheat Meal,

the opposite

child’s bed was consumed

1

MARRIED

Mr. and Mrs. Mcafter the ceremony.
Laughlin have leased The Stockton and

In Winter Harbor, I
ArEY-Joy
25, by Rev. Gideon Mayo, Allan Higg
I
will conduct the hotel—a convenience Arcy of West Brooksvillc and Miss I’
FI orence Joy of Wintei Harbor.
greatly needed by the traveling public in
In Belfast, J
McLaUGHLIN-Dyer.
the present activity of the shipbuilding I, Ernest R. McLaughlin of Stock
and
Springs and Miss Hattie Dyer of Mm
industry in town. Congratulations
ville.
best wishes arc earnestly extended to this
In Belfast, D
KELLER-CLEMENT
folmay
prosperity
young couple, hoping
24, by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Gilbert
low them through long years of married Keller and Myrtle A. Clements, both
life.

M<? CALL’S
MAGAZINE

For

Fashion
Authority
Nearly 50

Jala the 1.SOO.OOO women
McCall’S every month for

(jQu
Yearsl

Montviile.
Ill Winter Harbor, I'
PERRY-JOY.
25, by Rev. Gideon Mayo, Ralph Loir.
Perry of Steuben and Miss Madge Eun
Joy of Winter Harbor.
In Camden, Jan
Smyth-Moody.
by Rev. S. E. Frohock, John T. Sim
and Belle Moody, both of Camden.
In Boston, Jail.
ToLMAN-LaBE.
Adelbert J. Tolman and Mrs. Sarah Lai1
both of Rockland.

who

turn to
correct fash-

buying,
ions. for patterns, for
for fancy needlework, for eood stories—lor
lor
style.
for
help,
pleasure,
McCALL Patterns fit.

DIED

economical

In Brooklin, Dec. 28, Warr.
BURNS.
S. Burns, aged 57 years. 9 months and

days,

Mrs. Edward H. Doyle and family after
her parents, Mr.
a Christmas visit with
and Mrs. Willard M. Berry, left January
was
1st for her home in Caribou. She

Mrs. Freeman Burden of Colorado, the
M. Ames,
guest of her sister, Mrs. Albert
for a few weeks, went to Prospect last

Pork,
Plaster.
Rye Meal,

1

—-

the Masonic
ing its regular meetings at
Banquet riall, each Tuesday and Friday
at 1.30 p. m., be-

Pollock,

S'lAPLES.
In Brooklin, Dec. 20, to
much damage done by smoke and and Mrs. Austin L. Staples, a son, An
Linwood.
water. The tlames were extinguished by
SMITH. In Warren, Dev. 28, to Mr.
|
the family and neighbors, before the ar- Mrs. Dana
Smith, a son
j
!
TURNER. In Belfast, January 6, to
rival of the tire company.
and Mrs. James Turner, a daugh
Our promising
McLAUGHl.IN-DYER.
Helen Eugena.
young citizen, Mr. Ernest Rendell McWashburn. In Belfast, Jan. 8, to
Laughlin, and Miss Harriet Mabel Dyer and Mrs. Fred Washburn, a son.
a

and

the week.
i ne Kea

2 14
32
3 15
10

ALDUS.
In Belfast, Jan. 1, to Mr
Mrs. Raymond Aldus, a son.
Hawkins. In Knox, .lan. 5, to Mr.
Mrs. Henry Hawkins, a daughter.

Wednesday afternoon, Jan. Kith, with
Mrs. Charles A. Snow, the topic for read- of Belfast were united in marriage by
ing, selected by the hostess, being “France, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson at his residence
the beautiful.”
January 1st, coming directly to Stockton
Miss Emma Hichborn, after spending
Christmas with her sister, Miss Nellie J.
Hichborn, returned the following day to
who
Belfast, accompanied by her sister,
will spend several weeks in the city.
Mr. Walter Simpson of Boston has returned from his vacation and is boarding
at The Stockton, although employed as
the master builder by the Sandypoint
Shipyard Corporation at Sandypoint.

RETAIL MARK! I

Lime.
Oat Meal,
Onions,
2 14 Oil, kerosene.

BORN

street proved to be at the home of Mr.

ing through into

Veal,
Wool, unwashed.
Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

School

John M. McLaughlin, due to the igniting
of the soot in the chimney and the heatside where

the lirm wno

Now that paper money is a perma- Burroughs.
Mildred
accompanied by her sister, Miss
nent part of our pocket currency, we
with her.
The Mystery of Love.
await the inevitable nickname for the j
Berry,who will spend the winter
Love Is the great mystery of life.
famnotes, which is sure to come, says the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Magune and
It may be the growth of years, months
London Chronicle.
Jan. 2nd
arrived
of
Conn.,
Bridgeport,
ily
If we follow the precedent set across or an instant, says the Christian HerJames
to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Man sees a million beautiful
the Atlantic in 1862, when “greenbacks” ald.
left last friday
Mr.
Magune
Crocker.
sweet
a
million
voices;
he
hears
first made their appearance, we might faces;
for New York, Mrs. Magune and children
he satisfied with “Westminster,” with he meets a million women with flowers
old
reference to the very admirable litho- at their breasts and light in their eyes [remaining for a longer visit in her
graph of the palace which adorns the —and they do not touch him. Then lia | home.
reverse of the new notes.
Something sees the one, and she holds him for I Ice made rapidly in our ponds during
life and death. She is no nobler, betbetter than that is sure to come along.
l the recent remarkably cold weather. Mr.
ter or more beautiful than were thosa
In the army the notes are known as
I Charles Rneeland of Cape Jellison, inworld
is
his
and
he
yet
by,
passed
in
“C3’s,”
jocular allusion to the reforms us that after the removal of the
there
her.
without
Assuredly
markably narrow chest which the art- empty
in
this
unifashion
than
more
first crop from the Coose pond, he haris
far
ist has given St. George, who is In conmade
versal force we call love.
vested ice a foot thick, which had
flict with a very robust dragon.
in one week.

’sports of the officera and act upon the aame,
:o elect e board of direclora for the ensuing
rear end to transact any other buaineas that
Baj properly come before said meeting.
Per order
ALBERT M. AMES. Secretary.

!

!

l

simply useless and suicidal.

popes mediated successfully beChristian opponents in cases
it was important to unite them
common cause of Christianity

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
:he Stockton Springs Water Company will be
leld at the office of the secretary at Stockton
; Springs. Maine, on Tuesday, the 16th day of
tannery. A. D. 1918, at 12.30 p. m to hear the

1
1

HELP WIN THE WAR

sea
perate undertaking of assaults by
I say ‘apparupon the U-boat bases.
or
ently desperate.’ By any known
tried method such assaults would be

Another pope, Benedict the Twelfth,
who from 1334 to 1342 occupied the
holy see, was as unsuccessful as a
mediator as the present supreme pontiff. At that time Charles IV of France
had died without leaving an heir, and
when his cousin, Philip VI, put the
crown on his head, his right to do so
was contested by Edward III of EngBenedict XII, who wanted to
land.
mediate, was not listened to, and there
ensued hostilities lasting, with some
interruptions, for a hundred years.

Annual Meeting Stockton Springs
Water Company.

Stamp

suc-

another favor for tlie inhabitants of
Rome. When in 455 the city was captured by the Vandals under Geneseric,
the “scourge of God," Leo’s intercession obtained a promise that the city
should not be injured and the lives of
the inhabitants should be spared.

The
tween
where
in the

25c U. S. Thrift

Total cost to you. $4.12, it you buy
before February 1st, $4.00 for the
stamp, 12c. for the exchange.

“The

j

have returned to school at Old Town.

Mrs. H. M. Chase.
M.

|

SWANVlLLE.

Miss Elizabeth Frame.

Miss Sargent enfollowing club members;

successful

a

Or, better still, buy sixteen ot them
for four dollars and exchange them
for a U. S. “Baby Bond,” face value
$5.00 bearing, 4 % interest compounded quarterly.

Vet, now and then, you
for them.
meet a man who theorizes from the
facts of experience and knowledge and
who points something out that gives
Such a case, it
food for thought.
seemed to several of us, when a quiet
little chap, son of a Canadian millionaire, told us his view of the war in
its present stage, a New Vork correspondent of tlie Cincinnati Times-Stur
writes. His brother was killed at the
Marne and he himself is home to recover from shrapnel wounds received
when lie was flying a naval airplane
a town
some thousands of feet above

iiler seeker for borrowed warmth
German Schooling.
get tliis moleskin for tile tritie of $850;
German schooling has proved antagmore fastidious tastes may call for one
onistic to co-operation, although deof ermine at $2,000; those who prefer manding unity of action through mass
Hudson Bay sable may secure their obedience. It has failed to foster real
choice for $15,000; while the lady who
co-operation, for co-operation is a
desires “the real thing” may have her method by which persons of their own
wrap made of Russian sable at a cost i volition and by no compulsion may
of $75,000.
An inferior garment of work together harmoniously, writes
Russian sable, it may be added, will Winthrnp Talbot in the Century Magabe furnished at $25,000 for anyone of ! zine. Only when training and schooleconomical tastes.
ing are the common privilege of all is
that state of civic development possiOveralls and Petticoats.
ble which permits society to become coThe bloomer Idea is going out among operative in its action. In other words,
the French women employed in fac- j a socialized society becomes more and
tories. especially munition works, ac- more possible only ns all individual
cording .to a letter from one of the in- members acquire each the widest

December 30th the thermometer registered frem 30 to 38 below zero indilferent

Fire was caused
were nearly all saved.
by a lantern exploding in the stable.
Mrs. James Parse entertained the Fri- j
There was an insurance of $2600, which
day Club at her home on Tuesday after- j
Mr. Merry
will
partially cover the loss.
noon and her sister, Miss Lucy Sargent, I
has the sympathy of the whole comwas hostess for the Woman’s Club in the i
home in the evening. munity.
same hospitable

B.

conditions has
Theorizing about
no doubt, to
grown quite as tiresome,
the people who read newspapers as it
has to most of the people who write

him, S. Innocent I went with an embassy of the Romans to Emperor Honerius, at Ravenna, to try, if possible,
to make peace with him and the Goths,
but failed in his endeavors to bring
More

Buy

war

From the earliest time of pnpacy.
popes, as the religious heads of the
Catholic church, huve considered it
their tusk to intercede us mediators
In temporal disputes, observes a historian. Following are a few instances:
As enrly as 409, when Alaric I declared he would withdraw from Rome
only on condition that the Romans
should arrange a peace favorable to

peace.

Help Win the War

Naval

Home to Recover From

Peace With Goth Leader.

about

on

Airplane Fighter,
Shrapnel
Wounds Expresses an Opinion.

Canadian

First Instance Dates From 409,
Effort Was Made to Arrange

Gregory I, who played the

EVERYBODY* Can

for At-

German Bases.

j
may !

many friends.

versation gave delightful entertainment
to both gatherings.
Refreshments were
served. Mrs. Parse’s guests were Mrs.

tack

Suggested

j

places, which was the coldest for many
years in this vicinity. Owing to the intense cold and badly drifted roads the

com-

panion and shared with him the
Mr.
Ins orphaned grandson, Harold.
Whittum was a quiet, home loving man
universally kind and considerate in his
family. Since the decline of ship building he has busied himself with the work
of his farm on the Mt. Ephraim Road.
During his sickness he was eared for by
his daughter who has the sympathy of

She is attended by

Henry Hawkins are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, Jan. 5th.

son

care

with

sick

Mr. and Mrs.

very

by

fever.

is

Cook of Brooks.

In 1806 he married Miss Emarilla
Six children were
Dorter of Searsport.
born, three died with diptlieria when
yards

death of her mother became his

Massachusetts

Miss Abbic Penney spent Thursday of
last week with Mrs. Annie Bailey.

pentcr's 4rade

a

in

Herbert Harding has bought the C A.
Kenny fain) of C K. Bessey.

of Kufus and HarOn October 11. 1868, tie
riet Whitt urn
was mustered into the 26th Maine Regiment, Co. K. At the close of the w ar he
He

1917

Woods recently visited his chil-j

H. W
Whittuin

“Sea Jitneys”

[

Sewing

Melvin M

|

Romm Popes, From Earliest
Time Deemed It Privilege.

In Belfast, Jan. 5, MiDanforth.
Harriet Cox Danforth, aged 7ti years.
In Portland, Dec. 28, ForrcDYER.
A. Dyer, aged 61 years, 11 months and

days.

In Jerome, Arizona, Jan
FISHER.
Miss Eunice Fisher, formerly of Wintc
port, aged 10 years, 5 months and 8 da>
Gll.KEY. In Searsport, Jan 4, Mrs. Ju!
M. Gilkey, aged 91 years.
in North Brooksville, Dec.
GRAY,
Sylvester Gray, aged 70 years, 8 mom
FREH SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FOR
I and 4 days.
P1N'j Grant’. In Winterport, Jan. 4, M
<5A5tl'T.E rnPY rf IWAM'S; or tie.rO
[S
-,r
t.U
or
L'-t
given
V
onn-n.
51 ONLY Oder to
set
Mary Grant, aged 73 years.
j
vvifjiout cost; or UlOYiLB Infer to Pays
nr
E:
rtTALOIII
lag
Ill Stockton Springs, .la
ERSKINE.
oirlstor latest PATTEKY
VUE.YT3; or tloO.OO I’rtsO Oder to
isb Odrr 1
I
3, Tryphosa H., wife of Robert Erskm
jour CHURClL
Address
! aged 75 years, 8 months and 14 days.
THEHcCAUL CfL. ZZi-Z'Ji Wttl 37lk Sired. New Yak. N.T.
In Camden, Dec. 13, Ade,
THOMAS.
ii...
miM r.ii 'irmniiinTnciTiiTiliinoie
'irin
K. Thomas, aged 81 years.
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mother, Mrs. Gooding Grant, and
returned
aunt, Miss Elvena Grant She
Monday afternoon.
hance.
Mrs. Perry Sprague (nee Miss Gladys
She’d never heard of Trotzky nor Len- Rendell) left Monday afternoon for her
after being
ine,
home in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
The Kaiser’s latest speech she hadn’t with her mother, Mrs. Susie M. Rendell,
U in. pine
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SEAMEN
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